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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to determine how art is taught in charter 

schools in Arizona as compared to how art is taught in non-charter schools 

in Arizona. A review of the literature, in general, over the past several 

years, indicates how art is being taught in non-charter schools, but does not 

indicate how art is being taught in charter schools. Therefore, the study I 

have undertaken will, hopefully, provide some initial understanding of how 

art is being taught in Arizona's charter schools. In this study, I began by 

selecting a random sample of 102 charter schools and 111 non-charter 

schools, and surveyed all 213 by using a 17-question survey. My analyses 

of the data indicate that (1) there are very few charter schools that do not 

have some kind of art program, and (2) those that do have problems very 

similar to those in non-charter schools. 
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Introduction 

As a public school art teacher in rural Arizona, I am continually 

looking for ways to improve my own Discipline Based Art Education 

(DBAE) curriculum, and to make it more efficient, plus adjust it to the 

standards put forth by the National Art Education Association (1994) and the 

Arizona Department of Education (1997). I have turned to various sources 

for curricular materials, such as those that reflect discipline based art content 

over the years, as well useful materials that I have found on the Internet. 

While visiting the Arizona Department of Education web site, I 

became curious about the sections of the website dedicated to charter 

schools in Arizona, especially since (as the literature on charter schools 

indicates) there are more charter schools in Arizona then any other state in 

the country. "The Center for Education Reform, a national school choice 

advocacy group and research center, ranked Arizona first in the nation for 

the expansiveness of its charter schools law. As of December 1998, 272 

campuses operated across the state, with dozens more expected in 1999" 

(Maranto, Milliman, Hess, & Grisham, 1999, p.7). However, charter 

schools are only part of the equation when it comes to alternatives to non-

charter schools. School vouchers (that allow students increased economic 
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access to private schools), magnet schools (within schools or as independent 

entities), and privatization are also popular alternatives to non-charter 

schools. 

A book by Joe Nathan (1996) titled Charter schools: Creatine hope 

and opportunity for American education addresses charter schools, school 

vouchers, magnet schools, and privatization, all of which have contributed to 

popular alternatives to public schools. It should be noted here that the 

Arizona Department of Education defines a charter school as "a public 

school established by contract with a district Governing Board, the State 

Board of Education, or the Board for Charter Schools to provide learning 

that will improve pupil achievement" (Arizona Department of Education, 

Charter Schools, 2001, p. 1). "The charter school is significantly different 

fi^om proposals for vouchers. Under a voucher system, families would be 

given certificates (vouchers) for a set amount of money. They could use 

these vouchers to pay tuition at their choice of public, private, or parochial 

schools (Nathan, 1996, p. 6)." Today, vouchers are still being advocated, 

politically, at the federal government level, and in other states across the 

country, even though the terminology changes to seemingly disguise the real 

issue. Vouchers are referred to as "parental choice" and "scholarships" 
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across the political landscape. The issue of vouchers is "open for 

discussion", and is part of the president's education package recently sent to 

Congress. 

Magnet schools are public schools with specialized curricula designed 
to attract particular students from throughout a school district. . . . 
Unlike other public schools, however, many magnet schools have 
admission tests. . . . Moreover, many magnet schools spend more per 
pupil than other schools in their district. (Nathan, 1996, p. 7) 

Magnet schools are very popular in Arizona. They are commonly 

located within the confines of a non-charter school, or as separate entities 

within a district. Three examples of magnet schools in Tucson are Palo 

Verde High School, which has a CAD/Graphic Arts based magnet within its 

walls. University High within the confines of Rincon High School (where 

admission is by rigorous academic testing), and Utterback Middle School, an 

arts based magnet school where all 1100 students take arts courses every 

semester. 

One of the central objectives of the charter school movement is to 
empower classroom teachers, administrators, and parents, giving them 
the opportunity to create the schools they believe will help youngsters. 
There are important differences between the charter school concept 
and the idea of hiring private companies to run public schools, and the 
idea is sometimes called privatization. Several commercial 
educational companies have asked local school boards to give them 
contracts to operate public schools with designs, concepts, and, in 
some cases, curricula the company has developed. (Nathan, 1996, p.8) 
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While looking over a list of charter schools (downloaded from the 

Arizona Department of Education web site), I came across large blocks of 

charter schools under the same charter holder, but located in different places 

across the state. For example, there are five Amerischools Academies 

whose charters are held by Ideabanc, Inc., a "for-profit" corporation. There 

are six Excel Education Centers, Inc., whose charters are held by Excel 

Education Centers, Inc., a "for-profit" corporation. There are five 

Ombudsman Learning Centers whose charters are held by Ombudsman 

Educational Services, Ltd., a "for-profit" corporation. There are six 

Renaissance Academies whose charters are held by Renaissance Educational 

Consortium, Inc., a "for-profit" corporation. There are four Schools That 

Work whose charters are held by The Tesserae T Group, Inc., a "for-profit" 

corporation. There are seven Sequoia Choice Schools whose charters are 

held by Sequoia Schools, L.L.C., a "for-profit" corporation. This 

information would indicate that some charter schools are owned by 

corporations whose intent is either strictly for profit, or to promote a 

particular curriculum. In either case, the power these corporations could 

have over what is being taught in charter schools remains to be seen, 

especially when it comes to arts curriculum and instruction. 
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These four active (and politically popular) alternatives (charter 

schools, school vouchers, magnet schools, and privatization) to public 

schools (perceived or real) are supported at the federal level, and at state 

levels, to varying degrees. In Arizona, support for these alternatives is 

comparatively very high. My interest in these alternatives to public school 

education has peaked my concern for the future of art education. Of the four 

alternatives, charter schools are of great interest especially since there are 

more charter schools in Arizona than in any other state in the country'. For 

every student who leaves a non-charter school and attends a charter school 

(in Arizona), the fiinds that student would have brought to the non-charter 

school follow that student to the charter school. Hence, many questions 

arise, especially pertaining to art education: Do charter schools in Arizona 

have visual art programs, and, if so, how are they structured? Do they have 

a certified art teacher? Do they have a written curriculum? How are their 

programs responsive to state and national standards? What kinds of 

activities do they present to their students? What grade levels receive art 

classes? How are the students, and the instruction they receive, assessed? 

' According to the Center for Education Reform, there were 247 charter schools open in 1997 (only 7 
approved). According to the Arizona Department of Education, there are currently 489 approved charters 
fwww.ade.state.az.us. 2/1 I/O! 

http://www.ade.state.az.us
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Do the students receive transcript credit for the art class they take? What 

does the teacher hope students will learn from art instruction? 

To help determine where and how art (in particular DBAE) was being 

taught in charter schools as compared to non-charter schools, an exhaustive 

review of the literature was performed, looking for comparisons that had 

already been made. I have found that the literature does not currently 

indicate how art (in particular DBAE) is being taught in charter schools 

(being that charter schools are not a totally new phenomenon, this came as a 

surprise). The charter school phenomenon has existed in the national 

political arena for several years. According to The Center for Education 

Reform (1998), thirty-five states have charter school laws. 

Therefore, the study I have undertaken will, hopefully, provide an 

understanding of how art is being taught in Arizona's charter schools. To 

investigate this issue, I first went to the Arizona Department of Education 

web site. Secondly, I selected, at random, several cities across the state: 

Chandler, Flagstaff, Morenci, Nogales, Phoenix, Tucson, and Williams. I 

then downloaded a list of non-charter and charter schools in each city. 

Identified on each list was the type of each school was (e.g., general, basic, 

college prep, performing arts, fine arts, communication, standard, at risk. 
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science, integrated thematic, computer based, Montessori, technology-based, 

bilingual, etc.). I then selected, at random, 111 non-charter schools and 102 

charter schools out of the seven cities I chose, and surveyed all using a 17-

question survey (see Appendix A for complete survey). I received eighty 

complete responses, or a 37% return on two mailings. Not included in that 

percentage were charter school surveys returned that had a note attached 

stating the school in question did not have an art teacher, or charter school 

surveys returned unopened for one reason or another. 

In addition to the surveys, I performed six case studies: three of 

charter schools and three of non-charter schools. I selected the schools to 

study based on responses I received on surveys returned, the type of school, 

and location of the school in the state. The schools I selected were (in order 

of observation): A charter school in Phoenix; a non-charter magnet high 

school in Tucson, a non-charter elementary magnet school in Tucson; an 

integrated arts charter school in Chandler; a high school and middle school 

in Williams; and an integrated arts charter school in Flagstaff. 

To assist me in my observations of what was being taught, how, and 

why art was being taught, I established a base line to work from derived 

from Art Making and Education by Maurice Brown and Diana Korzenik 
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(1993). I focused exclusively on Part 2. Education's Four Competing 

Traditions of Art Making so I could get a better sense of what to look for 

before each observation and interview. Korzenik (1993) looks at "art 

making" as grounded in specific traditions: 

Tradition 1: Art Making as Study Skills: 

Such teachers value art making as a tool for children's learning other 
school subjects... whatever the process, the goal, the reason for the 
teaching, is the child's better grasp of subjects such as geography, 
spelling, history, or mathematics. 

Tradition 2: Art Making for Jobs: 

. . .  a r t  t e a c h e r s  h a v e  o r g a n i z e d  a r t  t e a c h i n g  a r o u n d  s k i l l s  t h a t  m a y  b e  
applied specifically to jobs students may have as adults. 

Tradition 3: Art Making for the Spirit: 

. . .  t h i s  f o r m  o f  t e a c h i n g  c e n t e r s  o n  t h e  f e e l i n g  a n d  t h e  i m a g i n a t i v e  
life of the child in the present moment. 

Tradition 4: Art Making for Understanding Ourselves and Others: 

. . .  e m p h a s i z e s  i n t e r p e r s o n a l  a w a r e n e s s  t h a t  a r t  m a k i n g  c a n  b e  
both a reflection of the self and an occasion for relating oneself to 
others. 

These different levels are competing realities, and I fear that the 
reality that is losing, that eludes us, is the actual classroom. (Korzenik, 
1993, p. 128-198) 

The traditions that Korzenik writes about play a large role in how I 

teach in my own classroom. Since the art classroom is fiill of students who 

leam in different ways, the art teacher must adjust his or her curriculum and 

teaching methods to each class of students. By teaching art history, 
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aesthetics, art criticism, as well as studio activities, the DBAE model is 

particularly structured to allow students to learn in different ways and at 

different rates. Teachers using DBAE make adjustments each day for what 

"art making" tradition works best for each student. Since the investigator 

was familiar with DBAE, the DBAE model tempered each school visit. 

I made arrangements to visit each school over a two-month period, 

and spent an entire class day with each classroom teacher in his/her 

classroom environment. At the end of my observations, I tape recorded an 

interview with each classroom teacher. I used questions similar to those in 

my survey. The order of the questions was altered during each interview 

based on responses to my questions from the classroom teacher in order to 

maintain some sense of spontaneity during the interview. All interviews 

were transcribed at a later date, with a preface for each interview added so I 

could describe the classroom environment, and the type of lessons and/or 

activities I observed over the course of my observations (see Appendix B for 

complete Interview Questions and Appendix C for complete Transcriptions 

of Interviews). 
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As the types of charter schools are so different, so are the different 

kinds of curriculum, structures, methods of instruction, assessment tools, 

and types of teachers, and types of intent by those who hold the charters. 

In the next chapter, what charter schools are and the growth of the 

charter school phenomenon will be discussed. Support and concerns for 

charter and non-charter schools will be discussed. The view on charter 

schools by the National Education Association and the National Art 

Education Association will be discussed. In Chapter 3,1 will provide 

detailed insight the actual research and how it was done. In Chapter 4,1 will 

discuss issues, analysis of the research, and implications for future research. 

Definition of Terms 

1. Charter school - Arizona Revised Statute (A.R.S.) 15-181 defines a 

charter school as a public school established by contract with a district 

governing board, the State Board of Education or the State Board of 

Charter Schools to provide learning that will improve pupil 

achievement. Charter schools are funded based on student enrollment 

by allocating to them a per-pupil expenditure. 
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2. Magnet schools - public schools with specialized curricula designed 

to attract particular students throughout a school district. 

3. Non-charter school - a public school established by a district 

governing board and the State Board of Education. Non-charter 

schools are funded based on student enrollment by allocating to them 

a per-pupil expenditure. 

4. Open enrollment - the fi-eedom to move within a school district, and 

freedom to move between districts. 

5. Privatization - hiring private companies to run public schools. 

6. Public school - an elementary or secondary school supported by 

public funds and providing free education for children of a community 

or district. 

7. School voucher program - provides families a certificate (voucher) 

for a set amount of money. The voucher could be used to pay tuition 

at public, private, or parochial schools. 
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Chapter 2 

Charter Schools and Art Education 

To help determine what, where, when, how and by whom art (in 

particular Discipline Based Art Education) was being taught in charter 

schools as compared to non-charter schools, an exhaustive review of the 

literature was performed. It was found that the literature does not currently 

support how art (in particular DBAE) is being taught in charter schools. As 

Seymour B. Sarason (1998) stated in his book. Charter Schools: Another 

Flawed Educational Reform. "I learned [after a review of the literature] 

what I expected: nothing, unless absence of what you wanted to read is 

something" (p. 4). 

Definitions and Growth of the Charter School Phenomenon 

However, what the literature does support is: What is a charter 

school? 

First... what are charter schools?... In theory... the task of 
defining the term charter school is relatively simple. Charter schools 
are public schools that operate on a contract or charter with a state-
approved charter-granting agency. Charter schools are held 
accountable for student outcomes and in return are virtually fi'eed 
from state laws governing schooling (with the exception of federal 
special education laws and health and safety standards). States fund 
charter schools based on their student enrollment by allocating to 
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them a similar-per-pupil expenditure that is earmarked for non-charter 
public schools. As long as charter schools fulfill their contract, they 
continue to exist. (Good & Braden, 2000, p. 119) 

In Arizona, state law (A.R.S. 15-181) defines a charter school as "a 

public school established by contract with a district Governing Board, the 

State Board of Education or the State Board for Charter Schools to provide 

learning that will improve pupil achievement" (Arizona Department of 

Education [ADE], Charter Schools, 2001, p.l). This law also outlines the 

purpose of charter schools as: 

• Charter Schools may be established to provide a learning 

environment that will improve pupil achievement. 

• Charter Schools provide additional academic choices for 

parents and pupils. 

• Charter Schools may consist of new schools or all or any 

portion of an existing school. 

• Charter Schools must comply with ail provisions of applicable 

law to receive state funding as prescribed. 

Indeed, defining what a charter school is - is relatively simple. 

However, what a charter school is, or isn't, has prompted a flurry of debate 
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over the years. What charter schools have become is just another part of the 

ongoing debate over education reform, or "restructuring." In a 1988 article 

titled "Restructuring our Schools" in the Peabodv Journal of Education. 

Albert Shanker discussed the notion of educational "restructuring", and said, 

" the efforts for district-wide restructuring should, and must, continue. But 

short of the ideal, here is another suggestion for getting started. Why not 

devise a district policy mechanism to enable any school or any group of 

teachers, say 6-12, within a school to develop a proposal for how they could 

better educate youngsters and then give them a 'charter' to implement that 

proposal?" (p. 97-98). In general, charter schools, especially in Arizona, 

have become the politically correct solution to popular "school 

restructuring" that began back in the late '80s to combat "achievement 

levels" that were at an all time low nationwide. 

Shanker (1998) states, in part, "What would our schools look like if 

they were structured according to the ways students learn, which is in 

different ways and at di£ferent rates? How could they be structured to 

permit teachers to leam from one another, to trade-oflf on their strengths and 

weaknesses?" (p.94). 
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Shanker's proposal defines charter schools as "public schools" (p. 99). 

His proposal is insightful, especially for 1988. He provides the notion that 

the granting agency "would then issue charters to these groups [of teachers] 

and commit themselves to trying to waive ... certain regulations" (p.98). 

He states ... "it [the charter school] would have to accept students who are 

representative of other students ... in terms of ability or background. 

Charter schools also would have to conform to other civil rights guarantees" 

(p.98). 

In the late '80s the structure for charter schools was still being 

formulated. The model for charters was directly tied to student achievement. 

Therefore, even in the late '80s, charter schools (as a choice to teachers and 

parents) were being defined and conceptualized as an alternative to non-

charter public schools. However, by 1994 (when Arizona's law was 

enacted) eleven charter school laws in eleven states had been enacted. "As 

of July 1996, twenty-five states had adapted legislation permitting some 

version of the charter school concept" (Nathan, 1996, p. 187). 

One aspect of Arizona state law that helps make charter schools (and 

other alternatives to public schools) so accessible to students is the issue of 

"open enrollment." A 1991 article for the Morrison Institute for Public 
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Policy takes a look at open enrollment/educational choice nationwide. Open 

enrollment is "commonly used to define the fi-eedom to move within a 

school district (intra-district) and fi-eedom to move between districts (inter-

district)" (Sheane & Bienlein, 1991, p.I). In 1991, "charter" schools were 

still a "new choice concept." "The concept is being referred to as 'choice for 

teachers' in that it will provide an opportunity for teachers to run their own 

schools" (p.9). The summary for this particular article points out "as 

educational reform initiatives continue across the nation, the concept of 

creating a 'market driven' educational system continues to be debated" 

(p. 10). As I stated in my Introduction, many charter schools are owned by 

private individuals or businesses, and are highly specialized to provide those 

businesses the outcome they desire; and art education doesn't tend to be part 

of those "market driven" curriculums. 

As the debate continues (over ten years after it began), certain terms 

keep it fueled: "forced change," "comprehensive reform," "performance 

based," "creative involvement," "curriculum improvement," and "outcome 

based." What effect all the debate will have on art education has not been 

determined. If charter schools are designed to force change in non-charter 

schools, what effect will that change have on the arts in schools? Does 
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"comprehensive reform" mean an increased lean towards specialized, 

narrow, "market driven" needs of a sterile business community? Terms such 

as "performance based," "creative involvement," and "curriculum 

improvement" could focus the debate on the need for art education in any 

altemative structure, because of the positive affect of art education on any 

performance-based outcome, creative involvement, or curriculum 

improvement. Art education in our school systems, or any alternatives, 

make the need for art education in our schools more important, not less 

important. The purpose of charter schools, in part, is to recognize the 

different needs of students. "In addition to providing a teaming environment 

that will improve pupil achievement, A.R.S 15-181 states that charter 

schools are intended to 'provide additional academic choices for parents and 

pupils'" (ADE, FAQ's About Charter Schools, 2001, p.2). Art teachers, on 

their own, or tied to other core subjects through curriculum improvement, 

recognize that students learn in different ways, and provide choices that help 

those students succeed. The purpose of charter schools, in part, is to focus 

on adopting innovative or different teaching methods than those currently 

used. "Charter school statutes support flexibility and innovation in key areas 
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of operations and organizational structures, including governance, 

scheduling curriculum and instructional methodologies." (p. 2). 

Where did the concept of charter schools come from; how and where 

did they begin? In 1992, Lori MulhoUand at the Morrison Institute of Public 

Policy and Mary Amsler at the Far West Laboratory for Educational 

Research and Development developed a white paper that discussed the 

concept of charter schools as a major altemative in school choice. They 

provide this description of the birth of charter schools: 

The concept of charter schools can be traced back to a model 
described by Ray Budde in his book. Education bv Charter: 
Restructuring School Districts (1998).... This book described a 
"school-within-a-school" which would involve an educational charter 
between a group of teachers and their school board. 

Budde's version of a charter grew out of his knowledge of 
organizational design and restructuring. He not only spelled out very 
specifically the steps involved in creating a charter, but also indicated 
the potential changes were shifts in the roles of teachers and 
administrators. School boards would operate differently; board 
members would become more aware of school programs and their 
purposes, and thus would focus on costs and outcomes of specific 
programs. In addition, a continuous process of curriculum 
improvement and evaluation would be set in motion. 

The charter schools concept made its way into the educational 
mainstream in the spring of 1988, when Albert Shanker...presented an 
adaptation of Budde's vision to the National Press Club in 
Washington, D.C. (Muholland & Amsler, 1992, p. 2) 
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Support for Charter Schools 

An advocate for charter schools is Joe Nathan, a former public school 

teacher and administrator who now directs the Center for School Change at 

the University of Minnesota. In 1996 he wrote a book titled Charter 

Schools: Hope and Opportunity in American Schools. In the preface he 

wrote: 

The charter school idea is part of a two-hundred-year effort in this 
country to expand opportunity, especially for those who are not 
wealthy and powerful. 

Charter proponents readily agree that significant problems in 
this society are producing troubled families and challenging 
youngsters.... But acknowledging enormous problems outside 
schools does not mean that educators cannot do a much better job at 
helping youngsters inside schools. That is what effective, talented 
educators have long believed. The charter public school movement 
gives them the opportunity to carry out their dreams, (p. xiii) 

In his introduction, he discusses the differences between other school 

reform concepts (e.g. schools vouchers, magnet schools, and privatization) 

and charter schools. Due to the public need for public schools to do a better 

job, to parent frustrations, and to teacher frustrations, Nathan (1996) believes 

that the charter school movement attempts to promote widespread 

improvement in public education: 

. . .  b o t h  b y  a l l o w i n g  p e o p l e  t o  c r e a t e  n e w  k i n d s  o f  s c h o o l s  a n d  b y  
encouraging existing school systems to improve in order to compete 
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efifectively with these new schools. It seeks to change the basic ways 
public education is offered in this country. Public schools should not 
continue to receive tax fimds regardless of how well they perform; 
funding should be tied to student achievement, (p. 18) 

As to the birth of the charter school movement, he believes that the 

charter movement built on the successes and frustrations of innovative 

public schools in the 1960s and 1970s "at a time when parents and 

innovative public school educators all over the nation were joining together 

to design distinctive education options, or choices" (Nathan, 1996, p.56). 

Options such as magnet schools in the mid-1970s were designed to promote 

racial integration. Of course, magnet schools often had admission tests, and 

often cost more per pupil than small innovative schools. Options such as 

alternative schools were established in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

California led the way in the mid-1980s with Learning Alternatives 

Resource Network (LEARN), "a proposed bill that was never introduced, 

much less adopted" (p.57). Options such as open enrollment were enacted 

in Michigan in 1988, and in Arizona in 1994, that allow "K-12 students to 

apply to attend public schools outside their district, as long as the receiving 

district has room and their transfer does not increase racial segregation" (p. 

59). 
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In Chapter Eight, Nathan (1996) describes seven important things we 

know about the charter school movement (based on information he provided 

in earlier chapters): 

1. Charter schools can have a positive effect on student achievement, 
attendance, and attitude. 

2. Charter schools are serving many youngsters who have not 
succeeded in traditional public schools. 

3. Thousands of educators are coming forward who want to work 
with youngsters and are willing to accept the responsibility for 
improved student achievement. 

4. The charter school concept will reach its potential only if the 
details of charter legislation are right (p. 167). 

5. Charter schools must learn how to obtain start-up funds. 

6. Charter schools demonstrate how to avoid putting up costly new 
buildings to house students. 

7. Charter schools can build on the experience of successful inner-
city innovative public schools (p. 168). 

Nathan found that major reasons for introducing charter school bills 

were: 

• To help youngsters who have not succeeded in existing schools 

• To provide opportunity for educational entrepreneurs 

• To expand the range of public schools available 

• To increase overall student achievement 

• To encourage the existing public education system to improve 

• To provide an alternative, rather than a prelude, to vouchers 

(p. 168). 
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Legislators were asked by Nathan what advice they would give to 

strengthen charter school laws. The most frequent recommendations given 

were: 

• Give charter public schools the same per-pupil allocations as 
other public schools 

• Permit more than one organization to sponsor charter schools 

• Eliminate the cap on the number of charter schools 

• Give charter public schools a great deal of independence from 
local districts 

• Provide some start-up funds (p. 168). 

Lastly, in Appendix A, Nathan (1996) describes State-by-State 

Activity and Contacts. For Arizona he notes that Arizona's is one of the 

strongest primarily due to its' law that allows the Arizona Department of 

Education, the State Board of Charter Schools, and district governing boards 

to sponsor charter schools, plus provide $100,000 per site. Of fifty-one 

charter schools open by 1996, twenty-one were sponsored by the ADE, 

twenty-five were sponsored by the State Board of Charter Schools, and five 

were sponsored by district governing boards (p. 189). 
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Concerns about Charter Schools 

By the end of the decade, the question isn't what are charter schools, 

but are they a viable option? Terry G. Geske, Douglas R. Davis, and 

Patricia L. Hingle addressed this question in 1997 in an article for 

Economics of Education Review. 

Part of the reason charter schools exist is that they promote our free 

enterprise system by promoting choice and competition. Charter schools 

also exist because they say they will promote higher academic standards, 

empower teachers, involve parents, and boost accountability. "Why has the 

charter school movement become so popular, gaining such widespread 

bipartisan support across the country? This school reform, or effort at 

school restructuring, provides for substantial decentralization in the 

provision of local education programs" (p. 15). Charter schools are tagged as 

being public schools, but "can charter schools remain public, financed with 

public funds, but, at the same time, enhance school choice options that foster 

a more market-driven educational system" (p. 15)? 

James and Levin (1983) contend that there are options for public and 
private choice mechanisms with a common core of educational 
experiences for all children that satisfy requirements for a democratic 
education; the underlying warning is that undermining the common 
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core might lead to social balkanization and privilege, thus becoming 
injurious to public interest. In their discussion of private choice 
mechanisms, James and Levin continually reiterate that these 
mechanisms must ensure the attainment of social goals and justify the 
use of public resources; they contend that the basic problem is that, 
unlike public choice which fosters basic common democratic 
educational experiences, market choice is particular, stratifying, and 
fettered. (Geske et al., 1997, p. 17) 

Charter schools are granted autonomy in Arizona unlike any other 

place in the country (our strong charter school law makes that possible). 

Because of their emphasis on autonomy; 

charter schools seem to be part of the market choice system, similar to 
vouchers and tax credit programs, rather than a part of the public 
choice system. The high degree of autonomy charter schools seek, 
and their expectation to operate as private schools, may make them 
more of a market choice option than either vouchers or tuition tax 
credit programs, which are both carefully regulated by the 
government. (Geske et al., 1997, p. 17) 

The birth of charter schools presented concerns. As different states 

tried to enact charter school laws, strong opposition arose, especially from 

teacher unions. Strong opposition meant that charter school advocates 

would indeed compromise over the issue to get legislation passed. There 

were concerns over proposals for alternative curriculum as magnet schools 

were doing. There were concerns over "proposals focused on specific 

student populations" (Mulholland & Amsler, 1992, p. 7). Compromise in 

Arizona makes charters for specific student populations quite common. For 
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example, using current data from the Arizona Department of Education's 

web site, under Charter School Site List, when Grades, Type of School, and 

Target Population are displayed, there are approximately twelve grade 

groupings possible (e.g. 5-11, K-2, US [Ungraded Secondary], etc.), and 

approximately twenty-seven different categories in Type of School/Target 

Population columns (e.g. At Risk, Computer Repair, Performing Arts, Fine 

Arts, Visual & Performing Arts, Multi-age Classrooms, Gifted, Cultural, 

Hands On, School-to-Work High Tech., Science, Agricultural, etc.) (ADE, 

2001, p.I). With Arizona's charter school law as strong as it is, ahnost any 

type of charter school is possible; hence, the large number of charter schools 

in Arizona. 

By 1992, other concerns were: non-charter schools were reluctant to 

jump on the charter school band wagon because they had nothing to gain, 

and money and students to lose to charter schools; teachers who have joined 

charter schools have suffered due to resentment from other teachers and 

administration (especially when those staff members may belong to the same 

union); some teachers have suffered because the charter school pays them 

less, and some teachers working for charters schools can be fired more easily 
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than non-charter school teachers can. Two particular points of contention 

developed by 1992 were admission policies and equal access to education. 

• Admission Policies. Minnesota's charter school admission policy 

states that all students who submit a timely application must be 

admitted. There can be no selection based on student 

characteristics. However, schools may limit admission to students 

with an affinity or aptitude for a teaching method, learning 

philosophy or subject emphasis. The words "affinity" and 

"aptitude" seem to contradict the notion of limiting students on the 

basis of ability. 

• Equal Access to Education. Some fear that the nature of the vast 

differences in charter schools' philosophies of education, 

curriculum and teaching methods will result in decreased student 

diversity and, along with it, understanding and appreciation of 

diversity. Related to this is the belief that custom-made charter 

schools will turn out students who once would have been united by 

their public education but instead, having been educated very 

differently, do not subscribe to the same American values. 

(MulhoUand & Amsler, 1992, p. 9) 
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In an article titled "Roads to Reform", DeSpain & Livingston (1996) 

took a look at not only charter schools, but also privatization and vouchers. 

They "surveyed a national random sample of 1,500 school board presidents, 

plus the executives of all 1,300 local chambers of commerce" and found 

very different views: 

Perhaps not surprisingly, we found that business people are likely to 
have more faith in the power of entrepreneurial reform efforts than 
school officials do. That is, chamber of commerce executives 
generally believe privatization, vouchers, and charter schools will 
improve the current education system, but the board presidents in our 
survey tend to disagree. (DeSpain & Livingston, 1996, p. 17) 
Most business minded people have the attitude that the free-enterprise 

market system be allowed to dictate "what kids learn and the skills they 

acquire  . . (p .  17),  and that  "competi t ion and individual  ini t ia t ive"  should 

drive the educational system from the outside (p. 18). 

On the other hand, school board presidents were less critical of the 

existing system, and believe choice [charters, vouchers, and privatization] 

"encourages segregation" and the notion that "the haves wiU have choice; 

the have-nots won't even realize there is a choice." (p. 18). One school 

board president was concerned that choice will "siphon off much needed 

funds" (p. 18) badly needed to make public schools better. 
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Once charter schools began to develop, and the concept spread from 

state to state (by 1996, 25 states and the District of Columbia had passed 

laws), and the concerns (real or contrived) mounted, charter school 

advocates mounted their own defense. A 1996 article by Alex Molnar takes 

a harder look at the negative side of charter schools as an alternative. 

According to Molnar, Tom Watkins, who was the director of the Detroit 

Center for Charter Schools in 1995, says charter school advocates are 

usually one of three types; 

1. Zealots, who believe that students in private market-driven school 
systems also do better than students in public school systems. 

2. Entrepreneurs, for whom it is all about money to be made. 

3. Reformers, the idealists who believe they can change the current 
educational system, and make it a better place for children to learn. 
"These are the people (and Watkins places himself here) who have 
given the charter school movement its air of mainstream 
respectability." (Molnar, 1996, p. 10) 

Molnar (1996) believes that "despite the rosy image provided by the 

child-centered reformers, most of the money and political influence driving 

the charter movement has been provided by the zealots and the profiteers" 

(p.lO). 

Molnar (1996) also believes that "charter schools can never occupy 

more that a very small comer of public education without drastic wage 
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reduction or huge increases in education spending" (p. 14). Wage reductions 

can be devastating to the field of education as a whole (especially in states 

such as Arizona where teacher pay and per-pupil-spending are very low in 

comparison to other states). The better the economy gets, the more dijfficult 

it is for school districts to hire (and keep) highly trained teachers when they 

can sell their skills to other businesses for (in many cases) much higher 

wages. Huge increases in educational spending are always doubtful because 

of the "more-money-afler-bad" mentality in many state legislatures. 

An important point of Molnar's article is that "charter schools, like 

private school vouchers and for-profit schools, are built on the illusion that 

our society can be held together solely by the self-interested pursuit of our 

individual purposes" (p. 15). 

As the charter school option grew in the mid 1990s, concerns for the 

movement do not diminish. As John O'Neil (1996) wrote: 

The most common concem is that, far fi-om leveling the playing field, 
choice can exacerbate inequities. When schools must compete for 
students, "the kids who are the most desirable...are going to have an 
edge, and they're going to win those competitions," says Amy Stuart 
Wells, associate professor of educational policy at the University of 
California at Los Angeles. (O'Neil, 1996, p. 7) 
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He goes on to say that, "others are concerned that the trends toward 

more options represent a shift with dangerous philosophical overtones" (p. 

8). 

More and more, they [other experts] say, education is seen as a private 
good, with parents positioned as consumers of whatever public 
education best suits their needs. Losing credence is the argument that 
public education is provided for the common good, and that students 
should share some common experiences in common settings. Can this 
be achieved when schools hew largely to the demands of the market? 
(p. 8) 

Near the end of his article, O'Neil writes, "even supporters of choice 

have some nagging doubts. 'I have some concerns that if schools become 

defined as belonging just to their immediate constituents, then it raises the 

question of why the rest of us should support them,' says Raywid [Mary 

Anne Raywid, professor emerita at Hofstra University and a longtime choice 

advocate]" (p.8). 

Because charter schools have grown so fast, and they are such a recent 

phenomenon (compared to the history of district schools), there is very little 

empirical evidence available regarding the behavior and performance of 

them. (Geske, Douglas, and Hingle, 1997) However, despite the lack of 

empirical evidence, millions of public dollars are being pumped into the 
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charter school movement based on implicit and unstudied assumptions. 

(Garcia & Garcia, 1996) 

Berliner and Biddle (199S) point out that the problem is largely due to 

legislators who, over the past twenty-five years, have chosen to support 

charter schools over non-charter schools. While non-charter schools become 

increasingly burdened by excessive state and federal mandates, charter 

schools are provided the legislative freedom from those excessive 

regulations and allocated funding that probably would have gone to non-

charter schools. 

George F. Garcia and Mary Garcia (1996), in an article published in 

the Educational Researcher, focus on the perceived freedom of charter 

schools from regulation and autonomy: 

Charter school experts also believe that freedom from bureaucracy is a 
strength of these schools. One must ask questions such as, 'if freedom 
from regulations and autonomy lead to increased student success, why 
doesn't this deregulation apply to all public schools?' If bureaucracy 
is one of the problems with the current status of public schools, then 
we should tackle the issue head-on rather than abandoning public 
schools for the "less" bureaucratized charter schools, (p.35) 

Until 2000, George was superintendent of the Tucson Unified School 

District, and, until 1999, Mary was superintendent of the Sunnyside School 

District, Tucson, Arizona. Having studied the charter school movement in 
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Arizona provides the Garcias with unique insight into the charter school 

movement since Arizona was fast becoming the leader in charter schools in 

1996. 

However, even though the laws that govern charter schools in Arizona 

provide them with freedom from certain types of regulation, the very issue 

of charter school autonomy causes concerns. For example, ARS 15-

183(E)(5) states a charter school "is exempt from all statutes and rules 

relating to schools, governing boards and school districts." (ADE, Charter 

Schools, 2001, p.6). As more and more charter schools are fmding out in 

Arizona, the road to being autonomous means they must comply with state-

mandated standards just as non-charter schools. Despite their autonomy, 

charter schools must comply with provisions in the laws that govem those 

standards (ARS 15-183(E)(1). However, how the ADE enforces these laws 

when it has downsized over the years, and charter schools have increased, is 

the challenge. 

Another need exists for more money to run state-mandated programs 

with which charter schools must contend. "The trend in charter school 

legislation across the states places state regulatory responsibility in the hands 

of state departments of education. States will be required [by state 
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departments of education] to provide additional resources, regardless of the 

method they use to ensure that charter schools follow state laws" (Geske et 

al., 1997, p.2l). 

This raises the issue of at-risk students, who are governed by state-

mandated and federally mandated programs. How will a charter school 

accommodate at-risk students in a nonsectarian and nondiscriminatory 

manner? Geske, Davis, & Hingle state: 

Although states have provisions in their charter school legislation 
designed to protect at-risk students, the elements of choice and 
competition significantly complicate the situation for lower 
socioeconomic students... it is unclear what will happen if a charter 
school does not have enough at-risk applicants to achieve the 
percentage of at-risk students that may be required in various 
legislative provisions. These schools will most likely recruit students, 
and when they do, they will be able to choose the students they 
recruit. This recruiting effort will allow schools to target the kind of 
students they want, (p.22) 

Some critics feel strongly that the charter movement, as expansive as 

it has become, is but another flawed educational reform. Seymour B. 

Sarason (1998) strongly feels that an innovation such as this - one requiring 

special legislation - be carefully described and assessed, not only to 

determine degrees of success and failure, but to have a basis for learning 

how future charter schools might better be planned. But so far, the federal 
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effort to access charter schools, he agrees, was superficial, "either because 

the assessors have little or no understanding of the creation of the settings or 

the funds available for the effort compromised the scope and depth of what 

should be done" (p. 4). Sarason talked to some individuals who were going 

to seek to create a charter school. He talked with some who were just 

getting started; people who were conceptually unprepared for what lay 

ahead. He got administrative guidelines from several state departments of 

educations that listed criteria to be used to judge charter school applications. 

As I expected, political leaders are quite adept at directing blame to 
groups and forces outside the political system. Implicitly and 
explicitly these political leaders saw past reform failures as indicative 
of an educational system incapable of reforming itself. If I agreed 
with them on that point, I very much disagreed with the way they saw 
themselves as having played no role in those failures [federally 
mandated programs without financial support]. They had learned 
nothing. They talked about charter schools as if creating them would 
not be beset with problems.... It was as if there was nothing to learn 
about charter schools. Why spend money to study them when it was 
obvious the concept of ch^er schools made so much sense? 
(Sarason, 1998, p. 4) 

Sarason attacks our political leaders at the highest levels for not being 

capable of taking serious steps to change our schools. "They seem less 

aware that the creation of charter schools confronts some basic issues in 

need of study and clarification" (p.76). Sarason feels that the way charter 
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schools are being created guarantees that such clarification will not be 

forthcoming. 

As we moved into 1999, Arizona contained nearly one out of every 

four charter schools in the nation, and one of four of our public schools is 

now a charter school (Center for Education Reform, 1998). According to 

Maranto, Milliman, Hess, and Grisham (1999), charter schools in Arizona 

provide a number of district options for parents, and these schools are fairly 

accessible as well. Unlike private schools, they charge no tuition. Unlike 

magnet schools, Arizona charter schools are not allowed to restrict 

admission, so all families have access. 

For parents this means access to what their children will be learning, 

how they will be learning, and by whom is in question. .. the charter 

school system increases the legitimacy of public education by making public 

administration more responsive to public demands" (Maranto et al., 1999, p. 

49). However, what their children will be learning, how they will be 

learning, and by whom creates other concerns. Thomas L. Good and 

Jennifer S. Braden (2000) address those concerns: 

In addition to the debate about quality in our public schools, there is 
also strong concern regarding the breadth and direction of its 
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curriculum. Do Americans want their schools to focus primarily on 
academic goals (as in Japan or Singapore) or, do they want them to 
develop students' social, emotional, and physical skills as well? 
Should schools continue to deal with broad social issues such as 
drugs, violence, intolerance, and malnutrition that have been 
neglected by the broader society? (p. xvi) 

Charter schools may be delivering a product that is far too narrow for 

the greater good of the students and our society as a whole. 

Changing the public school system through duplication (e.g. charters) 
means that even more money will be spent on administrators and 
facilities and less on children and classroom instruction. 

Some strongly agree that investments in charters, vouchers, and 
private education guarantee that there will be less money for public 
education. If the problem of poor public education, when it occurs, is 
largely because of insufficient resources, than investments in 
alternative education will guarantee that more public schools will fail, 
(p. 7) 

The impact of charter schools, and other alternatives, on non-charter 

schools may be negative, for non-charter schools may not be receiving badly 

needed funding that is now going to charter schools. Good and Braden 

argue that "despite their [our political leaders'] claims about a crisis in 

public education, some citizens feel strongly that the only solution is to 

improve public education, because it is the only way to educate citizens if 

they are to play cooperative and responsible roles in democracy" (p.9). 

Therefore, as Good and Braden (2000) point out, the questions 

remaining are what will their children will be learning, where will they be 
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learning, when will they be taught, how will they be learning, who will be 

teaching them, and what will be "the breadth and direction" of the 

curriculum? This is a matter that responsible leadership and management 

must address. 

The View on Charter Schools bv the National Education Association and the 

National Art Education Association 

The National Education Association's position on charter schools is 

clear. In part, it states that the "NEA supports educational reform 

mechanisms within the public schools that promote rigorous learning 

standards, decentralized and shared decision making, diverse educational 

offerings, and the removal of onerous administrative requirements. The 

NEA believes such reform has the greatest possibility of taking root when it 

is initiated and nurtured at the local level" (NAE, 2001, p. 1) and not 

mandated by state and federal government. 

In the field of art education, the leadership of the National Art 

Education Association has played a role in determining what our children 

will be learning, visually speaking, and how the visual arts will be presented 

in our schools. For example, in 1992 (revised in 1994), the NAEA 
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published purposes, goals, and major objectives for visual art in education as 

part of a booklet titled Purposes. Principles, and Standards for School Art 

Progams. The purposes were stated as "... (a) individual development and 

competence, (b) the social context of life needs, and (c) the learning 

fundamental to each subject or discipline" (NAEA, 1994, p. 3). The goals 

for visual art in education are the development of "... (a) seeing and feeling 

qualitative and ftmctional relationships, (b) producing expressive works of 

art, (c) knowing and understanding about the objects of art and design, (d) 

evaluating works of art and design" (p. 4). As a result of the art program, 

each student should demonstrate the following objectives:.. (a) have 

intense involvement in a response to personal experiences, (b) perceive and 

understand visual relationships in the environment, especially aesthetic 

relationships, (c) think, feel, and act creatively with visual art materials, (d) 

increase manipulative and organizational skills in art performance 

appropriate to individual abilities, (e) understand the nature of art and the 

creative process, (f) make intelligent visual aesthetic judgments, (g) use art 

knowledge and skills in personal and community life" (p. 4). What happens 

in a visual art program depends on what is "appropriate" to the program, and 

what is "feasible" in schools. As the NAEA states,"... a planned program 
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in art should be provided at ail educational levels ..(p. 5). The NAEA 

takes the position that.. visual art is an essential part of the nation's 

program of education" (p. 28), and have established purposes, principles, 

and standards that allow school art programs to do just that. 

The role of the NAEA (being the highest level of political leadership 

for art educators) is in the center of the debate over school reform. Its 

purposes, principles, and standards should work in any arena of school 

choice. 

While the NEA's position certainly supports the basic philosophical 

intent behind the charter school movement in this country, there are vast 

differences in what charter schools are due to, in part, the variety of state 

laws that create their charters. As the numbers of charter schools increase 

nationwide (approx. 850 as of Sept. 1997), where is public education 

headed? What makes one type of school (public or charter) more effective 

than another? Is the push in Arizona towards charter schools a positive 

solution to perceived or real failures in non-charter public schools? If 

charter schools are outcome-based/performance based, how do the arts, and 

art education, in particular, function within the confines of charter schools? 
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Would the arts fare better under the charter school umbrella than they do, at 

times, under the non-charter public school umbrella? 
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Chapter 3 

What I Discovered and How 

The purpose of this study was to determine how art was being taught 

in charter schools in Arizona as compared to how art was being taught in 

public (non-charter) schools in Arizona. A review of the literature, in 

general, describes how art is taught in non-charter schools, but not how art is 

taught in charter schools. Therefore, the study I have undertaken will, 

hopefully, provide a beginning for understanding how art is taught in 

Arizona charter schools. 

In order to provide me with useful data, in March of20001 selected a 

random sample of 102 charter schools and 111 non-charter schools in 

Arizona and surveyed the art teacher/art chairperson in each school. In my 

survey (see Appendix A for complete survey), I asked seventeen questions 

(fourteen in which the respondent could circle a response or responses, and 

three which were fill-in-the-blank). All required a specific response to a 

specific question, except for the last question, which required a personal 

opinion (see Appendbc A). 

Some of my questions related directly to common questions that have 

been addressed to the Arizona Department of Education and have been 
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included in their web site. Examples of those questions are as follows: "Is 

state certification required for teachers and other staff in charter schools?" 

"Is a charter school exempt from laws governing public meetings, teacher 

certification, use of public facilities, and graduation requirements?" (ADE, 

FAQ's About Charter Schools, 2001, p. 8). "Must charter school students 

participate in the Arizona Student Assessment Program? If so, to what 

extent?" (p. 9) 

To create my database, I first selected, at random (to provide the 

widest possible spread), several cities around Arizona. Using the charter and 

non-charter schools listings from the Arizona Department of Education 

website, I randomly selected several schools from each of the cities I 

selected. In some cities, I selected all schools. I tried to balance the sample 

from each city between elementary, middle, and high schools. I surveyed 

fifteen charter schools, and thirteen non-charter schools in Chandler. Of the 

charter schools in Chandler, three are elementary, six are elementary/middle, 

two are high schools, three are elementary/middle/high schools, and one 

survey was returned unopened. Of the non-charter schools in Chandler, five 

are elementary, six are middle schools, and two are high schools. I surveyed 

one charter high school in Flagstaff. I surveyed one charter K-12 school in 
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Gilbert. I surveyed two non-charter schools in Holbrook. Of those, one is a 

middle school and one is a high school. I surveyed one non-charter 

middle/high school in Morenci. I surveyed three charter schools and five 

non-charter schools in Nogales. Of the charter schools in Nogales, one is K-

12, one is middle, and one is a high school. Of the non-charter schools in 

Nogales, one is elementary, two are middle, and two are high schools. In the 

Phoenix area, I surveyed thirty-five charter schools. Of the thirty-five, one 

is elementary, nine are elementary/middle, seven are middle/high, ten are 

high schools, and five are elementary/middle/high schools. I surveyed forty-

two charter schools and seventy-four non-charter schools in Tucson. Of the 

charter schools, six are elementary, eight are elementary/middle, two are 

middle, four are middle/high, one is elementary/middle/high, seventeen are 

high schools, grade levels in one is unknown, and three have closed. Out of 

the non-charter schools in Tucson, twelve are elementary, two are 

elementary/middle, thirty-three are middle, two are middle/high, twenty-

three are high schools, and two are K-12 schools. I surveyed one 

middle/high charter school and two non-charter (one elementary/middle and 

one high) schools in Williams. I surveyed three charter schools and fourteen 

non-charter schools in Yuma. Of the charter schools, one is elementary and 
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two are high schools. Of the non-charter schools, five are elementary, six 

are middle, and three are high schools. 

Once I compiled a list, I mailed out a survey with cover letter to each 

school on the list (see Appendix A for a copy of the survey). Each letter was 

directed to the art chair/art teacher at the school and requested that the 

surveys be returned within two-weeks. After more than three weeks had 

passed, I mailed surveys with new cover letters to those schools from which 

no response was received. Each letter mailed contained a coded, self-

addressed, stamped envelope that the respondent could use to return the 

survey to me. 

Out of 102 charter schools surveyed, 1 received six out of fifteen 

mailed to Chandler for a total of forty percent. Out of those six, one stated 

they didn't have art teachers. I also received one survey from Chandler 

unopened, and one phone call from someone who didn't want to be 

surveyed. Out of the responses I received, one is elementary, four are 

elementary/middle schools, and one is from a K-12 school. From Flagstaff, 

I sent one and received one from a high school charter school. From Gilbert, 

I sent one and received one from a K-12 school, although the survey was 

only partially complete. I sent three surveys to three charter schools in 
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Nogales, but did not receive any response. I sent thirty-five surveys to 

charter schools in the Phoenix area, and received twelve responses for a total 

of thirty-four percent. Out of the twelve, one has no art classes, one has no 

art teachers, and one has no art program. I also received one from a post 

office box that had been closed and two returned unopened. Out of the 

responses I received, one is elementary, five are elementary/middle, one is 

middle/high, two are high schools, and three are K-12 schools. Out of the 42 

I mailed to charter schools in Tucson, I received fifteen responses for a total 

of thirty-six percent. Out of the fifteen, one has a music program but no art 

program, one has no art program, one stated that the school is closed, and 

one is an e-mail that stated they have no art teachers. Out of the responses I 

received, two are elementaiy, three are elementary/middle, one is middle, 

two are middle/high, five are high schools, one is a K-12 school, and one is 

unknown. To Williams I sent one survey and received zero. To Yuma, I 

sent three and received one high school survey for a total of thirty-three 

percent. The survey stated that the school has no art program. 

In summary, out of 102 charter schools surveyed, twenty-eight 

responses were returned for a total of twenty-seven percent. Out of twenty-

eight responses received, three are elementary schools, twelve are 
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elementary/middle, one is middle school, three are middle/high, five are high 

schools, and four are K-12 schools. One school reported that they had no art 

teacher, two schools reported they had no art program, and one school 

reported it had a music program but no art program. Three surveys were 

returned unopened, and one was returned stating that the post office box had 

been closed. 

Out of 111 non-charter schools surveyed, I received eight out of 

thirteen fi^om Chandler for a total of sixty-two percent. I received three that 

are elementary, three that are middle, and two that are high schools. I sent 

two to Holbrook and received zero. I sent one to Morenci and received one 

from a middle/high school. I received two out of five surveys I sent to 

Nogales for a total of forty percent. One survey is from a middle school and 

the other is from a high school. I received thirty-seven out of 74 surveys 

mailed to Tucson for a total of fifty percent. Out of the thirty-seven, one 

was returned unopened. Out of the responses I received, five are 

elementary, sixteen are middle, one is middle/high, fourteen are high 

schools, and one is a K-12 school. I mailed two to Williams and received 

both. The art teacher in Williams teaches the art program at both the high 

school and the elementary/middle school. 1 received four out of fourteen 
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surveys mailed to Yuma for a total of twenty-nine percent. One out of the 

four stated they have no art classes. Out of the responses I received, one is 

elementary, one is middle school, and one is high school. 

To summarize, out of 111 non-charter schools surveyed, 53 responses 

were returned for a total of forty-eight percent. Out of the 53, nine are 

elementary schools, one is elementary/middle, twenty-one are middle 

schools, two are middle/high, nineteen are high schools, and one is a K-12 

school. One survey was returned unopened. 

Survey Results 

The results of my investigation were both predictable and surprising. 

To create useful statistics from the survey data received (after both mailings) 

I used Frequency Distribution analysis. The following tables provide a 

breakdown of the types of responses received and of the data that were 

tabulated. The data computed for each table were tabulated from the twenty-

eight charter school surveys and 52 non-charter school surveys (returned 

after two mailings). Each table represents the frequency distribution 

between two variables for each question in the survey; a. the question to 

which they [the teachers responding to the survey] could respond, and b. 

their response. 
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For Table 1 (Question 1): X-sq (12, N=76) = 33.39099, and p=0.0009. 

The two variables are: a. teacher certification and b. the charter school/non-

charter school response. Those responding to the survey could also indicate 

whether they were full-time or part-time art teachers. 

Table 1 
Question 1. As an art teacher in you school/district are you: 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 
A 4 15 
B 2 I 
C 3 2 
D 1 0 
E I 0 
A,B 0 1 
A,C 0 1 
A,D 4 29 
A,E I 2 
B,D 5 0 
B,E 2 0 
C,D 0 1 
A. C. D. E I 0 
Column Total 24 52 

Question 1. As an art teacher in your school/district are you: 

A. Certified, 

B. Uncertified, 

C. Certified regular classroom teacher who teaches art 

D. Full-time, 
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E. Part-time. 

Since state certification is not required for teaching in charter schools 

(Arizona Department of Education, FAQ's About Charter Schools, 2001, 

p. 8), charter schools are allowed to hire almost anyone to teach any part of 

the curriculum they have background in. Out of 76 total responses to 

question 1,33 (or forty-three percent) responded to A & D: four (Twenty-

one percent) of charter art teachers surveyed were certified full-time teachers 

as compared to twenty-nine (seventy-nine percent) of non-charter art 

teachers who were certified full-time teachers. Out of the four certified full-

time charter school art teachers, three were K-8 grade level art teachers and 

one was a 7-12 grade level art teacher. Out of the twenty-nine certified full-

time non-charter school art teachers, seven were elementary level art 

teachers, thirteen were middle school art teachers, and nine were high school 

art teachers. 

For Table 2 (Question 7): X-sq (17, N=73) = 44.75786, and p=0.0003. 

The two variables are: a. the grade levels that receive art classes and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 
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Table 2 
Question 7. What erade levels receive art classes? 
Possible ResDonse Charter Resoonse Non-charter Resoonse 
1-2 1 0 
1-5 I 4 
1-6 2 3 
1-7 I 0 
1-8 9 1 
2-6 0 1 
3-5 0 1 
6-7 0 I 
6-8 1 14 
7-8 0 4 
7-9 0 2 
1-10 I 0 
1-12 2 0 
4-12 0 1 
5-10 I 0 
7-12 2 0 
9-12 3 16 
Column Total 25 48 

Question 7 is fill-in-the-biank. What grade levels receive art classes? Out of 

73 total responses to question 7, fifteen (or twenty-one percent) responded 

that they teach grades 6-8; one (seven percent) fi-om charter schools and 

fourteen (ninety-three percent) fix)m non-charter schools. Nineteen out of 

the 73 total (twenty-six percent) responded that they teach grades 9-12: 

three (sixteen percent) fi^m charter schools and sixteen (eighty-four percent) 

firom non-charter schools. Ten out of the 73 total (or fourteen percent) 
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responded that they teach grades 1-8: nine (ninety percent) from charter 

schools and one from non-charter schools. The rest of the total are split 

between fourteen other grade configurations. Unlike non-charter schools, 

which tend to be divided into elementary schools (grades K-8), middle 

schools (grades 7-8), and high schools (grades 9-12); charter schools are 

divided into smaller groups by grade level; e.g. 1-2, 1-7, I-10, 1-12, 5-10,6-

12, or 7-12. 

For Table 3 (Question 7A): X-sq (7, N=76) = 32.85814, and 

p=0.0000. The two variables are: a. the numbers of students in classes and 

b. the charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 3 
Question 7A. On the averaee. what are the numbers of students in classes? 
Possible ResDonses Charter Resoonse Non-charter Resoonse 
A 2 2 
B 16 4 
C 6 23 
D I 12 
A,B 2 0 
A,C 0 1 
B,C 0 2 
C.D 0 5 
Column Total 27 49 
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Question 7A. On the average, what are the numbers of students in classes? 

A. 5-10, 

B. 10-20, 

C. 20-30, 

D. 30+. 

Out of 76 total responses to question 7A, twenty-nine (or thirty-eight 

percent) responded to C: six (twenty-one percent) from charter schools and 

twenty-three (seventy-nine percent) from non-charter schools. Out of six 

from charter schools, five K-8 grade level art teachers had an average of 20-

30 students in their classes and one 9-12 grade level art teacher had an 

average of 20-30 students in his/her class. Out of twenty-three from non-

charter schools, six elementary grade level art teachers had 20-30 students in 

their classes, one K-8 level art teacher had 20-30 students in his/her class, 

nine middle school level art teachers had 20-30 students in their classes, and 

seven high school level art teachers had 20-30 students in their classes. Of 

the schools responding to the survey, four schools had an average of 5-10 

students in classes: two were charter schools and two were non-charter 

schools. Twenty schools had 10-20 students in classes: sixteen (eighty 

percent) were charter schools and four (twenty percent) were non-charter 
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schools. Twenty-nine schools had 20-30 students in classes: six (twenty-one 

percent) were charter schools and twenty-three (seventy-nine percent) were 

non-charter schools. Thirteen schools had thirty plus students in classes: one 

(eight percent) was a charter school and twelve (ninety-two percent) were 

non-charter schools. There were ten schools that had different size classes 

depending on time of day or day of the week, so totals varied. 

For Table 4 (Question 7B): X-sq (12, N=73) = 25.62651, and 

p=0.0l22. The two variables are: a. times per week art classes meet and b. 

the charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 4 
Question 7B. How manv times oer week does vour art class meet (circle all 
that apply)? 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 
A 7 9 
B 4 2 
C 2 1 
D 2 5 
E 2 26 
F 2 2 
A,B I 0 
A,E 1 0 
B,C 0 3 
D,E 0 I 
A,  B,E 1 0 
B,  C,D 0 1 
A.C.E I 0 
Column Total 23 50 
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Question 7B. How many times per week does your art class meet? 

A. once, 

B. twice, 

C. three times, 

D. four times, 

E. five times, 

F. more than five. 

Out of 73 total responses to question 7B, twenty-eight (or thirty-seven 

percent) responded to E: two (seven percent) from charter schools, and 

twenty-six (ninety-three percent) from non-charter schools. Out of the two 

from charter schools, one elementary/middle school art class and one K-12 

level school art class met five times per week. Out of twenty-six from non-

charter schools, one elementary/middle school art class met five time per 

week, eighteen middle school art classes met five times per week, and six 

high school level art classes met five times per week. Sixteen out of the 73 

total (or twenty-two percent) responded to A: seven (forty-four percent) 

from charter schools and nine (fifty-six percent) from non-charter schools. 

Out of seven from charter schools, one elementary school art class and three 

elementary/middle school art classes met once per week. Two middle 
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school art classes met once per week and one high school art class met once 

per week. Out of nine from non-charter schools, eight elementary school art 

classes met once per week and one high school art class met once per week. 

There were nine schools in which classes met on different days during the 

week depending on the week (some schools are on block schedules that 

alternate every other week). The rest of the total are divided between seven 

different possible responses other than those listed. 

For Table 5 (Question 7C): X-sq (14, N=72) = 25.39048, and 

p=0.0311. The two variables are: a. the length of each class and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 

Question 7C is a fill-in-the-blank. What is the length of each class? 

Out of 72 total responses to question 7C, nineteen (or twenty-six 

percent) responded that they taught classes that were 50 minutes in length: 

four (twenty-one percent) from charter schools and fifteen (seventy-nine 

percent) from non-charter schools. Out of four from charter schools, one 

elementary school art class, one elementary/middle school art class, and two 

K-12 level school art classes run for 50 minutes. Out of fifteen from non-

charter schools, five elementary level school art classes, five middle school 

art classes, two middle/high school art class, and three high school art 
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classes run for 50 minutes. Eight out of the 72 total (or eleven percent) 

responded that they taught classes that were 90 minutes in length: two 

(twenty-five percent) from charter schools and six (seventy-five percent) 

from non-charter schools. Out of two from charter schools, one middle 

school art class and one high school art class run for 90 minutes. Out of six 

from non-charter schools, one elementary/middle level school art class, three 

middle school art classes, and two high school art classes run for 90 minutes. 

Table 5 
Question 7C. What is the length of each class? 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 
(In minutes) 
20 1 0 
30 2 0 
40 I 1 
42 0 1 
45 6 3 
46 0 2 
48 0 3 
50 4 15 
52 0 2 
53 0 1 
55 I 7 
56 0 I 
60 3 7 
90 2 6 
120 3 0 
Column Total 23 49 
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Out of 72 schools responding, eighteen schools (or twenty-five 

percent) met for periods other than those mentioned above. 

The following questions and specific responses were analyzed but 

were found not to have statistically significant differences between the 

variables assessed. 

For Table 6 (Question 2): X-sq (1, N=78) = 3.602281, and p=0.0577. 

The two variables are: a. represents mission statements/goals, and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 6 
Question 2. Do you have on hand a written art based mission statement/or 
goals for your art program? 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 
A 17 42 
B 10 9 
Column Total 27 51 

Question 2. Do you have on hand a written art based mission statement/or 

goals for your art program? 

A. Yes 

B.No 

Out of 78 total responses to question 2,59 (or seventy-six percent) 

responded to A: seventeen (twenty-nine percent) from charter schools and 
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forty-two (seventy-one percent) from non-charter schools. Out of seventeen 

from charter schools, eight elementary/middle schools, one middle school, 

two middle/high schools, two high schools, and four K-12 level schools 

responded yes. Out of forty-two non-charter schools, eight elementary level 

schools, eighteen middle schools, three middle/high level schools, and 

thirteen high schools responded yes. 

For Table 7 (Question 3): X-sq (6, N=80) = 12.40274, and p=0.0537. 

The two variables are: types of written school wide art curriculum, and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 7 
Question 3. Written school wide art curriculum (circle any that apply): 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Resoonse 
A 6 11 
B 9 23 
C 0 0 
D 4 1 
A,B 5 6 
A,D 1 0 
B,C 3 3 
A.B.C 0 8 
Column Total 28 52 

Ouestion 3. Written school wide art curriculum (circle any that apply): 

A. Do you use the school's curriculum(s)? 
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B. Do you use your own curriculum(s)? 

C. Do you use a curriculum developed elsewhere? 

D. No curriculum 

Out of 80 total responses to question 3, thirty-two (or forty percent) 

responded to B: nine (twenty- eight percent) from charter schools and 

twenty-three (seventy-two percent) from non-charter schools. Out of nine 

from charter schools, one elementary school, six elementary/middle schools, 

and two middle/high schools use their own curriculum. Out of twenty-three 

from non-charter schools, one elementary school, one elementary/middle 

school, seven middle schools, three middle/high schools, and eleven high 

schools use their own curriculum. In addition, seventeen (or twenty-one 

percent) responded to A: six (thirty-five percent) from charter schools and 

eleven (sixty-five percent) from non-charter schools. Out of six from charter 

schools, three elementary/middle schools, two high schools, and one K-12 

level school use the school's curriculum. Out of eleven from non-charter 

schools, four elementary schools, five middle schools, and two high schools 

use the school's curriculum. 
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For Table 8 (Question 4); X-sq (6, N=77) = 4.116173, and p=0.6610. 

The two variables are: a. the of standards the school art program is 

responsive to and b. the charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 8 
Question 4. Is vour school art orooram responsive to (circle anv that applv"): 
Possible ResDonse Charter Resoonse Non-charter Resoonse 

A 0 2 
B 7 7 
C 3 6 
A, B 6 8 
A,C 1 1 
B,C 4 8 
A.B.C 6 18 
Column Total 27 50 

Question 4. Is your school art program responsive to (circle any that apply): 

A. National Standards? 

B. State Standards? 

C. Internal standards set by the school/art department itself? 

Qut of 77 total responses to question 4, twenty-four (or thirty-one 

percent) responded to A, B, & C: six (twenty-five percent) from charter 

schools and eighteen (seventy-five percent) from non-charter schools. 
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For Table 9 (Question 5): X-sq (20, N=75) = 17.54948, and p=0.6170. 

The two variables are: a. the kinds of activities the art program presents and 

b. the charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 9 
Question 5. What kinds of activities does your art program present to their 
students (circle any that apply)? 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 
A 2 I 
B I 0 
C 4 4 
D 3 2 
E 2 5 
A, B 0 1 
A,D 3 3 
A,E I 1 
B, D 2 2 
D,E I 1 
A,  B,C I 2 
A, B,D 1 4 
A,B,E 0 3 
A,C,E 0 I 
A,  D,E 0 3 
B, C,D 0 1 
A,B,E I 0 
B,  D,E 0 4 
A, B, C, D 3 6 
A, B, C, E 0 1 
A. B. D. E 1 3 
Column Total 26 49 

Question 5. What kinds of activities does your art program present to their 
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students (circle all that apply)? 

A. Sequential activities that are adapted to standards 

3. Activities that are aimed more at various cultures 

C. Activities that are sequential following an historic time line 

D. Self-expressive activities that include arts and crafts 

E. Activities that follow the Discipline Based Art Education) 

Model (DBAE), and are adapted to standards. 

Out of 75 total responses to question 5, the surveys returned provided 

sixteen other responses different from those provided in the survey. The 

numbers are spread very thinly over a total of twenty-one different 

responses. 

For Table 10 (Question 5A): X-sq (6, N=77) = 7.971263, and 

p=0.2403. The two variables are: a. the type of media the students work 

with and b. the charter school/non-charter school response. 

Question 5A. Does your art program work v/ith: 

A. Only a couple basic media (pencils & watercolors) 

B. A multitude of media as the students see fit 

C. Specific media directed at specific activities 
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Table 10 
Ouestion 5A. Does vour art prosram work with (circle anv that applv): 
Possible ResDonse Charter Resoonse Non-charter Resoonse 
A 2 2 
B 8 5 
C 9 27 
A,B 1 1 
A,C I 1 
B,C 4 14 
A. B.C I I 
Column Total 26 51 

Out of 77 total responses to question 5 A, thirty-six (or forty-seven 

percent) responded to C: nine (twenty-five percent) fi-om charter schools and 

twenty-seven (seventy-five percent) from non-charter schools. Out of nine 

from charter schools, four elementary level schools, one middle school, two 

high schools, and two K-12 level schools use specific media directed at 

specific activities. Out of twenty-seven from non-charter schools, six 

elementary level schools, eight middle schools, nine high schools, and one 

middle/high level school use specific media directed at specific activities. 

For Table 11 (Question 5B): X-sq (12, N=73) = 16.42713, and 

p=0.1727. The two variables are: a. how art classes are structured and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 

Question 5B. How are your art classes structured (circle all that apply)? 
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A. Personal or self-expression 

B. Art & Culture 

C. Graphic or Commercial Art 

D. DBAE 

Table 11 
Ouestion 5B. How are vour art classes structured (circle anv that aoolv)? 
Possible ResDonse Charter Resoonse Non-charter Response 
A 3 4 
B 1 0 
C 0 0 
D 2 4 
A,B 10 9 
A,C 0 I 
A,D 0 2 
B,C 2 2 
B,D I 5 
A,B,C 2 10 
A,B,D 2 3 
A, C,D I 0 
B,  C,D 0 2 
A. B. C. D 0 7 
Column Total 24 49 

Out of the 73 total responses to question 5B, nineteen (or twenty-six 

percent) responded to A & B: ten (fifty-three percent) fi'om charter schools 

and nine (forty-seven percent) fi'om non-charter schools. Out of ten from 

charter schools, two elementary level school art teachers, two middle school 
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art teachers, and one high schools art teacher structure art classes around 

personal or self-expressive activities, and art & culture activities. Out of 

nine from non-charter schools, three elementary level school art teachers, 

four middle school art teachers, and two high schools art teachers structure 

art classes around personal or self-expressive activities and art & culture 

activities. Twelve out of the 73 total (or sixteen percent) responded to A, B 

& C: two (seventeen percent) from charter schools and ten (eighty-three 

percent) from non-charter schools. Out of two from charter schools, one 

elementary/middle level school art teacher and one K-12 level school art 

teacher structure art classes around personal or self-expressive activities, art 

& culture activities, and graphic or commercial art activities. Out of ten 

from non-charter schools, one elementary level school art teacher, one 

elementary/middle level school art teacher, six middle school art teachers, 

and two high school art teachers structure art classes around personal or self-

expressive activities, art & culture activities, and graphic or commercial art 

activities. In addition, seven out of the 73 total (or ten percent) responded to 

A, B, C & D: seven (one-hundred percent) from non-charter schools. Out 

of seven from non-charter schools, five middle schools art teachers and two 

high school art teachers structure art classes around personal or self-
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expressive activities, art & culture activities, graphic or commercial art 

activities, and DBAE activities. 

For Table 12 (Question 6): X-sq (2. N=73) = 5.606754, and p=0.0607. 

The two variables are: a. are art classes required or electives, and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 12 
Question 6. Are vou art classes: 
Possible ResDonse Charter Resnonse Non-charter Response 
A 13 13 
B 7 26 
A,B 4 10 
Column Total 24 49 

Question 6. Are your art classes: 

A. Required 

B. All Electives 

Out of 73 total responses to question 6, twenty-six (or thirty-six 

percent) responded to A: thirteen (fifty percent) from charter schools and 

thirteen (fifty percent) from non-charter schools. Out of thirteen from 

charter schools, in one elementary school, nine elementary middle schools, 

one middle/high school, one high school, and one K-12 level school art 

classes are required. Out of thirteen from non-charter schools, in eight 
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elementary schools, one middle school, and three high schools art classes are 

required. Thirty-three (or forty-five percent) responded to B: seven 

(twenty-one percent) from charter schools and twenty-six (seventy-nine 

percent) from non-charter schools. Out of seven from charter schools, in 

two elementary/middle schools, two middle schools, one middle/high 

school, and two high schools, art classes are electives. Out of twenty-six 

from non-charter schools, in one elementary school, one elementary/middle 

school, fourteen middle schools, one middle/high school, and nine high 

schools, art classes are electives. Fourteen out of the 73 total (or nineteen 

percent) responded to A & B: four (twenty-nine percent) from charter 

schools and ten (seventy-one percent) from non-charter schools. Out of four 

from charter schools, in one high school and one K-12 level school, art 

classes are both required and electives. Out of ten from non-charter schools, 

in three middle schools, one middle/high school, and six high schools, art 

classes are both required and elective. 

For Table 13 (Question 6A): X-sq (2, N=28) = 1.223385, and 

p=0.5425. The two variables are; a. the requirement for required classes, 

and b. the charter school/non-charter school response. 

Ouestion 6A. If you have required class(es), what is/are the requirement(s): 
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A. 1 class 

B. 2 classes 

C. more than 2 

Table 13 
Question 6A. If you have required class(es), what is/are the requirenients(s): 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 
A 11 14 
B 1 0 
C I L 
Column Total 13 15 

Out of twenty-eight total responses to question 6A, twenty-five (or 

eighty-nine percent) responded to A: eleven (forty-four percent) from 

charter schools and fourteen (fifty-sbc percent) from non-charter schools. 

Out of eleven from charter schools, in one elementary school, seven 

elementary/middle schools, one high school, and one K-12 level school, the 

requirement for art classes is only one. Out of fourteen from non-charter 

schools, in three elementary schools, three middle schools, and eight high 

schools, the requirement for art-classes is only one. 

For Table 14 (Question 8): X-sq (8, N=69) = 14.00075, and p=0.0819. 

The two variables are: a. the possible sequence of courses in art, and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 
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Table 14 
Question 8. Is there a seauence of courses in art? 
Possible Response Charter Response Non-charter Response 

A 4 3 
B 3 11 
C 1 7 
D 0 0 
E 15 17 
A,B 0 3 
B,E 0 1 
D,E 1 0 
A, B,C 2 0 
A.B.E 0 1 
Column Total 26 43 

Question 8. Is there a sequence of courses in art? 

A. 2D, 3D, Fibers, Ceramics, etc. 

B. Art, Advanced Art, Independent Study 

C. Both A & B 

D. 2D only 

E. None 

Out of 69 total responses to question 8, thirty-two (or forty-six 

percent) responded to E: fifteen (forty-seven percent) from charter schools 

and seventeen(fifty-three percent) from non-charter schools. Out of fifteen 

from charter schools, in three elementary, seven elementary/middle schools, 

two middle/high schools, two high schools, and one K-I2 level school, there 
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six elementary schools, eight middle schools, one middle/high school, and 

two high schools, there is no sequence in art classes. 

For Table 15 (Question 9): X-sq (6, N=64) = 10.43579, and p=0.1076. 

The two variables are: a. the basis for art course pre-requisites and b. the 

charter school/non-charter school response. 

Table 15 
Question 9. If there are pre-requisites for courses, what are they based on? 
Possible Response Charter Resoonse Non-charter Response 
A 4 4 
B 3 I 
C 0 7 
D 14 28 
A, D 0 I 
A,  B,C 1 0 
A.B,D 1 I 
Column Total 22 42 

Question 9 If there are pre-requisites for courses, what are they based on? 

A. Based on minimum grade 

B. Based on portfolio presentation 

C. Based on both A & B 

D. None 
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Out of 64 total responses to question 9,42 (or sixty-six percent) 

responded to D: fourteen (thirty-three percent) from charter schools and 

twenty-eight (sixty-seven percent) from non-charter schools. Out of 

fourteen from charter schools, two elementary school art teachers, seven 

elementary/middle school art teachers, two middle/high school art teachers, 

and three high school art teachers do not have pre-requisites for art classes. 

Out of twenty-eight from non-charter schools, eight elementary school art 

teachers, fourteen middle school art teachers, one middle/high school art 

teacher, and five high school art teachers do not have pre-requisites for art 

classes. Seven out of 64 total (or eleven percent) responded to C: all seven 

(one-hundred percent) were non-charter schools. Out of seven, one 

elementary school art teacher, one elementary/middle school art teacher, one 

middle school art teacher, and four high school art teachers require both 

minimum grade and portfolio presentation as pre-requisites for art courses. 

For Table 16 (Question 10): X-sq (6, N=61) = 4.145612, and 

p=0.6570. The two variables are: a. art course credit and b. the charter 

school/non-charter school response. 
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Table 16 
Question 10. Are vour art courses: 
Possible ResDonse Charter Response Non-charter Resoonse 
A 4 8 
B 8 9 
C 1 4 
D 11 13 
A,B 0 1 
A,D 0 1 
A.B.C 0 2 
Column Total 24 38 
Note. See Appendix A for complete survey questions and possible responses. 

Question 10 Are your art courses; 

A. I credit courses 

B. '/2 credit courses 

C. Both 

D. Non-credit courses 

Out of 61 total responses to question 10, twenty-four (or thirty-nine 

percent) responded to D: eleven (forty-six percent) from charter schools and 

thirteen (fifly-seven percent) from non-charter schools. Out of eleven from 

charter schools, two elementary schools, eight elementary/middle schools, 

and one middle school do not require credit for art courses. Out of thirteen 

from non-charter schools, three elementary schools, seven middle schools, 

and one high school do not require credit for art courses. Twelve out of 61 

total (or twenty percent) responded to A: four (thirty-three percent) from 
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charter schools and eight (sixty-six percent) from non-charter schools. Out 

of four from charter schools, one elementary/middle school, two high 

schools, and one K-12 level school require one credit for art courses. Out of 

eight from non-charter schools, one elementary/middle school, one middle 

school, and six high schools require one credit for art courses. 

In Summary 

A study of the data collected from the survey indicates that the 

following findings are most significant. There are approximately; 

• four times more non-charter school art teachers are certified full 

time art teachers than charter school art teachers. 

• fourteen times as many non-charter middle school art teachers than 

charter middle school art teachers, and five times as many non-

charter high school art teachers than charter high school teachers. 

• four times more charter school art classes that have small class 

sizes (10-20 students) than non-charter school art classes, and there 

are approximately five times more non-charter school art classes 

that have large class sizes (20-30+) than charter school art classes. 

• thirteen times more non-charter school art classes that meet five 

time per week than charter school art classes. 
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• four times more non-charter school art classes that meet for 50 

minutes than charter school art classes. 

The survey also provides the following information: 

• Non-charter school art classes are two and one-half times more 

likely to have on hand written art based statement/goals for their 

art program. 

• Non-charter school art teachers are two and one-half times more 

likely to use their own curriculums than charter school art teachers, 

and approximately eight times more likely to use a combination of 

the school's curriculum, their own, and one developed elsewhere. 

• Non-charter school art programs are twice as likely to be 

responsive to national and state art standards than charter school 

art programs, and three times more likely to be responsive to a 

national, state, and internal standards than charter school art 

programs. 

• Activities presented to art students vary greatly from school to 

school, but that non-charter art teachers are four times as likely to 

present activities that are sequential (adapted to standards), aimed 
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at various cultures, and self-expressive activities that include arts 

and craib than charter school art teachers. 

Non-charter art students are three times more likely to work with 

specific media directed at specific activities than charter art 

students, and approximately three times more likely to work with 

both a multitude of media as the students see fit as well as specific 

media directed at specific activities. 

Non-charter school art teachers are five times more likely to 

structure art classes around self-expressive activities, art & culture 

activities, and graphic or commercial art activities than charter 

school art teachers. 

Non-charter art classes are approximately four times more likely to 

provide art classes as electives than charter school art classes. 

Non-charter and charter schools are split on the issue of how many 

art classes are required. 

There are three times more non-charter art courses that follow a 

sequence of art, advanced art, and independent study than charter 

school art courses. However, approximately 46% of those schools 

responding don't provide any sequence. 
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• Non-charter school art teachers are seven times more likely to 

require pre-requisites that are based on a combination of minimum 

grade and portfolio presentation. However, out of 64 total 

responses, 42 art teachers do not require pre-requisites of any kind. 

• Two times as many non-charter schools provide one credit for art 

courses than charter schools, and four times as many non-charter 

schools provide both one and '/2 credit for art courses than charter 

schools. 

Case Studies 

Once the surveys were returned, I selected at random six schools 

(three charter and three non-charter schools) I could investigate further. I 

made arrangements with the six schools to spend a day observing their art 

classroom environment, informally talking to the teacher and some of his/her 

students. At the end of my observations, 1 formally interviewed each teacher 

using a list of questions very similar to those I had used in my survey. I 

tape-recorded each interview on audiotape and transcribed each interview at 

the end of all six school visits (see Appendix B for complete Interview 

Questions and Appendix C for complete Transcriptions of Interviews). 
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The observations I undertook prior to each interview provided me 

with useful insight into the organization/administration of each school. For 

the charter schools, the &st is a Montessori charter school in Phoenix 

presents instruction in Montessori fashion. The director/charter holder of the 

school is the charter holder for four Montessori schools in the Phoenix area. 

The art teacher I interviewed was concerned that the director was unable to 

spend the time she needed at each school because her time was spread too 

thin. The school has been a Montessori school since 1983, but has only been 

a charter school for two years. Since becoming a charter school, the director 

has been quite busy trying to align the four schools with state laws and 

reporting requirements that apply to charter schools as they do to any public 

school. The second charter school is an arts and technology school in 

Chandler. It is one of two held by the same charter holder. Although not to 

the same degree as the charter school in Phoenix, they, too, find it difficult to 

run their school, and conform to state laws and reporting requirements. 

Because they work out of a group of old church buildings, cramped office 

space in small rooms provides their own administrative headaches. 

However, I got the impression that this small group of administrators is 

keeping their heads above water with the gracious assistance of family 
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members, friends, and members of the community. I also got the impression 

that controlled chaos is a way of life for this school but it seems to run 

smoothly - at least the day I was there. The staff members I observed 

seemed to be reactive instead of proactive to crisis management. The class 

periods I observed seem to run well, even though the classroom teacher 

turned her class over to a student teacher for most of one class period so the 

classroom teacher could pick up a pet at the vets, take it home, and return to 

class. The student teacher lost complete control of the classroom 

environment, the students were not paying any attention to him, one student 

left; but most stayed, did some work, then talked to each other until the end 

of class. The charter high school in Flagstaff seems to be very well run and 

is completely independent the charter holder holds this charter only). 

According to the teacher I interviewed, it has concrete ties to the 

community, and has great support from friends and family. The 

administration it well organized, and keeps the school on track in a 

proactive, instead of a reactive, manner. 

For the non-charter schools, the high school magnet in Tucson seemed 

very well organized. The administrative staff members 1 met gave me the 

impression that they each new their job and did it calmly, quietly, and with 
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great care. Because about half of the student population of about 200 is 

disabled in one way or another, and many extremely so, they have a very 

large uncertified staff. Many of the students are in wheelchairs, and that 

requires that a staff member be with that student at all times. Small groups 

of students are being moved each day by vans that take them to different 

places in Tucson, at different times during the day. These school activities 

require constant coordination between different members of the staff each 

day. The administration of this school runs a tight ship. The elementary 

school I visited has been in place for a long time, and it seems to run itself 

quite well. The administrative staff members I met were friendly and 

cooperative. However, I spent the day in a portable building on the edge of 

campus, so, if there were any problems, I didn't see any. The high school 

and elementary school I visited near Flagstaff is an old, well-established 

school in a rural area. The administration was learning how to deal with the 

largest student body that the school has ever seen. This is especially true at 

the elementary (K-8) school. Classes are big, and space is very tight. 

However, I sense the administration has been proactive in dealing with 

potential problems and keeps an old ship afloat by patching holes quickly. 
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The questions I asked each teacher created commonalities and 

differences among the six. Question 1 refers to whether they are certified or 

not, and question 2 refers to whether they are full-time or part-time. Two of 

the charter schoolteachers were not state certified art teachers and one was. 

However, one was certified by nationwide Montessori standards. All three 

non-charter teachers were state certified art teachers. One charter school

teacher was part-time, and two were full time. All three non-charter teachers 

were fiiU-time. 

Question 3 refers to mission statement and goals for their art program. 

All three charter schoolteachers do not have a written mission 

statement/goals on hand. One out of the three non-charter school did, but 

the other two didn't. 

Questions 4 and 5 refer to curricular materials that the six schools may 

have had. One charter school uses a curriculum the teacher interviewed 

developed, another uses one developed by the school staff, and the other 

charter school uses one that was teacher developed to be in line with state 

standards. Of the three non-charter schools: one teacher follows state 

standards, while the other two use ones they developed. 
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Questions 6,7, and 8 refer to kinds of activities used in class (e.g. 

sequential adapted to standards, cultural, historical, self-expressive, or based 

on the DBAE model), the kinds of materials used to complete those 

activities, and how they are structured (e.g. personal, cultural, graphic art, or 

DBAE activities). First, the charter schools: one was sequential, historical, 

and the students use specific media directed at specific activities, or 

materials as they see fit for other activities. The teacher's activities are 

broken down into four-week units of arts and crafts. One uses activities that 

are sequential, cultural, historical, self-expressive, integrated in other core 

subjects, and the students use specific media directed at specific activities. 

The teacher's activities are grounded in the graphic arts and computer 

applications. The other uses activities that are historical, cultural, and more 

than one medium is applied as the students see fit. The focus is on learning 

specific skills, and the activities are designed to achieve that goal. The 

teacher's activities are sequential for beginning classes, but more self-

expressive for advanced classes. The activities are structured from the 

student's personal point of view. For the non-charter schools: one uses a 

combination of all the examples 1 mentioned. The teacher promotes 

experimentation in media, historical and cultural connections, and 
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vocabulary. One uses activities that complement the core curricular 

standards, and directs materials at specific activities. The teacher uses 

progressive activities that build on a sequence of events. The other uses 

activities that build sequentially within a unit, but stresses experimentation. 

The teacher wants students to be excited about using new materials in new 

ways, but directs materials at specific activities. The focus is on building on 

skills over long blocks of time, and the activities provide for that. The 

teacher does not believe in DBAE. The activities are structured from the 

student's personal point of view. 

Question 9 refers to the sequence of courses for art programs (e.g. 2D, 

3D, Fibers, Ceramics; or Art, Advanced Art, Independent Study). For the 

charter schools, one elementary school art teacher has her classes built 

around four-week units of arts and crafts, alternating every four weeks, 

adding to the units year by year. One K-12 art teacher follows a sequence of 

fundamental art activities for younger students, and Basic Art & Design, Art 

& Design U for older students - all integrated into other core subjects. The 

other high school art teacher builds sequentially from Art, Advanced Art 

(Advanced Placement), and Independent Study. For the non-charter schools, 

one high school art teacher follows Beginning Art (or General Art) with 
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Advanced Art. The teacher also has an Art History course that is team-

taught with History and Literature teachers. Another is an elementary art 

teacher who uses progressive activities that build on a sequence of events. 

The other high school art teacher alternates between Arts and Crafts, Art, 

and Advanced Art each semester, depending on whether she teaches at the 

high school or middle school. 

Question 10 refers to pre-requisites and forms of assessment. In the 

charter schools, the elementary school art teacher does not have pre

requisites or any form of assessment. The K-12 art teacher uses assessment 

tools that include grades and portfolios. The high school art teacher uses the 

basic art course as a pre-requisite for every course that follows. In the non-

charter schools, the high school art teacher uses grades as an assessment 

tool, but no pre-requisites. The other works in an elementary school 

environment and uses a weekly 50 point scale to manage behavior only. The 

middle school/high school art teacher uses a minimum grade level to 

determine student movement from one course to another, and develops 

portfolios with older students. 

Questions 11 and 12 refer to classes as required or elective and what 

the requirements are. For one charter school, nothing is elective, just part of 
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the curriculum. For one, it was never discussed. For another, all classes are 

elective, except core classes such as English, Math, and History. For non-

charter schools: one teacher requires the first art class, but the rest are 

elective. The other works in an elementary environment and nothing is 

elective. The other works at a high school and a middle school. Classes at 

the high school can be elective or not, depending on the graduation needs of 

each student. There are no electives at the middle school. 

Question 13 refers to art course credit. In the charter schools, for one 

teacher, students don't receive credit. For the other two teachers, students 

receive one credit (the same as they receive for any year long course). In the 

non-charter schools, in the high school, students receive one credit for the 

first year, after that they receive elective credit. One is an elementary 

school, and credits don't apply. At the other high school, students receive 

one credit for the first year, after that they receive elective credit. 

Through Question 14, teachers were asked what grade levels receive 

art classes. In the charter schools: one teacher provides art classes for grades 

1-8. The other provides art classes for grades K-12. The other provides art 

classes for grades 9-12. In the non-charter schools: one provides art classes 
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for grades 9-12. The other provides art classes for grades K-6. The other 

provides art classes for grades 7-12. 

Question IS asks, on the average, what is the number of students in 

class? In the charter schools: one teacher has an average of fifteen students 

in a class. One averages about nine students in a class. The other averages 

twelve students in a class. In the non-charter schools: one teacher averages 

about 10 in a class. One averages twenty in a class. The other averages 20-

25 in a class. 

Question 16 speaks to budgets, but a budget was discussed only at one 

school, so the issue is not valid. 

Question 17 asks how many times per week do the art classes meet? 

For charter schools, the elementary school teacher teaches three 40-minute 

art classes each day, five days a week. The K-12 art teacher teaches two 60-

minute art classes each day, five days a week. The high school art teacher 

teaches three 90-minute art classes each day, and one 60-minute art class at 

the end of each day. For non-charter schools, the high school art teacher 

teaches an AB Block (A one week, B the other). Classes during A week are 

SO minutes long. Classes during B week are 120 minutes long. During B 
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week, the teacher teaches three 120-minute art classes each day, five days a 

week. The elementary school art teacher teaches four SO-minute art classes 

each day, five days a week. The other teaches two 90-minute art classes 

each day at the high school, and three SO-minute art classes each day at the 

middle school. 

Question 18 asked the art teacher to describe typical objectives and 

content for a typical art lesson in their classroom. Information pertinent to 

this question was described at the beginning of each transcript during 

classroom observations. 

Question 19 asked each art teacher interviewed to state what they 

hoped students would learn from art instruction. For charter schools, the 

elementary school art teacher wants her students to be exposed to art, 

beauty, and culture and to have some appreciation for art and art history. 

More specifically, to have students connect to their inner selves and to build 

self-confidence. She thinks drawing is the basis of all arts and the skill of 

drawing is the basis for an art program. The K-12 art teacher wants her 

students to find their creative side because she feels you can use those skills 

in every other place in your life. She wants her students to have options, and 

to leave their options open. She wants to teach them the basic art skills and 
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computer skills that will help them to go on to school beyond high school. 

She stresses the need for her students to be competitive sooner right out of 

high school and that the four-year colleges and universities may not be the 

solution to getting the job in technology that they may be after. She wants 

her students to learn how to properly manage portfolios as if their future 

depended upon it. The high school art teacher wants her students to develop 

basic art skills that will give them confidence in themselves. She feels that 

visual expression is just as important as writing. She wants them to 

understand the world around them and to connect to their environment, their 

culture, and their history. She wants her students to feel that when they 

leave her room, they were becoming a better person - in everything. 

For non-charter schools, the high school art teacher wants her students 

to develop an appreciation for the arts, and so they can use what they have 

learned [about the arts] in life. For some of her students, just being part of 

their lives is enough. She hopes her students will have total success through 

the arts; that they will be successful in life from an art point of view. She 

hopes art will motivate her students to be successful, just as it did for her. 

The elementary school art teacher wants his students to be adequately 

equipped for life skills, to be responsible, and to have a sensitive eye 
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towards artwork. He wants them to be self-critical and to be able to work 

with other people. He wants his students to respect the environment and 

respect the people around them. He wants them to become socially 

productive, for others and for themselves. He wants his students to have a 

basic appreciation for what art is and for what it isn't. The middle 

school/high school art teacher wants her students to come away from her 

class loving art and to have fun with it. Above all, she wants to make it [her 

classroom] a positive, fun atmosphere. She wants them to feel good about 

what they are learning. 

In Summary 

To gather information on each case study, I asked each art teacher 

approximately nineteen questions. To maintain a spontaneous atmosphere 

during the interview, not all questions were used each time. The following 

summarizes the findings: 

• That the three charter school art teachers are not state certified, and 

all three non-charter school art teachers were state certified. 

• That one charter school art teacher was part-time, two were full-

time, and all three non-charter school art teachers were fiill-time. 
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That all three charter school art teachers do not have written 

mission statement/goals on hand, and two of the three non-charter 

do. 

That curricular materials, charter or non-charter, are either 

materials they have developed, materials the school has developed, 

or materials in line with state standards. 

That activities provided for art students, charter or non-charter, are 

varied: sequential (adapted to standards), cultural, historical, or 

self-expressive; and the media used are either as the student sees 

fit, or specific media directed at specific activities, and the 

activities are structured from the students personal point of view, 

based on culture, as graphic art activities. 

That the sequence of courses is somewhat different for all six 

schools, but the most common sequence is Art, Advanced Art, and 

Independent Study. 

That four out of the six schools use assessment tools such as grades 

and portfolio assessment. The other two are elementary schools, 

and assessment doesn't apply. 
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That all six schools have different requirements on whether art 

classes are required or elective. 

That four out of the six schools give one art credit for the first 

course. The other two schools are elementary schools and credits 

do not apply. 

That one charter school art teacher is an elementaiy art teacher, 

one is a middle school art teacher, and the other is a high school art 

teacher; one non-charter school art teacher is an elementary art 

teacher, one is a middle school/high school art teacher, and the 

other is a high school art teacher. 

That charter school art classes are smaller, and non-charter school 

art classes are larger. 

That the budget issue was not addressed. 

That all six school art classes meet for different lengths of time 

five days a week. 

That question 18 was addressed at the beginning of each transcript 

as part of my initial observations. 
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• That question 19 asked each art teacher what they hoped students 

would learn from art instruction. There are similarities and 

differences in each response, but each response states how each 

teacher reflects on their own lives. 

Korzenik's Traditions 

As I stated in the introduction, to assist me in my observations, 1 kept in 

mind Korzenik's (1993) four traditions of art making; a. art making as study 

skills, b. art making for jobs, c. art making for the spirit, and d. art making 

for understanding ourselves and others. As traditions go, the six teachers I 

observed and interviewed provided me with the following insight. The 

teachers' names I am using are pseudonyms; "Terry Zowega" is a K-8 

Montessori art teacher working in a charter school. She is dedicated to 

young children, and teaches "art making" designed to promote the spirit, and 

for better understanding of others and ourselves. "Tammy Adams" is a non-

charter high school art teacher. She is a glorious idealist and realist and 

follows ail four of Korzenik's traditions because she truly believes that her 

children (irregardless of learning style or intense personal struggle) will 

benefit from these traditions the rest of their lives. "Jim Smith" is a non-

charter elementary school art teacher who follows all four traditions. He 
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was a non-charter elementary school teacher long before he was an art 

teacher. Like "Tammy", he teaches "art making" in a way that will 

hopefully make his students better people when they finish school. "Janice 

Smith" is a K-12 charter school art teacher. She comes to art education via 

the professional graphic art world. Because she does, she first had to teach 

herself how to teach children, and then teach children art, graphic art, and 

computer based skills that she hopes will place them in other schools that 

will make those children into employable young adults. "Betty Doogan" is a 

non-charter middle/high school art teacher who believes in all four of 

Korzenik's traditions, and teaches them well to all ages of young people. 

She graciously, and calmly, teaches useful skills and promotes professional 

presentation. She certainly believes in "art making" for the spirit, and "art 

making" for understanding others, and ourselves and incorporates those 

ideals into her teaching methods. "Jane Henderson" is a charter high school 

art teacher who has been very fortunate to be an art and photography teacher 

for one of the most successfiil charter schools in Arizona. She is young, 

bright, and fiill of those "art making" ideals that make excellent use of all 

four of Korzenik's traditional ideas. 
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Case Study Themes 

Curriculum. Among the three charter school art teachers studied, the 

common trait is curricular materials that were developed internally, with the 

difference being in how their curriculums were developed. "Terry" was a 

nationally certified, part-time Montessori art teacher in Phoenix. She stated 

she is a tine artist, a portrait artist who was not trained as an art teacher and 

has no pre-service public school training. Her curriculum is fashioned after 

her own book, was designed to be sequential and based on what happens in a 

Montessori classroom. The core of her curriculum is based on drawing and 

painting skills. Her activities are built into four-week units of arts and crafts. 

Her lack formal training as a teacher makes it difficult to present a broad-

based curriculum that is effective at the grade levels she was teaching. Her 

lesson plans are presented in the form of daily worksheets that provide step-

by-step procedures for completing that day's lesson. The student takes the 

worksheet with them when they return to their regular classroom. 

"Janice" worked out of a charter school in Chandler that coexists with 

a church group in several small church buildings. She is an uncertified art 

teacher/elementary schoolteacher ftom a professional computer graphics art 

background. She uses a curriculum that was written for the school to use 
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(computer-based elementary education curriculum) and a curriculum the 

staff wrote that works with specific subject areas, or is an integrated 

curriculum that connects to core subject areas. She also has her own written, 

personally developed, art program that is based on national standards, and 

state standards. 

Her activities are sequential activities adapted to standards, aimed at 

various cultures, follow an historic time-line, and activities that can be self-

expressive. However, her focus is graphic design and activities that are 

computer related. 

"Jane" is a 9-12 art/photography teacher in Flagstaff. She is a full-

time certified art teacher. Her predecessor developed the curriculum she 

uses. Her activities are designed to be somewhat sequential and skills-

oriented in the beginning, but become more self-expressive for advanced 

upper level classes. Her curriculum uses specific media directed at specific 

activities. 

Among the three non-charter art teachers I studied, "Tammy" is a 

young teacher at a high school in Tucson. Approximately half of the student 

populations are students with special needs. She uses state standards and 
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district standards as tier curriculum. She also integrates her own ideas. Her 

approach to teaching is to follow the DBAE model. She uses activities that 

are sequential and adapted to standards, activities that are aimed at different 

cultures, activities that follow an historic time line, and activities that follow 

the DBAE model. 

"Jim" spent twenty-six years as an elementary school teacher. He is a 

certified secondary art teacher. He now teaches grades 1-6 at a Tucson 

elementary school. 

He has written goals that plan out activities that are progressive year after 

year, build on a sequence of events, complement core curricular standards 

and benchmarks set in place by TUSD. What he has put in place is what 

exists. His activities are broad-based, do include lessons in drawing, 

painting, ceramics, but lean more toward crafts. He does make historical 

reference along a time line when he feels it will add relevance to his lesson 

plan. 

"Betty" is a 7-12 grade level art teacher who works out of two schools 

west of Flagstaff. She spends her mornings at the high school, and her 

afternoons at the elementary school. She is a state certified ftiU time art 
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teacher. Her goals are state standards, her curricular materials are her own, 

and materials that allow the students to build on prior knowledge. Because 

she works at two levels, her curricular materials are written with that in 

mind. Her instruction is divided up into units, and her activities are 

sequential within that unit. Her activities are designed to use specific media 

directed at specific activities. She balances out activities that focus on the 

media with activities that focus on a particular concept or skill. 

Environment. The environment sets the stage for what a school will 

be like. "Terry" works out of a group of small buildings divided into 

interconnected classrooms separated by open spaces for outside activities 

and a playground. Her school is one of four run by the same director, or 

charter holder. The environment is a work in progress, restricted in size 

unless additional property can be purchased near by. It sits on a comer with 

streets on two sides and houses on the other two. Her environment is also 

created by the Montessori principles and constraints place upon it. Her 

environment is a community of teaches, kids, parents, and members of the 

outside community who contribute time and money to the Montessori 

system. 



"Janice" works out of a classroom in an old ciiurcii building. The 

spaces are tight, cluttered, and cramped. Her environment seems to be 

controlled chaos. Teachers, students, and staff members are in and out all 

day long. However, teaches and staff do seem to keep each other informed 

as to their whereabouts. Some students seem to take advantage of the chaos, 

and come and go as they please. Her environment is made up of students 

who are mostly "high risk", and who probably didn't do well in the school 

they came from. This school is an integrated arts school that has electives 

that are integrated into core subjects. It is a community school that works 

hard to engage parents and members of the outside community in the affairs 

of the school. Committee driven changes designed to benefit teachers and 

staff alters the environment. 

"Jane" works out of a group of old portable buildings in the trees in 

Flagstaff. Her environment is well organized by a cooperative staff. Her 

school is an integrated arts based school that also has strong ties with the 

surrounding community. 

"Tammy" works out of a special needs high school in Tucson. Her 

environment is highly structured with a large, strong, supportive staff. It is a 

"service learning" environment that requires a regular student to interact 
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with a student with special needs who may have extreme disabilities. It is 

also a "service learning" environment that caters to student/community 

involvement that promotes civic responsibility and work experience. 

Her art room environment involves regular students and students with 

disabilities (some extremely so). She provides an art experience for both. 

Her environment also benefits from small class sizes, which allows her to 

spend more time each day with the disabled students that come into her art 

room. 

"Jim" works out of a regular elementary school environment. His 

goal each day is to strive to make connections between the student's 

environment and the "real world" environment. His working environment 

stresses parental involvement, and student outreach into the community. He, 

along with his environment, is also accountable to TUSD. 

"Betty" works in an environment that is complicated by working 

mornings at the high school, and afternoons at the elementary/middle school. 

Her environment is somewhat overcrowded, and her classes are rather large 

for the size of her rooms. However, her environment is highly structured 

which helps her make good use the cramped space. 
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Philosophy. "Terry" wants her students to be exposed to art, beauty, 

and culture. She wants them to have a sense of great culture and how the art 

of that culture affects their lives. And, more specifically, she wants to have 

her students connect to their inner self by doing something with their hands. 

Her philosophy is also a Montessori philosophy, and that governs how she 

reacts to her students. The Montessori philosophy towards student self-

discipline has been very filtrating for her at times, especially in her 

approach to and 8^ graders. She asked me during our first phone 

conversation (when I told her I was a K-12 art teacher) how I taught art to 7'*^ 

and grade students. I could hear the fiiistration in her voice. We 

discussed that prior to our interview. In fact, she was so fiiistrated with her 

experience as a 1-8 grade level art teacher, she had quit the day I was there, 

and had made it clear to her staff she would only work part-time as a 1-3 art 

teacher only. 

"Janice" wants her students to find their creative side and develop 

skills they can use in every other place in their lives. She wants to provide 

her students an experience they may never experience again. She wants to 

offer her students ail the possibilities she can, at the lowest level she can, so 

they will know what they want to go to school [beyond high school] for. 
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She wants her students to specialize early so they can get a jump on the job 

market ahead of students out of a four-year college or university. Even 

though her personal philosophy is based in technology, she believes in 

providing her students with a solid grounding in basic art skills. She wants 

her students to be able to visualize what they want to manipulate, before the 

computer does it for them. Her personal philosophy also causes her to press 

her students to put together professional portfolios they can use in the future. 

"Jane" wants her students to not only develop basic [art] skills to give 

them confidence, but to learn more about themselves. She feels visual 

expression is just as important as writing to understand themselves and to 

understand the world that they live in. She wants her students to use art as a 

tool to connect themselves to their environment, to their culture, and to their 

history. Being a young teacher (in her early 20's) her personal philosophy is 

full of exuberance and young ideals tempered by a well-trained mind that 

makes her a good art teacher. It is clear she loves to teach art to young 

people in hopes they will be better for it. 

"Tammy" wants her students to appreciate the arts so one day they 

will be able to utilize some aspects of what they have learned in art in life. 

For some, it is just being part of their lives. She hopes art will be their 
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motivator - to help them take the next step. Her personal philosophy shines 

through when she presents an art experience to a young person in a 

wheelchair who can barely move any part of his body except his eyes. The 

look on his face when she comes into his field of vision makes her job 

worthwhile. At that moment, he is participating in an artistic experience. 

"Jim" feels his students need to be adequately equipped for life skills, 

and those life skills would be in order for a 21®' century graduate. He wants 

his students to be socially productive for others and for themselves. He 

hopes his students will have a sensitive eye about what is acceptable work 

and what is not. They need to be self-critical, and they need to be able to 

work with other people. He promotes a "real world" philosophy to his 

students that he has developed after twenty-six years as a regular elementary 

school teacher. 

"Betty" hopes her students will come away from her art program 

loving art. Above all, she wants to make it a really positive, fun atmosphere. 

She wants her students to enjoy it, and so she has worked hard to make that 

environment as pleasant as she can. Her personal philosophy has become 

well seasoned over more than twenty years as an art teacher. I sensed that. 
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even though she has been on the job a long time, she has not lost her 

enthusiasm for providing her students a quality art education. 

Pedagogy. "Terry" is not certified by the State of Arizona as an art 

teacher and under Arizona law she doesn't have to be. She has 

national/international Montessori certification which means she can teach 

anywhere in the Montessori system. During her discussion with me it 

become clear that she was frustrated by her current situation, and she would 

like to be certified to expand her hiring potential in Arizona. 

As previously stated, her lesson plans are presented to students in the 

form of worksheets that list the procedure to follow in order to complete the 

lesson. The objectives of the lesson are listed on the worksheet, and she 

discusses the objectives with the students prior to work commencing. She 

also reviews what had been done the class period prior, if the lesson had 

been started the class period prior. She doe provide assistance to students 

who have issues with the procedure, and performs demonstrations at key 

points during the lesson to promote better understanding of the lesson and 

skill improvement. Because she is an older teacher, her experience helps her 

to get points across the students can learn from. However, her dependence 

on worksheets that spell out procedures means her students may not be 
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getting the art education they could be if she had a greater variety of 

curricular materials at her disposal. She does not assess any of her students 

because it is not required of her. Although, after discussing the issue of 

assessment with me, she thinks it may be worth looking into. 

Because she is a professional portrait artist, her lack of training in any 

other discipline causes her to teach students what she knows best. However, 

an intelligent person with a lot of life experience, she has e>q}anded her 

knowledge base and developed other types of fun activities that she can 

present to her students. Still, drawing is her forte, and she firmly believes it 

is the basis for any art program. 

"Janice's" forte is computer graphics, and, because the school had 

invested in a self-directed computer based learning system called 

"Compass", her skills fit right in. She is a graphic artist by profession, and 

not a certified art teacher. As previously stated, she was hired as a K-12 art 

teacher and a 6-8 grade level regular classroom teacher. Having never 

taught before, she first had to teach herself how to teach kids. She has 

acquired some, and developed some, curricular materials for use in her 

classroom. However, she relies heavily on handouts that are the basis for 

her lessons. The handouts provide the students objectives and procedures 
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necessary for lesson completion. As you can imagine, iaiowing her 

professional background, the handout are very well done. She does provide 

verbal directions and instruction, and provides personal attention as needed 

(small class size makes that practical). 

"Jane" is a state certified high school art teacher. She is a well-trained 

young teacher who is highly motivated to providing quality art education. 

She has developed written lesson plans for all her classes, and presents them 

in an interesting style that promotes learning. Her students clearly respect 

her and that makes her job easier. She has maintained a large number of 

curricular materials that she got from her predecessor, and has collected 

many more of her own. She uses a lot of visual images (both in print form, 

slide form, and video form) that supplement her lesson plans. She keys her 

lesson plans to a time line so she can squeeze in bits of historical 

information that will add relevance to what she wants her students to learn. 

She also teaches Photography and developed the curriculum and lesson 

plans she uses for her photography students. 

When she teaches she likes to draw on her students past experience as 

a means to check for understanding prior to moving on to another part of a 

lesson, or another lesson. Structure is important to her but not so much as to 
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make the lesson not fun. She leaves some lessons open-ended to promote 

interest and creativity. She assesses the student's artwork by using a grade 

scale, and by helping students who would rather put a portfolio together 

instead. 

"Tammy" is a state certified full-time art teacher. She teaches to 

students without and to students with physical and mental disabilities, and to 

some who are extremely disabled and wheelchair bound. Her lesson plans 

and classroom structure are for both groups. She lists her daily objectives on 

the dry erase board and structures activities for basic art students, as well as 

more advanced art students. She is the only teacher I met who follows the 

DBAE model and uses a textbook to support her extant curriculum. She 

provides activities for her disabled students, whether they can do them or 

not. Because there is usually an aide for each disabled student, that allows 

her to focus her attention on the regular students also in the art room. The 

regular art students are not only required to complete their own assignments 

but interact with the disabled students as part of the school's "service 

learning" curriculum. She models well for her students, demonstrates when 

necessary to enhance her teaching style and improve learning, and reviews 

objectives each day to promote success. 
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"Jim" is state certified elementary school teacher who converted to 

being an art teacher after twenty-six years of teaching. He is also a certified 

secondary art teacher. He teaches in a style that is clearly influenced by all 

those years in an elementary classroom. When he started as an art teacher he 

had to completely rebuild the art room fi'om scratch, and develop lesson 

plans and activities based on a curriculum that did not exist. What 

curriculum exists he put in place. He develops lesson plans that adhere to 

benchmarks established by TUSD. He is a highly structured teacher with 

each class period planned down to the minute. He uses an anticipatory set 

the usually includes a game, a song, or a dance. He uses well-organized 

board notes, illustrations, and other visuals that enhance his lesson plan. He 

plans in demonstrations that make his objectives easier for the students to 

obtain and enhance learning. He explains things to the children in a very 

easy to understand manner and he is a master at classroom management. As 

he teaches, he always tries to connect his art room presentation to a time 

line, or something real in the outside world the students can relate to. His 

activities are designed to build progressively on each other as the weeks go 

by. His lesson plans also develop social skills and self-reliance that will 

benefit the students in the future. 
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"Betty" is a state certified art teacher who teaches at the local high 

school and elementary school. As previously stated, she has been an art 

teacher for a long time and her teaching style is strongly set in well 

organized art room structure and highly effective art room management 

techniques that suJt her and her students well. This especially true at the 

elementaiy school where iier art room is cramped, storage space is at a 

minimum, and class sizes are too big for the space she is allowed. She is so 

gifted at time management and classroom structure her lesson plans don't 

miss a beat. The activities she has developed are uniquely suited to each 

class either at the high school or elementary school. She successfully 

assesses her students by grading each project and by having older students 

develop portfolios that can be assessed at the end of the year. Grades 1-6 do 

not have an art teacher, so she has developed an "Art Club" for young kids. 

Each teacher sends her two students at noon each Wednesday. The art 

teacher makes sure the regular classroom teacher sends her students who are 

highly motivated and will not be a discipline problem. She structures each 

class so the kids can complete an activity during class time, or pick a lesson 

plan they can work on in class, take back to class and present to their fellow 

classmates. The "art club" has been highly successful at her school, and she 
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says it would be a very useful model for any elementary school that doesn't 

have and art teacher. 
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Chapter 4 

Issues, Analysis, Conclusions and the Future 

In this study, the real question is how art is being taught in charter 

schools? To find the answer, I compared charter school art departments to 

non-charter school art departments through a survey of art teachers and case 

studies. It is a valid topic to discuss since Arizona has more charter schools 

than any other school in the state (at last count approximately 489). 

Analysis of the survey data collected provides some predictable and 

surprising information about the structure of charter schools in Arizona, and 

presents some very important issues. 

Issues and Analysis 

Teacher Certification. The laws in Arizona that govern charter 

schools do not require that teachers at charter schools be certified teachers 

(Arizona Department of Education, FAQ's About Charter Schools, 2001). 

In my investigation, approximately four times more non-charter school art 

teachers are certified full-time art teachers than charter school art teachers. 
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That implies charter schools can hire almost anyone they want to teach art, 

except in an art room where children with disabilities may be present.^ 

State certification of teachers was designed not only to maintain 

quality teachers but also to provide a continuity of educational policies and 

practices in our public schools, regardless of the subject being taught. If our 

colleges and universities are properly training future art teachers, then 

children will benefit fi-om that art teacher's training. Those same children 

may well benefit fi-om what a professional portrait artist, graphic artist, oil 

painter, sculptor, potter, or jewelry maker may provide them. However, is 

that learning experience sufficient? Shouldn't art education be able to 

provide more for our children than what a professional artist can provide? 

State certification requirements makes it possible for our schools to hire a 

highly trained art teacher who can provide a much broader base of artistic 

educational structure and experiences than the professional can. 

^ A.R.S. 15-183(E)(7) requires that charter schools comply "with all federal 
and state laws relating to the education of children with disabilities in the 
same manner as a school district" (Arizona Department of Education, FAQ's 
About Charter Schools, 2001). 
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Formal art teacher preparation/pre-service training in a college or 

university can be far more beneficial in elementary school than in high 

school. Korzenik's (1993) four traditions of art making as study skills, art 

making for jobs, art making for the spirit, and art making for understanding 

ourselves and others are even more important to very young children, 

because these traditions set the stage for how well these young children will 

do in the highly competitive, yet very social, environment of high school. 

Well-trained certified full time art teachers who use Korzenik's four 

traditions in how they design lesson plans that present useful broad based 

sequential activities, will create a learning environment for young children 

that should make them better high school students. They should do better 

academically and cope better with their peers and teachers in high school, 

and beyond, because professional art teachers in elementary school better 

prepared them. 

Class Size and Class Meetings. Class size has long been an issue for 

non-charter schoolteachers. My investigation indicates that charter school 

art classes have small class sizes (10-20 students), especially below eighth 

grade. Non-charter school art classes have large class sizes (20-30+), 

especially above grade. Large class sizes do not translate into a quality 
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learning environment, especially in an art room environment where quality 

art production depends upon sufficient personal space for each student. 

Sufficient personal space for each student means that each student can be as 

creative as he or she can be. Smaller class sizes means that the art teacher 

can spend more quality time helping that student produce quality artwork. 

This is especially important below eighth grade where their artistic 

development is so crucial at a young age. Small class sizes is important 

above 7''* grade because, if they received a proper art education in 

elementary school, they can focus on what is really important to them in 

high school, artistically speaking. They can build on what they learned in 

elementary school and their artwork will be better for it. Charter school art 

teachers, and their students, benefit from having smaller class sizes; and with 

charter schools on the rise in Arizona, that benefit will increase as well. 

Art students benefit from spending more time in the art room each 

week, as do students in English, Math, History, or Science. Therefore, it is 

only logical to assume that art students will learn more about the art world if 

they are able to spend a certain amount of well-structured time each day in 

an art room. Of course, that depends on the resources the school has at its 

disposal and the staff it has on hand. If, for example, students in high school 
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can spend 90 minutes each day in an art room, the art teacher is well trained, 

lesson objectives and plans are well written, each day is well structured, it is 

clear to the students what they will be learning each day, sufficient materials 

are on hand, then a high level of learning will take place each day for those 

five days for those students. 

The average length of time in an elementary school art room is 50-

minutes. If an elementary school is lucky enough to have an art teacher, and 

the art teacher is full time at that elementary school, each grade level will 

probably spend one 50-minute class period each day in the art room. 50-

minute class periods mean that the art teacher needs to be highly structured 

and have each day's lesson planned right down to the minute. If not, the 

student will not receive a quality art education. 

Because so many charter schools are experimental, their structure is 

experimental. The amount of time an art student spends in an art room each 

week varies greatly fi'om school to school, from very short periods of time 

once each week, to very short periods of time five times each week, and 

every possible combination in between. It all depends on the resources the 

school has at its disposal and the staff it has on hand. 
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Standards. Mission Statements/Goals, and Curricular Materials. What 

kinds curricular materials do art teachers use in their art rooms? Are those 

curricular materials aligned to national or state standards (as Arizona's 

Department of Education expects)? Do art rooms have mission 

statements/goals on had that benefit the teacher as well as the student? Non-

charter school art teachers are two and one-half times more likely to use 

their own curriculums than charter school art teachers, and eight times more 

likely to use a combination of the school's curriculum, their own, and one 

developed elsewhere. Curricular materials to a teacher are like blueprints to 

an Architect. The curricular materials the art teacher uses will help 

determine how and what the art student will be learning. If the scope and 

sequence of the curriculum is narrow then so will be the learning the student 

will receive. If the scope and sequence of the curriculum is broad based then 

so will be the learning the student will receive. If the charter school art 

teacher has not been trained in what a curriculum is or isn't, then what 

impact will that have on that teacher's students? If an architect can develop 

proper blueprints, teach others how to use it, the end product will probably 

be well done. What kind of a house would be built without proper 

blueprints? 
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Schools have been struggling with "standards" for a long time. The 

National Art Education has had visual art standards in place since 1994, and 

the Arizona Department of Education has had visual art standards in place 

since 1997. The question is whether charter and non-charter school art 

programs are responsive to visual art standards. Non-charter school art 

programs are three times more likely to be responsive to national, state, and 

internal standards than charter school art programs. The importance of 

standards for an art program should not be overlooked. Standards allow art 

teachers to set goals and write mission statements that are directed at those 

standards. In turn, those goals and mission statements will allow that art 

teacher to create objectives and lesson plans that will make it possible for 

students to achieve, or rise above, those standards. 

Lesson plans present students with activities that develop their artistic 

skills. Activities presented to art students vary greatly from school to school 

but non-charter art teachers are far more likely to present activities that are 

sequential (adapted to standards), aimed at various cultures, and self-

expressive activities that include arts and crafts than charter school art 

teachers. Activities that are sequential (adapted to standards) and aimed at 

various cultures will be far more useful to the student in the long run, than 
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"refrigerator art" activities that simply keep idle hands busy and are not 

relevant to the real world. Activities that teach art students how to analyze 

the art world along a time-line will have a better sense of where they fit into 

the world around them. 

Non-charter school art teachers are f?j more likely to structure art 

classes around self-expressive activities, art & culture activities, and graphic 

or commercial art activities than charter school art teachers. What school art 

programs can teach is, of course, dependent upon the school's resources and 

the staif on hand. Fine art and craft skills have always been what school art 

programs promote. However, as the world's technology changes ever so 

quickly, art programs must adapt to that change. Computer graphics are 

certainly the wave of the future, artistically speaking. The issue becomes 

funding. Many art teachers also teach photography so their art program can 

provide additional real world skills students can use. The issue again 

becomes funding. However, activities can be developed around fairly 

inexpensive equipment and materials that make courses in computer 

graphics and photography possible. 

To complete those activities, non-charter schools are far more likely 

to work with both a multitude of media as the students see fit as well as 
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specific media directed at specific activities. Without the proper tools, the 

blueprint is useless. If the art teacher wants students to develop skills at a 

specific level of understanding, then activities must be built into lesson plans 

that require the use of certain media that will allow the student to achieve 

that specific skill level. Those activities must also allow the student to be as 

creative as possible by providing sufficient materials the student can choose 

fi"om. The standards for that activity will be better achieved if the criteria 

are specific, yet clear, and the constraints on the outcome are not too tight. 

My investigation indicates that charter school art teachers teach what 

they know. If the art teacher is a professional portrait artist, such as "Terry" 

in Phoenix, then her activities revolve around drawing with pencils. If she 

has never had classes in curriculum development, scope and sequence, 

methods of instruction, or classroom management then she and her students 

suffer from that lack of formal training. If you must rely on handouts each 

day because: a. you don't have the analytical tools necessary to provide a 

broad based scope and sequence, and b. you don't know how to go about 

getting those tools, then the learning experience for your students will not be 

what it should be, and the standards the state requires will not be met. If she 

was hired for her computer graphic background, as "Janice" in Chandler, 
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then her students may learn the computer skills necessary to create well-

composed graphic images. To her credit, "Janice" does teach the basic 

principles of art and design so her students can create good compositions. 

However, the physical resources she has on hand are very limited, so she 

must rely on handouts, and meaningless lectures on what could be done if 

they only had the resources. What she knows about teaching art is what she 

has taught herself. To her credit, her students do learn what and how she 

teaches them, but what and how she teaches them is very narrow in scope 

because she does not have the analytical tools to provide her students a 

broad based scope and sequence so important in a quality art education 

program. The exception is most certainly "Jane" at the charter school in 

Flagstaff. Because she is a well-trained certified full-time art teacher, she 

can provide her students with a broad based scope and sequence full of 

useful lesson plans that generate meaningful activities. However, because of 

money her art program receives from parents and the community, she is in a 

better position to provide a more substantial program then the other two 

charter school art teachers I studied. If she worked at either one of the other 

two schools, her program there would probably be better than what the other 
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two teachers can provide - simply because she has had the formal training 

that would allow her to do more with less. 

Course Sequence. Pre-Requisites. and Transcript Credit. The next 

issue is whether or not non-charter or charter school art courses follow a 

specific sequence; for example, 2D, 3D, Fibers, Ceramics, etc., or Art, 

Advanced Art, Independent Study. Three times more non-charter school art 

courses follow a sequence that is Art, Advanced Art, and Independent Study 

than charter school art courses. However, almost half of the total number of 

schools surveyed doesn't provide any sequence. The sequence preferred (by 

both non-charter and charter school art teachers) is probably preferred 

because it is a sequence that provides for progressive and meaningful student 

growth from one year to the next, and assessment possibilities that promote 

greater success for art students from one year to the next. The sequence of 

art, advanced art and independent study provide art students with the ''step 

ladder" approach to artistic goal achievement. As long as the state requires 

students be assessed (in one way or another), a specific scope and sequence 

in conjunction with a clear sequence in art courses means the assessment the 

teacher should provide will be more meaningful. 
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Of course, the question of assessment needs to be addressed, 

especially at the high school level. Although some form of assessment is 

being done at the elementary level, it gets more critical in high school. 

Parents and school board members expect grades. However, more and more 

art teachers are providing assessed portfolios that satisfy both the grade 

requirement and the ever-growing need for professionally done portfolios. 

For the more serious art student who has not missed a rung on his ladder 

towards success, the skill he or she acquires producing a well-done portfolio 

will certainly provide he or she an edge over the more serious art student 

who has not. In this case, formal art teacher training would shed light on 

portfolio production, as would the necessity of portfolio production be to the 

art teacher who came from the professional world of business. 

In conjunction with the issue of art course sequence is the issue of 

teacher-required pre-requisites. My investigation indicates that non-charter 

school art teachers are far more likely to require pre-requisites that are based 

on a combination of minimum grade and portfolio presentation. Pre

requisites make it possible for the art teacher to do two things: a. provide a 

means of quality control over students who wish to take art beyond their first 

year, and b. limit the number of students in an art class. Using a 
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combination of minimum grade and portfolio presentation provide the art 

teacher with two useful tools that promote student achievement by setting 

internal standards students must meet. If a student must meet internal 

standards before he or she is allowed to move up the ladder, he or she will 

acquire skills that greatly benefit them once they leave high school. 

Although pre-requisites for art courses apply primarily at the high school 

level, similar internal standards can be applied to art education at the 

elementary school level. Those internal standards would increase the 

students chances for greater success in high school. 

Lastly is the issue of credit for courses taken. Art students in high 

school earn credit for art courses taken, because college/university 

transcripts compile credits/units of study that students need to graduate, and 

because the state requires specific credits be earned for graduation. The 

issue of credit benefits the art student by adding credit to the student's 

transcript and benefits the field of Art Education by adding art to the list of 

courses a student can take that will help present that student as more well 

rounded upon graduation fi'om high school. As highly competitive as art 

students must be to be accepted into the college, university, or art school of 

their choice, one credit could certainly make the difference. 
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Conclusions and The Future 

Research into Charter Schools in Arizona has a lot of possibilities, 

considering their great numbers and ever increasing popularity (despite 

concerns over control by the Arizona Department of Education). Why are 

there so many? Are they here to stay? Like Private and Magnet Schools in 

Arizona, will Charter Schools find their niche? Will the Department of 

Education get Charter Schools under control so that the financial drain on 

Public Schools will be reduced, or at least the teeter-totter of school finance 

will balance out? Will special interest and our politicians continue to get 

what they want, or will our children in this state get what is long overdue -

an equitable school system that benefits them all, no matter where they come 

from and where they attend school. 

My investigation, thus far, indicates that the charter school 

phenomenon is not going away any time soon. Although the rate of 

expansion has decreased, the numbers are still growing each year. Certainly, 

some have failed, for various reasons, but the charter schools 1 have 

surveyed, and the charter school art teachers I have interviewed, demonstrate 

that art is being taught in charter schools, and with some very good results 

by some very good art teachers. Having said that, how charter school art 
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teachers teach art presents issues not unique to charter schools. For children 

to meet high standards in elementary school, high school, and into a college 

or university, highly trained certified art teachers should be on board the 

staff of charter schools to insure that the art students at those schools are 

receiving a broad based scope and sequence of curriculum based lesson 

plans that provide meaningful activities. The state should insure that art 

students are spending a sufficient amount of time each week in the art room. 

The state should insure that the charter school receives sufficient funding so 

the art teacher can have a variety of quality materials on hand so the students 

can be as creative as they can be. If the state is going to allow charter 

schools then they should have a staff large enough to monitor charter 

schools to insure that students are being assessed and standards are being 

met. Under the current administration, the state cannot possibly do that 

because there are so many charter schools in Arizona. 

Because charter schools in Arizona have become so popular (for any 

number of reasons), and because their focus is so narrow and highly 

specialized, we may lose sight of what a public school education (and art 

education) has always meant in this country. While our public school 

system may need reforming, and charter schools certainly seem to be a 
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viable alternative in some cases, and in some places; should we not fix what 

ails our public school system first, before spending millions more on a 

charter school movement that has not been tested? As I stated in the 

beginning, the body of research that exists does not support how art if being 

taught in charter schools. My research begins that process, but much more 

need to be addressed: 

1. The issue of teacher certification needs to be looked at harder by 

the state and by the schools. Should charter schools be hiring 

professional "artists" without teaching experience? 

2. The issue of curriculum in charter schools should be studied. To 

what standards do they write a curriculum? 

3. If the law says that students in charter schools are to be assessed, 

who will oversee the schools to make sure that they comply? 

4. If charter schools are to be held accountable as non-charter schools 

are, who is going to do that, and how many people will it take? 

5. If small class sizes work out to the charter school's advantage, 

should not the state be mandated to reduce class size in non-charter 

schools? 
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6. What makes a charter school art program (like the one in 

Flagsta£f) so successful? 
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Appendix A 

School Art Program Survey. Please circle the letter (or letters) that best 

reflect(s) how your art program is being taught in your school/district. 

1. As an art teacher in your school/district are you: 

A. Certified 

B. Uncertified 

C. Certified non-charter classroom teacher who teaches the 

art program for your school 

E. Full-time 

F. Part-time 

2. Do you have on hand a written art based mission statement/or goals 

for your art program? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

3. Written school wide art curriculum (circle all that apply); 

A. Do you use the schools curriculum(s) 

B. Do you use your own curriculum(s) 



C. Do you use a curriculum developed elsewhere 

D. No curriculum 

4. Is your school art program responsive to (circle any that apply): 

A. National standards 

B. State standards 

C. Internal standards set by the school/art dept. itself 

5. What kinds of activities does your art program present to their 

students (circle any that apply)? 

A. Sequential activities that are adapted to standards 

B. Activities that are aimed more at various cultures 

C. Activities that are sequential following an historic time 

line 

D. Self-expressive activities that include arts and crafts 

E. Activities that follow the DBAE (Discipline Based Art 

Education) model, and are adapted to standards. 

5A. Does your art program work with (circle any that apply): 

A. Only a couple basic media (pencils & watercolors) 
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B. A multitude of media as the students see fit 

C. Specific media directed at specific activities 

5B. How are your art classes structured (circle any that apply)? 

A. Personal or self-expressive 

B. Art& Culture 

C. Graphic or Commercial Art 

D. DBAE 

6. Are you art classes: 

A. Required 

B. All electives 

6A. If you have required class (es), what is/are the requirement(s)? 

A. 1 class 

B. 2 classes 

C. More than 2 
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7. What grade levels receive art classes? 

7A. On the average, what are the numbers of students in classes? 

A.  5-10 

B.  10-20 

C. 20 - 30 

D. 30 + 

7B. How many times per week does your art class meet (circle all 

that apply)? 

A. Once 

B. Twice 

C. Three times 

D. Four times 

E. Five times 

F. More than five 



7C. What is the length of each class? 

Is there a sequence of courses in art? 

A. 2D, 3D, Fibers, Ceramics, etc. 

B. Art, Advanced Art, Independent Study • 

C. Both A & B 

D. 2D only 

E. None 

If there are pre-requisites for courses, what are they based on? 

A. Based on minimum grade 

B. Based on portfolio presentation 

C. Based on both A & B 

D. None 

Are your art courses: 

A. 1 credit courses 

B. 14 credit courses 
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C. Both 

D. Non-credit courses 

11. What do you hope students will leam from art instruction? 

Thank you very much for your time. 
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Appendix B 

Case Study Interview Questions 

1. As an art teacher in this district (at this school) are you state certified, 

uncertified art teacher, or non-charter classroom teacher who teaches the art 

program in this school? 

2. Are you fiili time or part time? 

3. Do you have on hand a written art based mission statement/goals for your 

art program? 

4. Do you use an existing curriculum developed by the school, your own, or 

no curriculum? 

5. If you use your own curriculum, is it based on published curriculum 

examples, or is it totally created by you? 

6. To present your art to your students, are they sequential activities adapted 

to standards, activities aimed more at various cultures, sequential activities 

that follow an historic time line; self-expressive activities, or activities that 

follow the Discipline Based Art Education (DBAE) model? 
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7. During activities, do you students work with only a couple of media (only 

pencils and watercolors), a multitude of media as the students see fit, or 

specific media directed at specific activities? 

8. Are your activities structured as personal, self-expressive activities, art 

and culture, graphics or commercial art, or DBAE activities? 

9. Is there a sequence of courses for your art program; for example; 2D, 3D, 

Fibers, Ceramics, etc.; or Art, Advanced Art, Independent Study; or 2D 

only? 

10. If there are pre-requisites for courses, what are they based on; for 

example: based on minimum grade, or portfolio presentation? 

11. Are your art classes required or are they electives? 

12. If they are required, what if the requirement; for example: I, 2, or more 

than 2? 

13. Are your art courses 1 credit, 14 credit, or non-credit courses? 

14. What grade levels receive art classes? 

15. On the average, what is the number of students in class? 

16. What is the budget per child for your classes? 



17. How many times per week does your art class meet? 

18. Briefly describe typical objectives and content for a typical art lesson 

your classroom? 

19. What do you hope students will learn from art instruction? 
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Appendix C 

Transcriptions of Interviews 

School Visit One - Charter School: Phoenix. AZ 

Classroom Observations: 

Observer: Michael C. Crane 

Teacher Observed: To maintain anonymity, the teachers name has been 

removed, and the actual name of the school has been removed 

1-8 Art Teacher 

Charter School; Phoenix, AZ 

Date of Observation: October 12,2000 

Observations: 

Room Layout - The art room is Vz of room shares with the music 

teacher and science teacher for storage purposes. Storage cabinets and a 

bulletin board divide the room. It is approx. 30' by 36\ In the open area of 

her room are three large round tables for approx. 4 to 5 students each. 

Around the perimeter of the room are waist high storage cabinets with 

several drawers in each. Along one wall is a long narrow stainless steel sink 

that includes three faucets that does not ork. 
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's classes are 40 minutes each. 

11:30 am - 12:10 pm (7'*' Grade): There are 13 students in this class. Once 

students are in the room, has them gather around her at one of three 

group tables in the room. She proceeds to explain the lesson: 

Lesson on Value - Objectives explained 

Value scale on a handout - In five blocks at the bottom of the 

handout, the students are to shade each one different from dark 

to light, starting from the left. 

On the table are several small wooden geometric shapes for the 

group to draw. 

Light discusses light and shadows with the students, using 

different examples using outdoor and indoor lighting differences. 

explains that they can work in pairs, and has them go to the tables to 

begin work on the handout. Tables were set up with pencils, erasers, and 

paper prior to their arrival in the room. She then starts a tape in her tape 

player (light instrumental music) for background music. She walks around 

the room to provide personal assistance, positive praise, and helpful 

comments for each student, as they need it; She monitored individual 

progress. 
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Once she notes that most are done, she sits at one of the tables and has them 

gather around as she demonstrates how to draw one of the geometric forms 

on the table. As she draws, she talks about values and how to shade, and 

different ways to shade. She then has them return to their tables where they 

get a piece of paper and begin to draw an object of their choice. 

If it gets noisy from time to time, she calls for quite of students directly. At 

one point she pulls one student out of a group with her materials, and has her 

sit by herself at a small table nearby. To address an issue of student 

speaking out loud for assistance, instead of raising their hands, 

acknowledges one girl, in particular, who did raise here hand to ask for 

assistance. 

By approx. 12:00, most were clearly done and ready to go. moved 

about the room, check each drawing, and let that student line up if they were 

done with their drawing. 

1:20 pm - 2:00 pm (grades 4-6): There are 15 students in this class. The 

lesson is "Drawing Horses". Theresa explains the objectives (they are also 

on a handout for each student). The students will work in pairs for this 

lesson. She sits at one table, and has the students all gather around her so 

she can demonstrate how to draw a horse. She wants them to look for 
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shapes, letters, and numbers in a iiorse. She talks about negative space 

around the horse. 

Once 's demonstration is complete, she has each pair select a 

photo of a horse from a group of photos. Some selected a small model of a 

horse to draw from. Once they aJI made their selections, they returned to 

their table to discuss what to draw, and begin drawing. Once they were all 

working, turned on music in a cassette player. She then provided 

assistance as necessary. 

Clean up was at 1:55 pm, everything was put away, and the students 

lined up at the door, drawings in hand. 

2:20 pm - 3:00 pm (grades 4-6): This lesson is "Drawing Horses", and was 

a duplicate of the previous lesson. 

Transcription of Taped Conversation: 

Interviewer: Michael C Crane (MC) 

Graduate Student, Art Education Dept., University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 

Art Teacher, Tombstone Unified School District; Tombstone, AZ 

Interviewee: TZ 

1-8 Art Teacher 

Charter School; Phoenix, AZ 
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Date of Interview: October 12, 2000 

Transcription: 

MC: As an art teacher in this school, or school district, are you state 

certified, an uncertified art teacher, or non-charter classroom teacher who 

teachers the art program in this school? 

TZ: I am a fine artist, I am a portrait artist, and I am Montessori certified 

which is certified across...its certified anywhere...in other words, 

Montessori certification isn't by state. I'm certified to teach in any 

Montessori schools. 

MC: Nationwide. 

TZ: Nationwide...well, world wide, really. It's an international diploma. 

In fact, my training was from England. I'm not trained as an art teacher, and 

I'm not a certified art teacher in the state of Arizona, and I have no public 

school training. 

MC: Art you full time or part time? 

TZ: Presently I'm part time. I work 16 hours a week in this school. 

MC: And you cover what grades? 

TZ: I teach grades 1-8 art. 
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MC: Do you have a written art based mission statement for your art 

program? 

TZ: I've written my own curriculum over 20 years of teaching, and it's 

based on the Greco-Roman Renaissance tradition of art that is based on the 

ideals of beauty and realism, realistic art, and what we would call, what I 

call fine arts and fine crafts. So, try and introduce the children to crafts and 

craft projects...like real things: leather, clay, woodwork, 

papermaking...things like this, versus paper projects. 

MC: So, the curriculum is one you developed yourself 

TZ: Yes. Wrote my own book. 

MC: Are the activities you use sequential activities that follow in a specific 

sequence, or are they more aimed at various cultures, or are they sequential 

activities that follow some kind of historic time line? 

TZ: I designed the curriculum basically to be very sequential and based on 

what happens in a Montessori classroom. Our Montessori classrooms are a 

bit different from public schools, in that they have groupings of several ages 

in one classroom; for example, in the junior elementary we have T' through 

3"^ grades together, and during those three years they will be exposed to the 

ancient civilizations which is Egypt, Greece, Rome, etc., or China. So, 
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during that three year period we can combine the art history of tiiat period as 

well as reinforcement with what they are learning in their science class, 

which would be the study of leaves and botany and things like that; the study 

of trees, flowers. Right now, the third grade is working on oceans, so we 

have been doing some work with fish, and dolphins, and I can incorporate, I 

have the freedom to incorporate into that say watercolors, pastels, drawing, 

or craft projects... that they're... were going to do some leaf printing next 

week. So, I've been fortunate to have the freedom to design my own 

curriculum but I've based it on what the other teachers are doing cause I 

think it helps reinforce with the children.. .just another aspect of reinforcing 

learning. For example, we might make clay hieroglyphics out of a clay 

tablet, and learn hieroglyphics, and they will right their name or something 

while they are studying Egypt...which is fun. 

MC: So, it connects directly back to the classroom. 

TZ: As much as 1 can. I'm not beholding to that, I don't have to do that, I 

just think it helps the kids a lot, and we are very flexible, and sometimes I 

get requests from teachers to do certain projects. The core of my curriculum 

is based on skills...it's skill based. My own background is in drawing and 

painting, so that's something 1 was able to bring to the program; a strong 
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emphasis on drawing and painting, whether it's watercoior or tempera. 

That's been my strength. 

MC: So, it's more a multitude of media, instead of just a couple of 

specific... 

TZ: Ya, I absolutely believe in changing materials, because I find the kids 

get bored. There is two sides to this. I like to keep the skills going. Like, 

every year we'll do watercolors, even if it's for two weeks or three weeks, 

because building on a skill. And, I may...like in the third grade I'll teach 

them how to do a wash. And, maybe I'll do it two years again. Or, introduce 

how to use salt in a watercoior painting. So, they are developing skills in 

that medium, but I finally get tired doing the same stufT all the time. Variety 

is really important, I feel. And, we have been blessed with a variety of 

materials. So, basically pastels, watercolors, tempera paints, colored pencils, 

some chalks. I wanted to use pen and ink; I haven't gotten around to that. 

Pencils...that's the linear visual. Last year we did plaster-of-paris, and salt 

dough work. We did some fine glass bead making. We did a lot of drawing, 

and a lot of painting, and we made are own journals. We did a little bit of 

weaving. We did some.. .we made kites. I'm not real big on holiday type 

stuff. We did do valentines, and I think Mother's Day gifts, but I don't base 
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my program on every holiday that is coming up, like the turkeys, or 

whatever. So... 

MC: But do think there is a sequence to what you present to your classes, as 

far as, do you build from two-dimensional materials first, and three-

dimensional, and maybe develop into fibers, and ceramics, and follow a 

specific sequence; or is it just not organized like that. 

TZ: I try to alternate between units, basically four-week units of visual arts, 

what we call fine crafts. So, I try and give them individual arts either based 

on perspective, proportion, some aspect of the linear arts: value, design 

form, anatomy, color, line, patterns, and alternate that with some type of 

craft: whether it's mosaic making, or weaving. I find that some children do 

not do very well with the linear arts, and they really need crafts; and some 

children love the linear work and don't like crafts. So, I've got to make 

everybody happy, and I'm trying to give them a taste of everything as much 

as possible. It is sequential as much as I can possible do it. I try to build 

year on year on things they have already learned. I don't teach say like 

perspective...I wouldn't teach that before 6"* grade maybe, at this point. 

Proportion I'll bring in very early, and how to measure in their drawings, so 

we will build upon that year upon year. I hope that answers your question. 
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MC: Oh, ya. Your classes currently run from grade 1 to grade 8. 

TZ: Yes. 

MC: Is there any prerequisites built into that along the way where before 

they can move on to one, do they have to meet certain prerequisites. 

TZ: No, it is not elective at all. It is just part of their curriculum, and... 

MC: Do they have a choice in coming here? 

TZ: No, they don't. We have had a little bit of a discussion about some 

children that don't want to be here, and what I was told by my 

administration it is a privilege, and that if they are giving me a hard time 

they can go right back to class. So, that has helped me a little bit with some 

behavior problems. That...because I felt since we become chartered, and my 

salary is coming out of the tax credit, I really felt like I had to bend over 

backwards to please everybody; and I was told by the administration that 

that isn't necessarily true, that it is a privilege and if they are not being 

cooperative they can just go back to class. 

MC: Briefly explain this tax credit. 

TZ: The tax credit is something that I've think we have done about two 

years now. At the end of the year, anybody that pays state taxes can pay two 

hundred dollars of those taxes directly to any school of their choice, and 
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anybody can do that, it doesn't have to be a parent in the school or the 

district. You can get your parents, cousins, uncles to contribute, and that 

money goes to the departments. 1 know it pays my salary, it goes to 

materials, I believe it goes to (in our school) PE, music, art. I think that's it. 

MC: Ok, going back to the classroom, are your classes assessed by you, do 

you provide any grade structure for any of those classes. 

TZ: I don't. And after talking to Mike today, I'm thinking that maybe...I've 

asked the teachers if they wanted me to grade; and, in Montessori we don't 

do report cards; they don't get progress reports like the public schools do, 

and they certainly.. .1 don't think they give grades, letter grades, or 

numerical grades in subjects. So, I've asked the teachers if they wanted me 

to grade art, and it was basically negative at this point. But, I'm seeing some 

value to it, because, in a way, it devalues what I do. And, I don't feel...I feel 

like this is more like fun or enrichment, rather than really serious 

curriculum. 

MC: But, none of the classes receive grades 

TZ: I'm not exact.. .1 don't think they do, they do do parent conferences at 

certain times.. .twice a year. I have never been asked to give grades in this 

school. I used to.. .in my last school I did give grades...just one grade at the 
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end of the year, but I've never graded like projects, and I'm thinking there 

might be merit to that, so I'm going to rethink it. 

MC: Do you know how the parents.. .how do the parents seem to feel about 

that, that there is no real assessment. 

TZ: That something that is a Montessori question that gets into the very 

basis of Montessori education as far as testing in general, and we don't do a 

lot of that as compared to the public schools, and I think that's why. It's 

more based on freedom and interest and that is something you could ask the 

other Montessori teachers further about how that whole thing works. I 

would like to know, too, actually. 

MC: How many students in a class? 

TZ: Right now, average is about 15.1 only actually have 18 seats in here. 

And, it gets a little tight. We should have more room. I'm bumping into 

bodies a lot of times. They actually bump into each other, and I think it 

causes a little more friction. I would like more room. But, I do like my class 

sizes smaller. I had 20 1^' graders yesterday, which was a surprise to me. 

They have asked my to do a longer class with the whole class with the aid, 

and I have decided not to do that because I function better in smaller groups. 

And I prefer to have a shorter class with a smaller group by myself, than a 
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larger class say 36 children all at the same time with an aid. I physically 

don't have the room anyway. So, I function better in a smaller group. 

MC: Right now your classes come in groups; in other words, there is 1-3,4-

6, and 7-8. 

TZ: Right. Right. I have mixed ages. I have three 1^' through 3"^ (we call 

junior elementary), three of those classes of 15 each. So, that's actually six 

classes. Twenty P' graders. I have sixty 4"* through 6"* grades, and about 

twenty-five 7"^ and S"'. So, it's about 200 students, in sixteen hours during 

the four days. I think I'd like to comment, too, that the class period is short. 

The maximum lesson is forty minutes, 5 minutes to settle down, and 5 

minutes to clean up, makes it a short lesson. So, I'm a little limited by the 

request of the head teachers to not have art in the morning, and that limits 

me to the afternoon classes, school's out at three, so it does pose a difficulty. 

MC; What do you hope that the students that you have get out of what goes 

on each day? 

TZ: 1 hope I can plant seed with them, and teach just. ..let them be exposed 

to art and beauty and culture, things that they may not be exposed to at 

home, or with video games, or way TV is today, the movies. I'd like to have 

them have somewhat of a sense of appreciation of the great cultures of the 
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world that have gone on before us. And have some appreciation for art and 

art history. And, more specifically, to have them connect to their inner self 

in doing something with their hands. Making something really develops 

great self-confidence that 1 can do this and a lot of times they'll come in and 

say I can't do this, and then come in two weeks later and say I can do this. 

It's really a confidence booster. I have a lot of personal convictions about 

art, itself, and its role in preparing people for different fields, whether it's 

interior design, or architecture, landscape design, fabric design, clothing 

design. I think that drawing is the basis of all of the arts, and that is one of 

the reasons that I feel so strongly about drawing; the skill of drawing as the 

basis for an art program cause I think it develops eye and hand coordination. 

And you have so many concepts over say an eight to twelve year period that 

a child can absorb would. Again, the principles of unity, balance, proportion, 

ail of the elements that make good art. As Howard Gardner actually won the 

Nobel Prize for discovering that there are many other aspects to the brain 

besides what we are measuring people for on the IQ test. And one of those 

parts of the brain was this ability, this spatial artistic ability. So, that artists 

were intelligent dancers, or intelligent athletes, or intelligent...they are 

simply using a different part of the brain. 
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MC: Sounds good. Thank you. 

TZ: That it? Oh. 

School Visit Two - Magnet High School: Tucson, AZ 

Classroom Observations: 

Observer: Michael C. Crane 

Teacher Observed: To maintain anonymity, the teachers name has been 

removed, and the actual name of the school has been removed. 

9-12 Art Teacher 

Magnet High School; Tucson, AZ (Non-charter School) 

Date of Observation: October 13, 2000 

(Date of recorded conversation - October 26, 2000) 

Observations: 

Room Layout - The art room is a self-contained classroom approximately 

30' X 30'. There are five tables set up in a "J" shape in the center of the 

room. There are open bookcases along one wall, waist high cabinets and 

ftiU-length cabinets along another wall, which includes one sink. There is a 

paper storage cabinet for large paper along the same wall. Bulletin board 

and chalk board along the hall sidewall. shares her room with the 
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music department, and driver's education. She has a large selection of 

resources in her bookcases to draw from, and has a computer by her desk 

tied into the Internet (thus the Tucson Unified School District Website). 

[This school] is a "Service Learning" magnet school ("service learning" is 

explained by during the taped interview). The student population is 

approx. 200 students, and about half of that population are students with 

special needs (a great number of whom are extremely handicapped). The 

class schedule at [this school] is an "AB" Block schedule by week (one 

week is a "A" week, the other is a "B" week). 's classes are 

approximately 50 minutes long during "A" week, and 120 minutes long 

during "B" week. My observation was during a "B" week. Twice during 

"B" week, team-teaches with a Language Arts teacher, and a History 

teacher, and students from all three classes. All three teachers write the 

lesson, and the students are all assessed based on their level of participation 

in that lesson. has a syllabus for each block she teaches. 

9:30 am - 11:15 am (Grades 9-12): This particular class was comprised of 5 

students (Art and Advanced Art students), who came and went on their 

own). Homework and "Today's Assignment" were listed on the chalkboard. 

The students worked, or did not work, on assignments they already had. — 
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— discussed with each student what they had done, what they were doing, 

and helped them determine what they needed to be doing to complete what 

needed to be completed. 

11:20 am - 1:30 pm (Grades 9-12): This class in General Art (Arts & 

Crafts). There are currently 18 students assigned. Students range from two 

"non-charter" students to the rest of the students with extreme disabilities: 

Down's syndrome, wheelchair bound, cerebral palsy (different stages). 

There is an aid in the room for each disabled student. "Today's 

Assignment" (the same lesson for all classes today) is on the board. 

Today's Assignment: 

I. Start with a cube/Draw the planes of the face, 

n. Continue work on paper mache project 

• Work on any/all assignments that need to be completed 

1. Copies of Julio Gonzales and Paul Cezanne 

2. Critiques of 5 artists self-portraits. 

During this class, discusses assignments with the non-charter students. 

They can work on their own assignments, or work with disabled students. — 

moves about the room and interfaces with each disabled student, in one 

way or another. 
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1:45 pm - 3:30 pm (Grades 9-12): This class is a mixed class of 3 non-

charter students and 5 special needs students (2 in wheelchairs). There are 4 

aids in the room. The lesson plan is the same, and the non-charter student 

choices are the same. move about the room and inter&ces with each 

disabled student, in one way or another. She gets the visual attention of one 

extremely disabled student in a wheelchair, and paints for him on a piece of 

paper, as long as he is paying attention. 

Transcription of Taped Conversation: 

Interviewer: Michael C. Crane (MC) 

Graduate Student, Art Education Dept., University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 

Art Teacher, Tombstone Unified School District; Tombstone, AZ 

Interviewee: TA 

9 - 12 Art Teacher 

Magnet High School; Tucson, AZ 

Date of Interview: October 26, 2000 

Transcription: 

MC: As an art teacher with TUSD, are you a certified art teacher? 
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TA: Yes, yes I am. I'm certified art K-12, 

MC: Do you have a written art based mission statement or a written art 

based goals for your art program, and give me an example. 

TA: Well, my primary goal this year is to fiilly integrate the art program at 

[this school] that will familiarize students with the many stimulating facets 

of art such as history, diversity and the impact upon our culture and the ways 

in which art is created. I also plan to implement lessons by which students 

will become active self-directed learners and participate in the process of 

evaluating works of art. My hope is to create an atmosphere of excitement 

and motivation toward enthusiastic maximum student learning. My focus 

includes a developmental approach to aesthetics, art criticism, art history, 

and studio production, a chronological approach to the study of art, 

purposeful studio production lessons, and integrated approach to decision-

maidng and problem solving, and that's my primary objective this year. 

MC: In pertaining to curriculum, do you use a school curriculum, your own 

curriculum or some other curriculum developed some other place? 
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TA: My basic curriculum is the state standards I follow, and the district 

standards, but I idnd of integrate my own thing. I oi^anize that curriculum 

into the states; but I follow the state standards basically. 

MC: And that would be my next question. Do you feel your program is that 

responsive to those standards? 

TA; Yes. 

MC: I'm curious. What kind of activities do you present to your students, 

and I'll give you several examples: sequential activities that are adapted to 

just the standards, or are they activities that are aimed more at different 

cultures, or are they activities that follow just the time line, or are they self-

expressive activities that include arts and crafts, or are they activities that 

follow a Discipline Based model? 

TA: Well, it's a combination of all of the examples that you mentioned. For 

example, today I took the students on a field trip, and we visited the exhibit 

on the Holocaust at the Tucson Museum of Art, and it was very profound. 

And, so, for those students whose ancestors came from that time it was very, 

very emotional for the students, so that's one example. 
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MC: Also, talking about activities, do you think your activities are 

organized more around just a couple of basic type of media; like, for 

example, just pencils and watercolor, or is it more of a multimedia event. 

TA: Well, it depends on what we're doing. If we're talking about the 

elements of art, then we're going to use media that kinda relates to that; for 

example, if we're talking about line and color with paint were using the 

different kinds of paint. With line we're using pencils, and pens, and ink; so 

its multimedia. Just experimentation in the different mediums that are out 

there, and going on with the vocabulary itself 

MC: Are your...the classes that you have each day, are they something that 

are required of the students to be to, or are they electives that they can take. 

TA: Well, my first year students - the freshmen - are required to take one 

year - one credit - of art, but, whereas my second and third year students are 

taking it for an elective credit. 

MC: Now, your students in these activities are unique, because you have 

students who are non-charter classroom students, and you have some 

students who have extreme handicaps. 
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TA: Yes. That's the range. I have multi-range of different styles of 

learners: the disabled, the severely disabled, to the gifted and talented 

students, and everyone in between. 

MC: That's a varied class. Greatly. 

TA: Yes. 

MC: What grade levels are your classes. From what grade to what grade? 

TA: 9'*^ grade to 12"^ grade. 

MC: And...about how many students per class? 

TA: 18 students now. That is my largest class. Whereas, my smaller 

classes range from 4 students, 5 students in another class. I think 1 have 8 

students in one of my other classes. 

MC: Plus aides. 

TA: Yes. 

MC: Because of the students that I've seen...if they have a handicap of 

some sort - esp. in extreme situations - there is like an aide per student. 

TA: Yes. Well, yes. I have a few students who are severely disabled, and 

with those students - they have the aides that accompany them to class, and 
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assist when needed; and their [disabled students] goals are different then 

some of my other students. Those are just being participants in their 

[disabled students] own lives, and I think they do benefit from being in art. 

MC: For example. 

TA: For example, one student who in severely disabled and he is in a 

wheelchair, and he has no access of his hands -1 would hold up a painting, 

and I would have my hand over his hand and gently guiding him. The only 

signal that you know that he is working is that his eyes move across the 

paper. So, that's one example of his participation, and a smile... 

MC: And, plus, he knows you. I mean, once you get in his range of 

vision.. .he knows who you are. 

How many times a week do you classes meet? 

TA: Everyday. 

MC: Everyday. 

TA: Monday through Friday, depending on the week: "A" week... 

MC: 'Cause your time is varied, too. 
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TA: Yes. I see second, third, fourth and sixth periods. Whereas, on "B" 

week, I see one, two, and three on Monday, and four, five and sixth on 

Tuesday. So, it depends on the week, but I see everybody. 

MC: And the length...the time they spend is different. 

TA: Yes. 

MC: It could be...some classes are... 

TA: Well, on the "B" week, there are longer periods of time: the classes 

meet for like two hours of time. Whereas, on the "A" week, the students 

meet, and it's like 40 minutes to 50 minutes - class period. 

MC: Now, you have a unique...you mentioned that field trip today, because 

you have a unique environment here where you work with two other 

teachers... 

TA: Yes. 

MC: Explain. 

TA: Well, I am a team member in a block, and this year we block with the 

freshmen. I work with language art teacher and world history teacher, and 

we integrate our three disciplines into one course. So...in our subject today 

was we went to see the exhibit on the holocaust, and so we looked at the 
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historical aspects of this subject of the Jewish concentration camps, and in 

fine arts I talked about basic terms dealing with art curating and museum 

studies. And, also, I asked them to do the four steps of critiquing an art 

work, and they had to ask themselves...they had to describe the art piece, 

they had to interpret what they saw, they had to analyze what they saw, and 

the judgment of a piece. Whereas, in language arts.. .she's going to look at 

stories of that time period. So, that's one way to approach.,. 

MC: So, it incorporates all three... 

TA: All three - but focusing on one subject in history. 

MC: As part of the scope of your activities, is there, like, a sequence to that; 

for example, is it progressive, like, from 2 dimensional artwork, to 3 

dimensional artwork, to fibers, to ceramics, or is it more art, advanced art, 

independent study type of progression, or any combination of those, as well? 

TA: Well, this year I have the art block, which deals with art history. I have 

beginning art, which is just the.. .basic art appreciation course. I have 

advanced art for those students who want to continue their study of fine art, 

that's a second year course. And, I have which is more an arts and crafts. 

And, that's it for that one. 
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MC: Now - for some of the students who are more involved in the 

advanced art stages, can they come into one of those environments, or is 

there a certain time when they would all come together at a certain time? 

[Tempest shakes here head no] Ok, so you have a class of just advanced art 

students and their not...it's not split up into other classes...they more or less 

come together. 

TA: Well, that's the challenge I'm having. I have integrated the two 

groups. Because of the size, I have my beginning art student and a general 

art student in the same class. And, so.. .so I'm dealing with that I guess. But 

I haven't set criteria for the advanced art students as yet. There's know -

you have your portfolio and eight slides to be able to go to advanced 

placement. I have not set criteria as yet. 

MC: But is that a plan? 

TA: Yes, it is a plan. 

MC: You want to do that? 

TA: Yes. 
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MC: 'Cause that would have been my next question as to the students that 

you have, whether they are beginning art students - do they have grades. I 

mean, do you actually grade the projects that they complete? 

TA: Yes I do. I do. I give them...on a hundred-point scale. So, they do 

have what they are expected they will get. There are high expectations. 

And, even with my general art course I give a pass-fail grade. And that's 

more participation and completing the assignments. Yes. 

MC: But, for the rest...like you said it's based on a hundred-point scale, and 

it's a grade that counts. 

TA: Yes, that's right. 

MC: Going back to what you said earlier, you'd like to do this portfolio 

presentation. I mean...you'd like to see them actually put a working 

portfolio together with slides included. 

TA: Yes, and so we're going to go through that process in learning how to 

present their works as a professional; or to get into, if they decide to go on to 

collage and major in art - how would they present their work - how can they 

set up portfolios. 
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MC: But would their portfolios still be assessed - like, at the end of the 

year, you'll assess this portfolio? 

TA: Yes. Yes. 

MC: Would that be a grade assessment? 

TA: Yes, it will. 

MC: So, they will still get a grade at the end of the year or at the end of each 

semester, in this case? 

TA: Yes. 

MC: Ok. 

TA: But, that hasn't been set yet. I haven't created that plan. So - again -

this is my third year. So... 

MC: You just keep building on it. 

TA: I keep building. 

MC: That's what I do. [laughter] 

Ok. What do you hope your students will get out of this whole thing from 

you? Where do you think it's going to go - other then the portfolio aspect? 

1 mean, as far as it connects with life? 
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TA: Just.. .basically, an appreciation of the arts, ya know, and one day, 

maybe, they will be able to utilize some of the aspects more; some of the 

things they've learned in art. For example, the color.. .the study of color, for 

example. And, for some of my students - just being part of their lives. 

Having art be their motivator - to help them make the next steps. 

And.. .total success through the arts. 

MC: Total success? 

TA: Yes. Being totally successflil in their lives, maybe from an art point of 

view. To me art was what kept me going. It was my motivation to succeed. 

MC: Along with everything else. 

TA: Yes. 

MC: That it was the art that... 

TA: It was the art... 

MC: that advanced... 

TA: It was the... 

MC: the whole rest of the... 
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TA: Yes, that was right. It was art that, um.. .taking art in middle school 

and high school is what kept me motivated, and it was my goal to go to 

collage and get a degree in art. So, it was something that kept me going. 

MC: Thanks. 

TA: Your welcome. 

School Visit Three - Elementary Magnet School: Tucson. AZ 

Classroom Observation: 

Observer: Michael C. Crane 

Teacher Observed: To maintain anonymity, the teachers name has been 

removed, and the actual name of the school has been removed. 

1-6 Art Teacher 

Accelerated Elementary Magnet School; Tucson, AZ, Non-Charter 

Date of Observation: October 26, 2000 

Observations: 

Room Layout - Classroom is a portable building, approx. 30' x 40'. There 

are 5 tables in the center of the room in an "I" shape, with space around each 

table. On each table is a small box that holds a specific number of drawing 
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pencils and erasers (they are counted by a student from each table, before the 

table is released). There are chalkboards along two walls (one long wall and 

one end wall). There are window high storage cabinets along the other end 

wall, and waist high storage cabinets, one sink, and the door along the other 

long wall facing the school. There are storage areas at one end (one open 

and one closet). In the open area are two ceiling high wheeled carts with 

shelves that provide additional storage space. 

—'s classes are 50 minutes each. 

8:45 am - 9:40 am (3"* Grade): This is a class of about 17. — began his 

day for the students with a "Telephone Game". — pulled one kid, and then 

the message was passed from one kid to another by whispering in the next 

kid's ear. At the end, part of the message was missing, and that gave — an 

opportunity to discuss effective communication; then, to discuss Halloween, 

it's historical background, and it's religious significance. Then, he discussed 

Dracula, and went over the three different Dracula portraits drawn (in chalk) 

on the blackboard, plus the three different Dracula portraits done in charcoal 

on white paper and taped to the board. He then passed out small pieces of 

paper, gave directions, had them put their names at the bottom. He then 
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demonstrated how to do a portrait in chalk on the board, and had the students 

follow along. 

At 9:10 am he had everyone gather around the center table where he was 

sitting, and did a demonstration in charcoal (including how to use a kneaded 

eraser). He got a couple of students to join the rest by reminding the class 

that they still had 10 points, and they could keep them, if the others joined 

in. After the demonstration, he sent them back to their own tables to get 

started. As they worked, — walked around the room, made observations, 

made examples on the board to adjust mistakes, and helped students think 

through their questions. At 9:40, they all cleaned up. He uses the 10 points 

a day to get the room cleaned up properly. 

9:45 am - 10:40 am (3'^'' Grade): This is a class of about 20. — took them 

through a hand clapping, foot stomping exercise to get them focused. He 

talked about the telephone message game from previous class. The lesson 

for this class was the same as for the previous class. 

10:45 am - 11:40 am (5'** Grade): This is a class of about 26. Lesson is the 

same for this class as the other two. A few have the option to make spider 

webs instead. Right at the beginning they lost V2 point because some had 

candy in class. 
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Each class begins the day with 10 points (a total that is subtracted 

from). Each class can earn 50 points each week. Each class at the end of the 

week that earns 50 points gets a treat (every student in that class). Point 

system is recorded on a wall chart each day, and affects each grade. 

Transcription of Taped Conversation: 

Interviewer: Michael C. Crane (MC) 

Graduate Student, Art Education Dept., University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 

Art Teacher, Tombstone Unified School District; Tombstone, AZ 

Interviewee: JS 

K-6 Art Teacher 

Accelerated Elementary Magnet School; Tucson, AZ 

Date of Interview: October 26, 2000 

Transcription: 

MC: As an art teacher for this district, are you certified, uncertified, or a 

non-charter classroom teacher who teaches this art program? 

JS: My experience (and I've been teaching for 26 years) has been primarily 

as an elementary school teacher. The last three years, though, I've had the 

opportunity to go ahead and use the training I received as a...specifically as 

an art teacher; that was in secondary art education and, so, I'm using that 
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degree that 1 have. I have three certificates: one for secondary art education, 

one for elementary ed., and one for administration (my principal ship). 

MC: And, you're a full-time teacher? 

JS: Ya, I'm a full-time teacher. 

MC: Do you have a written art based mission statement or written art based 

goals for your art program? 

JS: I gave you a copy of my activities that I would plan to do for students, 

and that particular set of goals actually was to be running for several years, 

so we've been ticking them oflf as we go along. But what we need to do, 

also, within the fine arts area is make sure we're complementing core 

curricular standards, and we do have standards in place in relation to dance, 

music, visual arts. Since we spend most of our time here in visual arts, 

though, we do dancing for the early, or youngest children. I also teach -1 

teach square dance as well as country swing. We do other dances - your 

laughing but its fun. 

MC: It takes me back to when I was in to same grades 'cause we did that, 

too. 

JS: Most of our time is actually spent in the fine arts, so we're learning 

about inquiry, creating the arts; we also have, as 1 said, the benchmarks 
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identified within the core curriculum for the district that tells us these are the 

things that we should be identifying. Now, in my lesson plan... 

MC: Now, this is a TUSD fme art... 

JS: That's exactly right. 

MC: So, this has all been determined by TUSD. 

JS: Right. And different committees that put this together, some of which I 

would surmise have been within the secondary realm of high school, junior 

high school, to put this together. They may have had some people that were 

in elementary. I know I've sat on similar committees when we put the social 

studies together. So, I used the years to go ahead and draw up benchmarks 

for the second grade. 

MC: Ok. If were talking about a curriculum that is in place, pertaining to 

that curriculum do you use the school's curriculum, or do you use a 

curriculum you designed yourself, or do you use, maybe, a curriculum that 

was designed some other place - outside the district? 

JS: Actually, there is no school curriculum [for visual arts]. Whatever I put 

in place is what exists. So, having had the training to go ahead and lean on 

is a strength for me I think most helpful. We had somebody in place earlier 

that I don't think had art training. He was very artistic, 1 think he had some 
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various life experiences that would allow him to go ahead and be diverse. 

But, I would see often times...the kids would come back and I'd ask them, 

"What did you do in art today?" Well, the instructor would go ahead and 

turn up the radio and he'd turn it ofif at various points in time and they'd 

freeze dance. That, to me, does not really show the progressive approach to 

art that I would like to provide for children. So, there were moments where I 

know he just didn't.. .he wasn't organized enough to show up and say this is 

what we are even going to do today; it was just make it up as he went. So, 

that was the program I inherited. I know it took me...when I initially 

walked in, looked into the closet that is a storage closet, and I honestly 

contacted someone to let them know we had vandalism. The custodian said, 

"Oh, no, he's been working for three days to make sure it's presentable 

enough." So, I don't know what it was like prior to my walking in, but I 

know it was so scaiy that it took me a week to go and get the art-room in 

place just so it could be utilized by the students. 

MC: Do you feel that you have in place.. .that what you have developed is 

aligned with either state standards or national standards in art education? 

JS: 1 would certainly hope so. It would appear we are in line with TUSD 

standards. I know that in terms of knowing that there is a program 
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nationally, I don't think such animal exists. If it does, I would like to know 

by whom and how that information was collected and how it was intended to 

be disseminated. At this point in time all I can say state standards are a little 

bit behind, so that we find in TUSD is, since no instrument is really, 

specifically, in place we have curricular standards that are being 

implemented. They have been drawn up. And...to the best of.. .standards 

are in place. I think they can always use augmentation. I think they can be 

improved upon. There's some wonderful facilities that we have that is a 

resource library in our school district that allows you to go ahead; and, for 

example, if you're doing puppets there have been studies. We'll do, for 

example, cartooning. We spent some time two years ago setting up our 

cartoon experience with puppets and with the cartoons that they will create 

this year two years ago. So, progressively, we've already made inroads into 

what we are going to be doing eventually with preliminary activities. I think 

that's really important to go ahead and have this approach that dovetails and 

your building progressively. 

MC: Building on a sequence of events. 

JS: Better put. Ya, that's well put. So, you're teaching materials, teaching 

skills, you're teaching, I think, the ability for students to go ahead and 
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maintain an art room. It's my strong feeling that if their coming in everyday 

they know what the expectations are; and there are only three rules, and 

those rules are: I. listen to and follow instructions, 2. that they demonstrate 

respect for the people around them and the materials, and 3. they create a 

pleasant environment. So, if they get too noisy, that's not pleasant for me. 

If anybody is forgetting that were in the art room, and I'm seeing playground 

activity, that's not pleasant for me. So, there are things that I'm looking at. 

I'm not telling them a whole lot of don'ts. These are the do's: create a good 

environment, respect the people, follow instructions. That's simple, I can 

model that, and I'm hoping that they'll follow through with that. But, in 

terms of a progressive approach to what we do, ya, we have one in place. In 

my lesson plan book I need to be identifying what our benchmarks are, and, 

in some cases, you'll be able to see that there is a code. For example, this 

one says, "learn to identify and manipulate and care for art materials." 

MC: And it's coded here. 

JS: And it does have a code. Now, the code is something that I have yet to 

understand. Here's the code-VA/F7 and VA/F8. Now, I guess one of them 

deals with the manipulation of materials and the other one deals with care of 

materials. I've seen no such standard or booklet. I know that somebody has 
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put this sown. But, I know this is a little redundant in terms of what it 

identifies to do. Produces art that uses color. Some of these, as we run 

down this whole list, there's a variety of these that really overlap and are 

saying different things, but using the same code. Ya know, is this something 

that I'm going to loose sleep over applying. No, I think I know what to do, 

and I hope we're doing that. 

MC: That gives me an opportunity to talk about the point structure because 

I'm...were going to activities, but...because this point structure that you 

have you said is based on ten points a day, and they can acquire 50 points, 

and when they acquire SO points then they're rewarded for acquiring SO 

points. So, everybody in the class get that not matter what, and that class 

acquires SO points and they all benefit from it. 

JS: My desire is to go ahead and acknowledge the fact that they are doing 

the things that I expect them to do, both listening following the instructions 

given out, being able to create that pleasant environment. In doing that, they 

are going to get an "A" in my class, or an "E". For the P' through 3"* grade, 

they have an "E", "S", and "N". So, satisfactory is more or less a "C", "E" 

is for excellent, an "N" would be if somebody is failing systematically to go 

ahead and follow instructions. And once they get to six moments in time 
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where I've said that's not what I'm e)q)ecting in class, I would simply make 

marks in my grade book, and I would know numerically they've kind of 

stepped into that realm that's a little fuzzy, and I would mark that on their 

report card that there teacher would go ahead and see on their evaluation. 

Six points is how many they can loose when that happens. If they don't 

loose points, then they are going to get an "E" for excellent in art. So, this is 

an area where they can really shine. I don't grade them on their work. I just 

grade them on the effort they put forth, and, I guess, some of that effort is 

not just in the quality of their work, but in being able to create a pleasant 

work environment in here in just trying to do their best. 

MC: You don't grade their work? 

JS: No. Not each piece. No. What I do, though, is I will collect their work, 

and there are certain classes that I will identify - this work goes in the hall, 

and we'll go ahead and put that up for special occasions, or we'll just... this 

is our class this week to go ahead and do that, so I'll hang things in the hall. 

We do have trouble with the fire marshal, though. They don't want that. So, 

that's a liability because if you're hanging up work you're trying to go ahead 

and showcase that which kid have done. But, on the other hand, if it can't 

stay up for very long then the issue of respect, too, comes up because we had 
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some work hanging last year, the year before, and earlier this year that was 

damaged in some way by a single student that just came in and took 8 pieces 

of work and defaced them - put some mark on them. So, that troubles me, 

and that's something we work on as a school. But, we do have a special 

panel where - if they do a good job on their artwork I will go ahead and put 

their artwork on that - on a column that we've constructed in the hallway 

that people can go walk by and they can see that's a special spot. Somebody 

really did and excellent Job. And, so it's a way to go ahead and beautify to 

campus and make sure that those kids that are wanting recognition get it for 

some stellar work. 

MC: I also noticed scores that they accumulate - this goes back to their 

teacher. In other words... 

JS: It does. 

MC: So, you have an art score that says... 'cause on this piece of paper is 

says listen and follows instructions, demonstrate...and create, so on; and 

there's a score and this is identified to go back to... 

JS: Comments on the back. If somebody has violated any of our rules, I'm 

going to circle what they did. If I need to have a special note on that, I'll 
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mark it, Ya know, if somebody was... has broken our rules, destruction of 

school property, or something like that, I'll put the name on there. 

MC: You'll identify the student. 

JS; I will identify the student so they [non-charter classroom teacher] can 

have a dialog with them and if I find that somebody is being unsafe in here, 

in anyway, either they're destroying our property, I, as a rule....I'II just tell 

you what I've done this year; we've had several kids that have., .one of them 

was destroying our materials. I talked to the parent, let them know this is 

what we don't allow, this is my expectation, have the child involved in our 

little conference, and the child paid for the erasure (in this case) and pencils 

they had damaged. Now, was that a big deal? No. We only charged them 

what it cost to replace them. But, the whole idea was - face up to their 

friends and their friends don't do it. 

MC: Right. 

JS: So, what were trying to do is just make sure there are consequences for 

their behavior, and the expectations are clear. 

MC: Ok. We're talking about activities. What kind of activities do you 

present to your students. For example, and I'm going to list several 

examples: sequential activities adapted to standards, activities more 
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at.. .more aimed at various cultures, activities that follow just an historic 

timeline, self-expressive activities that include arts and crafts, or activities 

that follow the Discipline Based Art Education type model? 

JS: Well, first of all I would want to go ahead and identify certain materials, 

techniques, progressive activities we need to be focusing on. Within that 

contest, then I would go ahead and also identify special activities that would 

stand out the kids need to go ahead and be exposed to. Now, with our 

primary I'm going to have a whole different structure for them then I would 

for our intermediate. The intermediate kids - I'm making the assumption 

that they've been exposed to certain methods, materials, and standards that 

we have in place. If so, what I expect from them would be more in line 

with, um, just higher expectation. With the primary students - when we're 

dealing with kindergarten - obviously they're focus of attention is quite 

limited. We need to be doing more gross motor activities focusing more on 

things they can do with a sponge, things that we can do with finger-painting. 

Total emersion is what they're looking for. In terms of gross motor 

activities, we'll be putting out a lot of music that we can dance to; special 

songs that are maybe seasonal, things that.. .ya know they're doing the "Itsy, 
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Bitsy Spicier" with their hands, we're singing songs together, and I'll be 

doing a lot of reading of stories. 

I've noticed that they love to go ahead and create that which they 

experience. So, if we read our stories together; and they can listen and 

watch, and, then, follow along with the story; and, then, maybe, create their 

own cat. We just read a story this week, "Emila the Cat", or "The Nine 

Lives of Emila", actually, I think the story was. And, in reading, so we 

talked about the seasonal activities that we're doing with the bats hanging 

with the black cats, and talked about Halloween. But, they had an 

opportunity to also discuss the fact that - hey - all cats aren't black, and 

they're not all spooky and scary. 

MC: Evil. 

JS: That's right. Because some of them have some wonderful little pet at 

home that they feel very partial to. So, it opened up dialog for us, it opened 

up an opportunity to go ahead - we had music to go ahead and move by so 

that they would be able to move like that black cat and, um, so it was - there 

are a lot of different things. I'm not going to do any of those activities with 

older kids because it's not age appropriate. So, all of the curriculum is 

certainly tailored to be age appropriate to the student. Some of the things. 
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though, that we can do is the bug boxes that we made. When we are making 

those, there are things that 1 do for them. For example, with the 

kindergarten's - we missed a holiday so they couldn't (because of a holiday 

we missed a class period with them). So, much of the material that they 

needed to cut out on the saws was already done when they came back, and 

that was probably best anyway. Just being able to go ahead and manipulate 

the saws is difficult for them. Tracing for them is difficult. And when I give 

them tracing patterns, I may have a tracing pattern that has ears on it, but 

when I get it back it may have ears cut off. 

MC: Ya, I get that a lot. 

JS: Ya - there ya go. [laughter] 

MC: Ok. Are your activities organized around just, maybe, a couple of 

media? For example, just pencils and watercolor, or are your activities more 

organized around multiple media as the students see fit, or one certain type 

of material across the board? 

JS: Well, I think, once again, with a progressive approach to knowing when 

age appropriate activities can be implemented. The younger students need 

to be dealing with paint. They need to be manipulating large areas of paper. 

They need to be able to go ahead and cut and paste is a big deal to those 
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little guys. So, we do a lot of activities that deal with cutting and pasting. I 

know the pre-school teacher that we have next door loves to use paste. 

Well, to be honest, unless she insists on it I will never touch the stuff I hate 

it - it breaks apart. You can't keep an image down on the paper. As soon as 

the children pick it up, it crumbles in their fingers. And, I just view that as a 

total waste of time. It usually lasts from here almost to the parking lot, but 

sometimes not quite that long. So, my feeling is I want to make sure that 

what we're spending our time in will have enough reward for the children 

can make their own little project and take it home with them, and enjoy it. I 

would like to make sure we do a lot of paper activities with children, 

painting activities with children that are young. Most of our paper and 

pencil activities are going to probably be geared more toward the older -

older groups of children - intermediate students. But we do work with 

wood. We made bug boxes this year. Last year we ended up making 

helicopters. We did that out of wood. They cut the parts. We used pop 

cycle sticks for the runners, and large tongue dispensers for the blades on 

top. They painted them with spray paint. They turned out very well. It was 

a good activity that they could do themselves. The ones that I think 

probably are the most fim would be when we're dealing with clay. They just 
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love the three dimensional aspect of being able to manipulate something and 

create with it. This year I'm that we will be able to go ahead and create 

flutes. I used to do that where you make.. .take the clay, take and roll your 

clay out, insert a dowel rod in it, roll over it and then go ahead and line your 

holes in it. We'd make our own flutes. And, it can be done; they can be 

fired. They turn out great. Two years ago we did whistles that were made 

like heads. So, we take a human head - so your studying anatomy - you go 

ahead and create a head out of a void - you've got air in the center; and, 

then, they have to go ahead and create the reed to blow through. And, one 

child had one that really.. .you could produce some music out of - it was 

kinda cool. So, it's gotta be varied. I don't want to do the same thing every 

year. I think, probably, um, maybe if we were structured a little differently 

so I didn't have to...1 could have all S"' graders one day and all 4'*' 

graders....Now, I've done that in terms of having all kindergartener's one 

day, and all 1^', 2"*^, So, everyday is a specific age. The problem we 

have is with lunch where 5*^ graders and our 6'*' graders, and our 4^** graders 

can't meet together on a specific day. 

So, that means, I'm a little bit chopped up, and, as a result, I can't cave 

everything in and just tear it down at a moments notice. So, I think for that 
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reason I don't have my activities organized in such a way that, um, how do I 

say this. Um, maybe, if we had a different schedule I could play with, that 

I'd organize differently. But, sometimes, the loop just sticks factors in, so 

some of what we do plan has to take that into account. 

MC: So, you mix it up, but you have certain skills you build on, though, that 

are constant. 

JS: I hope so. I would like to think so. 

MC: Are your classes required classes or do they have an option? 

JS: The option is.. .if a student does.. .1've had a few students that come in -

one in particular that I think of - he doesn't want to do what we do as a class 

pretty regularly. 

MC: Who doesn't? 

JS: Well, this one student. I'll not yield his name, but, nonetheless, he is in 

a "gate" class, which means he is in with a group of "gifted" students, and he 

likes.. .and, with many of the gifted students, they like to be master of their 

own ship. They want to be very autonomous. They want to be selecting that 

which they are working on. If you tell them everybody's doing this, that's 

not the thing they want to do. They want to do something quite different. 

So, what he, typically, likes to do airplanes. Now, I went and got him a 
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whole book on airplanes so he can work on it. He has cards that I picked up 

at a yard sale that deals with a mired of different airplanes that are available, 

and he said, "I already have that." I said, "Well, this is yours that you can 

use." Now, if... I don't care what day of the week it is, we usually are doing 

something that he doesn't want to do. Have I allowed him to make choices 

that are different - sometimes. Sometimes I don't allow him to make that 

choice. Sometimes he just has to do what we do, and, if he chooses other 

than that, I make a note of that, send it back to his teacher, and he will be 

docked. And, his grade last year was a "C". He could have had an "A". I 

made note of the fact that he was choosing to ignore the activities that were 

required, and some of the activities were required. So, as a result, his grade 

was affected. 

MC: He needed to know that. 

JS: He did know that, and he needed to be able to explain that to his family, 

[laughter] 

MC: You have K-6. Do the pre-school kids come in here? 

JS: I have one class I see on Monday mornings. 

MC: Pre-school? 
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JS: They are pre-school, and we do a lot of.. .that's my toughest group -

without a question. It's probably among the most rewarding, but there's 

nothing I can hand them and expect them to do it. It all has to be precut, it 

all has to be extremely well organized -1 mean down to the second. If we 

are not straight on it, I mean so that everything clicks, you loose them in a 

heartbeat; they are gone. So, that one I really...! make sure that we are very 

well organized. There is nothing I do with the kindergarteners that I do with 

that group. It is especially different then every other group I see. 

MC: What grade levels receive art classes? 

JS: Grade levels would be pre-K. We've got one class, um, they're very 

young. Some of them are 3 years old, and as I had mentioned earlier, that's 

the one that I really had the greatest difficulty in terms of preparation 

because their skills are so very limited. We so a lot of gross motor 

movement, a lot of activities that just require them to identify colors, um, 

general shapes. At the end of the year, they do an extremely good job. 

There's a tremendous amount of growth. So, it's really rewarding. I mean, 

they are probably as much fim as any group I'm going to have. 

MC: So, there's measurable growth? 
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JS: Oh, mercy. Mercy. Exponential. It's wonderful to see. So, by the time 

they finally get into kindergarten, they are fully capable of doing anything 

we expect them to do, and that's nice. So, it's a good deal - a good deal for 

them. But, um, what was the question again? 

MC: What grades receive art classes? 

JS: All the way through 6''' grade. As an accommodation school, which is 

what we are, we have one class that if fiflh/sixth grade, but there are only 

three 6^ grade students in that classroom. So, it's kind of and odd little 

hybrid. It probably needs to be tweaked and readdressed in the coming year 

so that those students how actually need to be in middle school can advance 

on. There's another accommodation school that's about three miles away -

maybe not even that far. But, at any rate, it's in close enough proximity to 

where we are that any student would not be grossly inconvenienced to go 

there, so... 

MC: About, on the average, how many students per class? 

JS: On the average, about 24. I think we get a breakjust because our test 

scores have been very high. So, when it's time to go ahead and keep this 

program or, um, keep numbers down, we've always received a pretty, um, I 

think, we've received a blessing of being able to keep numbers low just 
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because of that, so.... And as an accelerated magnet school, which we are, 

the magnet is for trying to go ahead and keep our school desegregated; and, 

so, we have to go ahead and create the magnet to draw in students and part 

of the magnet is that we have PE, we have art, so there's the attraction, 

and... 

MC: What does that mean - an accelerated magnet school? 

JS: Well, as the accelerated school is something that come from Henry 

Levin's' study out of Berkeley. He desires to go ahead rather than 

remediate, he uses this euphemism "accelerate". All it is you...is a simple 

kind of way of saying, "we're not going backwards." You have the 

assumption that we're laying out the material, and your trying to go ahead 

and take children from a remedial skills platform, and move them to being at 

grade level by the time they advance onto middle school. Well, I think 

every single school does that, and every single teacher has that in mind. 1 

think the difference is in accelerated school's organization. What you're 

dealing with is a lower, flatter, hierarchy in terms of management. So, 

you're looking at more involvement from the staff, more involvement from 

the community. You try and go ahead and bring people in at least similar to 

what they're doing with the Comer Method, where your trying to get as 
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many stake holder as can be involved are. And, the kids have the 

opportunity to accelerate their skills. That could be with peer tutoring, and 

mentoring. That could be with parents. 

That could be with other outside community representation. The Oasis 

Program, which is a group of senior citizens that come in. There are a lot 

ways to go ahead and stretch it. 

MC: So, a lot of community involvement? 

JS: Well, that's the theory. Is that happening in reality? Not necessarily. 

There have been years in which I had programs set up, and I couldn't get 

and volunteers to go ahead and be part of that. We've had field trips set up, 

and I would attempt to go ahead for months at a time to see if we could go 

ahead and get volunteer drivers or chaperones. Just like you say, we need to 

have a certain number of people to be willing and go ahead and come with 

us. And, in this particular case, all I needed was two - two people to simply 

come along on our field trip. 

MC: Parents? 

JS: And, I drummed at it for two months and we had to finally cancel out. 

There was a wild life trip to one of the park areas, and in which we had 
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educational activities planned. And, it was a heart breaking disappointment 

because we couldn't get people to simply be for their children. 

MC: It was a hard lesson for some of your kids, too, I'm sure. 

JS: Well, I think it's a repetitive lesson in many of their cases, because what 

they're hoping for is something a little different then what they experience in 

they're non-charter lives - many of them - because on that particular class I 

have the accommodation class of 5''' and 6"^ graders; and many of them in 

that particular year - many of them are coming from such disruptive 

backgrounds.. .a.. .just the luck of the draw for me; but it was such a mix of 

oddities in terms of personalities, um, disruptive behaviors, and low skills on 

that particular year that we could not.. .1 mean the reason we're struggling so 

was that they have a volatile home life. And, so, to get support where we 

didn't have it at first, it wasn't practical. I chased a rabbit. 

MC: Right. 

JS: Ask me how I know what time it is, and there's how to make that watch, 

[laughter] 

MC: You have.. .a.. .you mentioned you have this class that was a 

combination of 3"^ - 4''^. 

JS: Right. 
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MC: Some 4"* graders, some 3^'' graders. And you also said that your 5^*^ -

6^ combination class because there's so few 6'*' graders. 

JS: Ya. 

MC: Ok, but you cover., .during the week you cover all those classes. 

JS: Every class one time. 

MC: Approximately an hour per class. 

JS: An hour a class. 

MC: Right. So, they'll be here at least one time. 

JS: Absolutely. All of them. 

MC: Ok. Well, go back to activities just for a moment just to cover some 

more bases on activities. If you're talking about... 

[tape stopped due to interruption] 

Ok. Your activities, in general - is there a sequence to your activities. For 

example, and we kind of discussed that earlier. What I mean is, for 

example: is it, like, from 2-D to 3-D to fibers, and ceramics, and so on; or is 

it more just art, advanced art, independent study; or is it just, like, 2-D only? 

JS: No. Really, independent study is something, was something I wouldn't 

say exists. I don't think children need independent study. They have 

independent study when they're at home, when they're on their own time. 
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When they're in art, they need to have progressive activities, and they need 

to be organized. Some of the progression, though, that I see is not 

necessarily this evaluation that has to be where I'm doing, um, painting, 

before I ever touch a pencil, before I, you know...that's not necessary. I 

would hope that the things that we do are 1. fim, that they develop an 

appreciation and enjoyment for the physical arts, for movement, for creative 

juices that flow as they involve themselves in activity. 

I think those are the things that are probably more important then anything. 

So, ya know, I may have a desire to go ahead and lay out an activity for 

them, and it may be progressively planned. But, it they don't enjoy it, I 

don't care how academically proficient I am at the organization of the 

activity - it's a looser. They're going to walk away going well - well, that 

was a bust [laughter]. Ya know - that's reality. So, I would hope what 

we're doing is, first of all, fun, satisfying to them, and if we can accomplish 

that - then we've accomplished a primary goal. In moving through those 

activities, that I think are going to be beneficial to children, there probably 

will be, um, rolling around in the back of my mind, or in my subconscious, 

um, a series...for example, when we started to do perspective drawing -1 

wanted to go ahead and show them one point perspective, then we're going 
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to go ahead and progress from there to exploding art - expanding their 

name. Taking shapes and going ahead and reverting back to one point 

perspective, but doing so in a, um, maybe on a page where you've got 

shapes floating off of the page, so it kinda looks like their going down to 

infinity. In order to do that you have to understand each step before you 

move and advance to a more complicated application. 

MC: Well, it kind of depends on the skill you want them to come away 

with. 

JS: Probably. 

MC: 'Cause, I notice that you're doing one activity and then the next day 

would you continue the same activity? 

JS: Ya. 

MC: Just depends on...'cause it [lesson plan] says it's doing one [activity] a 

class period, then the next day doing another. Are there opportunities to 

expand it, if you wanted to, over more than one day? 

JS: Ya. To be very honest, though, I expected them to be moving faster on 

the activity we were doing today, and 1 think they could have; and, perhaps, 

some of that is my fault because we did a preliminary sketch prior to picking 

up the chalk and doing the portrait, and, maybe, that got in their way. But, I 
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want them to be feeling they're getting the issue of perspective sown, so 

they know where to eyes are, and so on. So, the more we iiandle that the 

better off we'll be. 

MC: Ok. What do you hope your students, and I think you already said 

some of that, but what do you think you students will really take away from 

this experience? What are your expectations overall? 

JS: Well, I think we're dealing with something that is - it fits into what is 

Action 2000. They need to be adequately equipped for life skills, and those 

life skills would be in order to be a 20'^ Century graduate being able to be 

responsible, being able to go ahead and have a sensitive eye about that 

which is acceptable work and what is not. So, they need to be self-critical, 

they need to be able to work with other people. Well, that's primary. I 

mean, think about what goes down at these signs where their hanging in the 

window - working at Taco Bell, you don't need to know how to make a 

taco. They say, "We're hiring friendly people." Well, they need to go ahead 

-1 don't care if they are working for IBM - they need to know how to get 

along because they may land that job, but their not going to keep it unless 

they can work with other people. So that's extremely important. That fits 

into that what my expectations are in the classroom: do I respect the 
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environment, am I respecting the people around me. That is extremely 

important, and as far as Tm concerned, that is what the social institution of 

education is about. Just that: they become social, they become socially 

productive, for others and for themselves. 

MC: How do you think art fits into that? 

JS: How do I think art fit in? I think there comes a point in time where we 

can do for ourselves. You saw me, on many occasions; turn a child's 

question into themselves, where they're saying, "Can you do for me? Will 

you do this? I need someone to guide me and do this." And, what their 

asking is, "I want you to do it for me, to do for me." My feeling is - no. 

Here is the time when we take off the training wheels and say, "You hold the 

spoon, hit the mouth. You do the feeding. I will simply show you what to 

do." "Can I fail?" Well, that becomes one of these issues in terms of 

looking at what we are doing. Many of them feel that "mine wasn't as good 

as I wanted it to be", and, they view this as a failure. Hopefully, after a 

period of time, they're going to be realizing and recognizing is...a...the very 

issue of me putting forth the effort to try and improve. And, they will see 

improvement. They all do. That in itself is satisfying enough; like, we're 

accomplishing what we need to. 
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They can also appreciate the fact that "this is good art. You know the 

woman right next to me. They did a great job. That was excellent." Well, 

that's art appreciation. And, that's what we do when we go ahead and hang 

our endorsement by buying somebody's artwork, or by studying their 

artwork, or by visiting the museum. We're going back through history, and 

that history may be now - contemporary - but we're revisiting someone's 

efforts and placing value and appreciation upon that. And, hopefully, 

they're also cultivating that for themselves as well. Where they knew what 

they like. 

MC: Thanks. 

JS: Am I interesting...Am 1 answering too long? 

MC: No. No. Absolutely not. That was terrific. Thank you. 

School Visit Four - Charter School. Chandler. AZ 

Classroom Observations: 

Observer: Michael C. Crane 

Teacher Observed: To maintain anonymity, the teachers name has been 

removed, and the actual name of the school has been removed. 

K-12 Art Teacher (6-8 Regular Classroom Teacher) 
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Charter School; Chandler, AZ 

Date of Observation: October 30,2000 

Observations: 

This school is using the buildings that once belonged to a church. There is 

the main chapel and two adjoining wings of office spaces and classrooms. 

Room Layout - Art room is a self-contained room about 30' x 36'. The 

room is divided in half by computer desks for approx. 10 stations. Each 

computer desk has it's own bookcase/shelf space above it. In the other half 

of the room are three tables (with chairs), in three rows, for about 6 students 

each. There is a chalkboard on one long wall, a bulletin board on the end 

wall, and a waist high book case along the other long wall (door side). Also 

by the door sidewall is the teacher's desk. By the door is a work area 

comprised of two small tables. There are two other (free standing) 

bookcases that back up the computer desks the divide the room. 

's first two classes in the morning are non-charter elementary school 

classes (each class made up of more than one grade). Her classes are 

approximately 60 minutes each. 

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm (Grades 7-12): 's first art class of the day is Basic 

Art & Design for about 9 students. She first checks each student to see who 
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has materials and who doesn't, and then reviews the drawing from the week 

prior. They are currently working on a single point perspective drawing of a 

hallway with doors and windows, and hallways entering the main hall. The 

drawings are on graph paper, and are drawn from sketches they already had. 

Some work, some don't. talks to each student about what they are 

doing, or not doing, and provides necessary assistance. 

2:20 pm - 2:25 pm (Grades 7-12): 's next class of the day is a theater 

class run by a part time theater teacher from Phoenix. 

This particular class was spent brainstorming a script. The scriptwriter was 

there so the class could discuss the scrip with her. At the end of the class, 

they moved to the old chapel so they could work on blocking out the play. 

Transcription of Taped Conversation: 

Interviewer: Michael C. Crane (MC) 

Graduate Student, Art Education Dept., University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 

Art Teacher, Tombstone Unified School District; Tombstone, AZ 

Interviewee: JSw 

Art Coordinator, K-12 Art Teacher, and Elementaiy School Teacher 

Charter School; Chandler, AZ 

Date of Interview: October 30,2000 
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Transcription: 

MC: As an art teacher at this school are you state certified, and uncertified 

art teacher, or a non-charter classroom teacher who teaches the art program 

in this school? 

JSw; I am an uncertified art teacher. I came fi'om a professional 

background. But, I do teach in a classroom. But, I didn't start out that way. 

I started out as an art teacher, and the classroom sort of crept up on me. 

MC: OK. Are you full time, or part time? 

JSw: I'm fiill time - plus. 

MC: Plus 

JSw: Full time - plus. 

MC: Do you have on hand a written art based mission statement and/or 

goals for your art program? 

JSw: I do not have a mission statement for my specific art program, but as 

an integrated art school we have a mission statement that's art based for the 

school. 

MC: Explain that. When you say integrated art... 

JSw: Integrated art to us means using the arts to tie in other subjects, like a 

math, science, technology and art. They're designing a lesson plan that 
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would include all of those elements into lesson plan. So, that the 

student working on it gets experience in those other areas. 

MC: That ties in curriculum. Do you use an existing curriculum, or your 

own curriculum, or no written curriculuni all? 

JSw: We have a curriculum that was written for us, that's computer based 

by "Compass". And, we have our own written curriculum in subject areas 

not covered by "Compass". And it just..some of the curriculum is straight 

across. It works just with the subject. some of the curriculum is 

integrated. 

MC: Ok. And you also have your own written... 

JSw: I have my own written, personally developed, art program that s based 

on national standards, and state standarcls. 

MC: Right. So, if you're using own curriculum is it based on published 

curriculum... 

JSw: Well, I mean when you're working with art concepts your not going to 

be able to get too terribly original there. I mean, an art concept s an art 

concept. How you put the class together? can make it your own. And, 

I've done that, I think, with the way I've set up my art program. And I like 

to, even what's not written, when I hav^ opportumty to throw in other 
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elements into it; like, ya know, more sculpture into the Basic Art & Design 

class. It's...it's based on, ya know, the same art concepts everyone else is 

doing, it's just my own way. 

MC: Ok. When you present your art.. .your art activities to your students do 

you consider them to be, like, sequential activities that are adapted to 

standards, activities aimed more at various cultures, sequential activities that 

follow just an historic time line, or just self-expressive activities, or are they 

activities that follow the Discipline Based art model? 

JSw: I'd have to say yes to all the above. 

MC: So, as they go along... 

JSw: We do everything you just said there, depending on what we are 

working on, and whether... 

MC: And what the integration might be. 

JSw: And what the integration might be. 

MC: Ok. During your activities, do your students work with, maybe, just a 

couple of media, like, maybe it's just pencil and watercolor, or do they use a 

multitude of media as students see fit, or specific media directed just at 

specific activities? 
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JSw: When I start an activity and I'm working at the beginning of a 

concept, I usually have them start out with pencils and paper, and basic art 

design, hi other subject areas of art, I do start them out with sketching 

because that's a good place to start. But, I would incorporate as much art 

into it as I can. Like, Basic Art & Design is a good example. Working in 

positive and negative art is flin if you can do something three-dimensional 

with it. It's.. .it's actually not an easy concept for them to understand, but 

when they get to build something with it then it becomes much more 

understandable to them. So, I do pen and ink with that, I do.. .1 do do 

positive and negative art and some color. I do, um, a three dimensional 

sculpture with it. And, a.. .and then, every once an awhile, depending on the 

time frame we have.. .1 let them develop something. I like to see them use 

critical thinking skills, and what they can incorporate into it, and maintain 

the concept. And just working strictly in the art form, ok. Now, when 

you're talking about integration, we do...we put the problem in their laps, 

and we allow them.. .we give them the places to go to find the history; we 

guide, but we let them do their own critical thinking. 

We let them re-create what was done before. We put the tools in their hands 

and then we see what they can do with it. 
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MC: Well, that's what I thought today, too. There's a lot of making it and 

communication with others about what was going on. 

JSw: Exactly. And peer mentorship. In a multi-age classroom like these 

are, you always have peers who are ahead of the others. It's good 

experience for themselves, and for the students they're working with when 

they can help each other. 

MC: Ya, 'cause it is a multi-age classroom. 

JSw: That's right. 

MC: Today you had how many grades in one classroom? 

JSw: In this particular...in this art design class that I had this afternoon, I 

probably had six grades in here. 

MC: Right. Maybe just a couple from each, but none the less... 

JSw: Just a couple. It's a class with a large range. 

MC: Ok. On activities: you say then that they're structured as a more or 

less self-expressive activity, or are, again, culture involved, graphics 

involved, commercial art involved, or just discipline based activities? I 

would say, because of your integration, that another one of those... 

JSw: Ok. Starting in the Basic Art & Design classroom, I would teach the 

discipline part of the concept, and see what they can do with it. Ok. In the 
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journalism class, I don't do anything for them. I tell them where they can 

fmd the tools, um, I help guide them, but I don't do their reports for them, I 

don't do the graphic art for them. I've given them the tools, and they have 

the premise of it. 

MC: And you have the yearbook, too, huh. 

JSw: Ya, I'm the editor of the yearbook and the magazine. We have a 

magazine program that we run here that is all graphic art and text. And, they 

have to figure things out. And a lot of the kids that are on that program are 

also in Basic Art & Design. So... 

MC: Tell me, what's the break there as who'd be ... 

JSw; Actually, more experienced art students will mentor and work with 

students that are in the magazine program for the graphic arts. They actually 

assign the jobs. There's an assignment book up there, and when diey 

commit with a project plan, they assign the jobs to students across the entire 

school. Ok. Everybody in the school is a member of this magazine and 

yearbook team, so if they need a specific kind of graphic art piece they go to 

the high school student that has that experience; and, they'll assign the jobs, 

and offer that job to that student So, then, each student, at some point or 

another during the school year, gets recognition in those two publications for 
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work that they've done. They also achieve a grade wiiich is integrated into 

their other subjects depending on if they're writing the article, or is they are 

doing the cut and design work in it, urn, that becomes a part of their grade on 

a completed assignment; it's, like, bonus work for them. So, it's worth their 

while to become a part of it, and their mentoring younger kids at the same 

time. But, it's Junior High that manages the actual tow publications. They 

just don't always do... 

MC: Junior High manages... 

JSw: Junior High manages both the yearbook and the magazine, and they 

assign jobs out to the most qualified people. 

MC: So, you might have kids that might be in 11"' or 12^^ grade, but Junior 

High manages the program. 

JSw: Junior High's responsible for putting all that work together. So, it's a 

very interesting program. They've even...they come up with some pretty 

neat stuff. I haven't had to - except for to keep them on task -1 haven't had 

to involve myself too much in it. I've shown them where the tools are, I've 

offered tools, gotten them tools for the classroom that they need. Given 

them guidance on the best people to approach for certain jobs; but, overall. 
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their managing it themselves, and, their coming up with some real good 

stuff. 

MC: So, more of a real life experience. 

JSw; Very much real. 

MC: Ya. Ok, do you feel there is a sequence to your courses? For example, 

wouldn't it be laid out as, maybe, two dimensional, three dimensional, 

fibers, and then ceramics, etc.; or would it be more from art, advanced art, 

independent study, and so on? 

JSw: Well, what we do is, a, we... if you're starting from the kindergarten 

and grade in our school, we do fundamental art which works on motor 

skills and color, and building up confidence, and, a. ..when you get into art -

everything is built so that it works in the art program for the following year. 

So, they're building on it constantly. When you get into...all the 

kindergarten through the S"' grade, it's basically fundamental art. It's 

projects that are integrated; it's projects that work within...in other arts 

programs. And so, what we're really working on is... 

MC: The key is that they're integrated. 

JSw: They're integrated. When you get into the 6^^ grade and up, they're 

not only dealing with integrated arts, they're dealing with, um, discipline 
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arts, too. So, working on a focus, Basic Art & Design is where they have to 

start. Then, when they are done with Basic Art & Design II. Basic Art & 

Design covers fundamental concepts of basic art and design. It prepares 

every other art form there going to use later. Basic Art & Design II uses 

those concepts to teach them more about the human body, where eyes and 

ears and noses are positioned, ya know, more details of drawing and art and 

design. So, it teaches them.. .the basic art and design teaches more about the 

materials and the supplies, and there's more sculpting. 1 don't stick to one 

tool or format in these design classes. I'll integrate as many things into 

it... if I can get a sculpture in there, and they can take the concept they're 

working on, and work it into that sculpture, then I will, ya know. If they can 

come up with something on their own, and they can.. .they can - ya know -

describe it to me - their idea, and it's going to work within that concept, I'll 

let them go with it. 

MC: So, kind of student driven. 

JSw; Student driven on an outline. 

MC: So, they can present something that... 
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JSw: Within that concept that, ya. And we have an art show. We do two or 

three art galleries a year, um, where we invite the community. So, they 

know that's going to happen, so they're going to... 

MC: The artwork is taken out into the community? 

JSw: No. The community into a gallery show. 

MC: Here. 

JSw: Ya. 

MC: If they're going to move on from one stage to another, are there pre

requisites for that. For example, would it be pre-requisites based on, maybe, 

minimum grade, or would it be based on, maybe, a portfolio presentation? 

JSw: It's based on grade and portfolio because part of their grade comes 

from the work that they...how they managed their work and attendance. 

And, so, there's, um...I do look at that. Portfolio's is a biggie. I mean, 

because we're a charter school, we get kids coming and out all the time. A 

lot of times, knowing their coming into an art school they'll bring a portfolio 

with them. Um, also we give them some form of assessment. I'll test them. 

I'll give a project and say, "there are the things I'm looking for in this. Can 

you do this?" 

MC: Specific criteria. 
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JSw: Ya. And, a great place to start out is, a.. .a lot of times a grid project, 

"Here. Transfer this from here to here." Um, and, they'll show me their 

portfolio; and I'll work with the other arts teachers, and we'll look it over, 

and will see the best place for that student to be in the program is. Because, 

here, with no art experience, they come in, they do the Basic Art & Design 

programs, and then they can go on to.. .they also can do World Art at any 

time. World Art's integrated. So, and what they're doing right now is 

American History Art, and, um, then next year they'll go back and do World 

History Art. So, these are open to any student any time in those history 

classes. Um... 

MC: In other words, you just said World History Art, or... 

JSw: World History Art, American History Art, ya know, that's of our big 

integrated art programs. 

MC: It's more art history than it is... ? 

JSw: No. Actually, its...they make Kachina dolls this year, and, um...that's 

why I wanted you to take a peak I n there - they've done some really neat 

stuff. They.. .while they're working on the Kachina dolls, their getting their 

history. The teachers, um, really letting them know how the stuff was 

developed, where it came from, why it's there, how il was originally. 
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um...what materials were originally used in it...now they don't always get 

to use original materials in it, 'cause some original materials are very 

expensive. 

MC: Ya, and hard to come by. 

JSw: And very hard to come by. But, we get as close to it as we can, and 

we let them...and while they're learning while they're creating, they're 

being taught the history. They don't even know...they don't even realize 

half the time that they're getting that much information. It's just fascinating. 

MC: There so involved in the project that's an arts based project... 

JSw: Ya. And they.. .and they ask questions with out realizing how good 

the questions are they're asking, ya know. It's amazing to us how well 

received that program is, how well they do with it. Um, you get through 

with the Basic Art & Design program concepts, they can go into Visual 

Communications, which is advertising, and graphic design, and, um...last 

year we worked on a big game board, so they had to do all the design layouts 

and everything. 

MC: Commercials? 

JSw: Well, I had a commercial to set up, um, I had a professional teacher 

coming in to do it, and something happened to that teacher, and we couldn't 
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do it. Soon as I can get that set up again.. .see, I want the right equipment in 

here. 

MC: To make it more real. 

JSw: I want someone who's already done that type of work to really work 

with them [students]. I mean, I could do a commercial with them. But, I 

would rather have someone come in that's actually done a commercial and 

work through the whole...what it's really like in developing a commercial. 

MC: Well, it's just like that today for theater [class], there was.. .a lady was 

here who wrote that... 

JSw: Yes, who wrote that play. 

MC: Ya, that was cool. The art portion of this, the actual art class, is that 

something that is required, or is it considered an elective. 

JSw: All of our classes are required to an extent: that we expect them to, 

um, be introduced and have some working knowledge of three art forms, we 

expect them to, um, become proficient in one. So, by the time they get into 

high school, they're pretty much narrowing the field of what art form they're 

going to work on. And, sometimes, in many cases, high school students are 

always working two art forms. There is always at least two that they like. 

Um, generally, the two that work, that you'll find students in consistently in 
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high school are theater and visual arts are the ones they tend to narrow into. 

We have a &ir number of music students, a fail number of dance students in 

high school that, at that age, it's more of a situation of putting themselves 

out there. It's getting risky, for them, so it's getting harder to get them into 

those two programs. 

MC: The high school students that you have - do they get credit for what 

they do? 

JSw: Yes, they do. 

MC: Full time credit? 

JSw: Yes, they do. But they have to do the work. There's a criteria for 

what is a grade...for what's gradable within each art form. That includes 

how much time in the class. 

MC: All right now, you said earlier that there are certain grades that receive 

art classes, so, that's across the board. I mean, we're talking all the way 

from K through 12. 

JSw: Right now... 

MC: Because it's integrated, and more so then some other schools. But all 

of those grade levels will receive some art. 

JSw: Ya, all year long. 
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MC: Now, from your end of it, I mean, when they have the art class that's 

given, like, four times a week, that's just 7 to 12, correct? 

JSw: No, it's 6'^ grade to 12. 

MC: 6 through 12. But, as the week goes on, the other...all the other grades 

are going to be involved in something... 

JSw: Well, the younger grades do go off and take dance classes, since that's 

easily integrated into the classroom. I mean, there's stuff like social studies 

and history, where they can do.. .they can integrate dance and.. .that they do 

leave and go to dance, and... 

MC: Somewhere else off campus? 

JSw: No. Here. They go down to the dance room. There's a dance room. 

They go down to the dance room, and take theater. They take, ya know, 

children's theater down there, and they take dance down there. They get 

music from their classroom teacher 'cause they're...in elementary school 

our music teacher is their classroom teacher. So, he.. .they're fortunate, 

because he integrates it to a lot of things. 

MC: Directly. 

JSw: Directly. So, um, ya know... .But as far as sitting down in a visual arts 

class, they're not doing that this year, but they did do it last year. They're 
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not doing it this year because I can't make myself be in two places at the 

same time. And, it's just a matter of timing. So, shat I've done instead is I 

work.. .we do student study teams, and we have staff meetings o n Fridays 

where we talk about our integrated program. We talk about what's going on 

in the classrooms, in each of our classrooms. And, then we discuss how we 

can help each other get the integration then. 

So, like, when the two gentlemen who do elementary school are working on 

something in science or specific that they want to see some more integration 

in and we brainstorm that; and then, I help them develop something that will 

go with that in an integrated manner. So, we are really fortunate in the fact 

that we have a really good team of people here, we all get along great, and 

we can sit down... 

MC: You all work along... 

JSw: We work really well as a team together, so.. .and there is not problem 

contacting any teacher whether they're here all day long or part time -1 can 

contact my part time theater teacher earlier this year and say, '"I'm doing this 

in my classroom, how can you help." In fact, last year he worked with me in 

developing their skills for persuasive speaking; to project their voices, and to 

make eye contact, and... 
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MC: Come here and do that. 

JSw: Yes. 

MC: Ok. Let's say if.. .1 mean, what is it that you really want your students 

to get out of your art instruction? If you could describe that, ya know... 

JSw: Well... 

MC: What do you want them to get out of it? 

JSw: I want them to know...1 want them to find their creative side, even if 

they don't go into visual arts as an adult. 1 mean, that...ya know, who 

knows when they get up there what they're going to do. But, I'd like to tap 

into art, because I think when you tap into your creative side, you can use 

those skills in every other place in your life. You can use them in the office, 

and you can use them in the factory, and you can use them...your art skills 

in a lot of places. And, I think tapping into that is the most important thing. 

Beyond that, um, helping them to...if they don't get the experience here, ok, 

they may never experience it once they leave here. 

So, if you can offer all the possibilities to them while they're in school, 

including high school and junior high, including junior high, um, it helps 

them...I think, esp. junior high, because if you can get them to experience 

some of it then, then they'll do it more when they get into high school - if it 
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is available to them - and they'll know if it's something they'll want to go to 

school for. Because, like we spoke about earlier, a lot of schools are 

specialized now. If you want to be a graphic artist, you go to a graphic art 

and design school. When you leave, you get you degree. You don't go to a 

big university if that's all your focus is going to be. I mean, you can. Like, 

ASU has a good arts program. But you don't always have to do that. And, 

if you want to be a technology major, you would go to a technology school. 

If you want to be a carpenter, you go to carpentry.. .there's just a lot of 

op....These options weren't even there - not nearly like they are now when I 

was a kid. 

MC: No. 

JSw: Should they have an opportunity to earn a degree, their certification, in 

a specialized field, ok. Be considered top, because that's...! think that 

makes it, um, more...a...that's not even the right word. I think what makes 

choosing and arts collage more important to someone that wants to really 

single out that...is because the focus is so intense on that, that the people 

those schools produce really now what they're doing. And, when...esp. 

with all the technology that's coming into art now. Now, I was pleased 

when I had a lot of the collages come out, visit with the kids and talk about 
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it. And, I was really pleased - because I, um, go to the basics, start in the 

basics. Know how to do it with your hands, 'cause if you don't know how 

to understand this, that's going to be beyond you. Well, that's not even 

actually quite true. But, I think if you really understand art concepts, then 

you know what you're at, and other elements of that, and you can make the 

manipulations you need to make it work. And, whether that's in art and 

design or some other area, a, you can get that skill through art. The Phoenix 

Institute of Art - they came out and talked to the kids, and the kids.. .well, 

you knew what kids were focusing on - what can we do with the computers, 

ya know. And, what she told them I was veiy pleased with. She says, ya 

know what - if you can't draw it, the computer is useless. Because, real 

employers see that you can get in on paper, ya know. They need to know 

that you understand the basics. And, the computers do not create the image 

as clearly as the artist. 

All you can do with the computer is manipulate it, ya know. I mean, you 

can do a lot of neat things with a computer, but it's not where it's all at, yet. 

'Cause, ya know, one of my fears was that, a, ya know, it's all going to go 

to computers, and they're not going to have to... 
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MC: No. Even the Art Institute in Phoenix (they come to my school, too) 

and they make it clear that... 

JSw: They make it clear that... 

MC: It depends on what you can do, ya know. In other words, in a portfolio 

presentation - that they would like to really see that you can do this stuff 

before you ever... 

JSw; That's right. And all that stuff I've been saying to them all along was 

being, ya know, firmed up by a collage, um, they're going, "Ah, ok, I think 

I'll listen to her now." [laughter] "Better get that portfolio together, ya 

know." Because, one of the big problems here is managing portfolios; not 

just in art, but in everything. They have to manage work portfolios. It is 

their best proof that they know the material, and it's their best place to go 

back to when they need to review something, or they need to integrate 

something, or, like, ya know, I think portfolios are a really good way to go in 

everything. So, what else can I answer for you? 

MC: That's good. 

JSw: Ok. 

MC: Thanks. 
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School Visit Five - High School and Middle School near Flagstaff. AZ 

Classroom Observation: 

Observer: Michael C. Crane 

Teacher Observed: To maintain anonymity, the teachers name has been 

removed, and the actual name of the school has been removed. 

7-12 Art Teacher 

High School & Middle School, Non-Charter 

Date of Observation: November 6, 2000 

Observations: 

Room Layout - High School classroom is a large room (approx. 40' x 35") 

with individual student desks set up in two "U" shapes, one inside the other 

(28 total). There is a computer area (2 stations) up front by the hall door. 

About 1/3 of one end of the room is divided from the rest by waist high 

cabinets with 2 sinks, and a teachers' desk. This area is for storage, a kiln, 

and (along the end wall) is a large shelf unit that holds individual storage 

containers for each student. There is a large chalkboard along the other end 

wall, and a flat paper storage cabinet along the back wall. The back wall 

contains large windows looking out into a courtyard. 
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8:15 am - 9:45 am (Grades 9-12): The high school is on a 90-minute block 

schedule. This is a beginning art class, and they are working on a clay unit. 

They just finished "clay monsters", and are working on a "Luminaria" 

(candle holder). reviews her expectation and provides her directions 

for the day. She allows them to work for about 30 minutes, and then 

explains the next project. She tells them they will make a "balloon pot" by 

adding slabs of clay to a balloon that has been blown up fairly tight. She 

tells them her expectations, provides directions on how to construct the pot. 

She tells them that they will plan it on paper, first. She draws examples of 

possible shapes on the chalkboard. She shows examples of completed pots 

fi'om prior classes (good and bad). She then sets up to do a demonstration of 

how to put the clay slabs onto the balloon, how to make gussets as she goes 

around the balloon, wetting the area with her hand to seal gussets. 

She shows how to remove excess clay, and use it to seal around the balloon 

nipple. She describes the rest of the process, asks for questions, and tells 

them that they must show her a drawing to get clay. 

She spends the remainder of the period providing assistance, and 

answering questions. She has them clean up about 10 minutes before the 

end of class. 
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9:50 am - 11:30 am (Grades 9-12): Same lesson as in previous class. 

Room Layout (Williams Elementary/Middle School) - Classroom is a very 

cramped self-contained room (approx. 25' x 30'). There are four tables in 

the middle of the room (with space around each). There are two large 

ceiling high storage cabinets along door wall. There are kitchen type 

cabinets along one end wall with one sink. There is a chalkboard, and a 

bulletin board along the other long wall, a bulletin board and waist high 

bookcases along the remaining end wall. 

Classes at the elementary/middle school are 50 minutes each. 

12:45 pm - 1:35 pm (grades 7-8): There are 20 students. This is a 9-week 

Arts & Crafts class. The lesson is Mask Making in progress. reviews 

the process and directions for what can be done. She does a demonstration 

of different techniques of using paper for springs, fun folds for hair, teeth, 

noses, and beaks, and how parts can be added to their masks. 

She provides assistance and answers questions until clean up at 1:25. 

1:40 pm - 2:30 pm (grades 7-8): There are 24 students. This is a non-

charter 18-week Art class. The lesson in progress is "Clay Castles". 

Transcription of Taped Conversation: 

hiterviewer: Michael C. Crane (MC) 
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Graduate Student, Art Education Dept., University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 

Art Teacher, Tombstone Unified School District; Tombstone, AZ 

Interviewee: BD 

K-12 Art Teacher 

High School and Elementary/Middle School 

Near Flagstaff, AZ (Non-charter School) 

Date of Interview; November 6, 2000 

Transcription: 

MC: First question is as an art teacher in this district, at both schools ('cause 

you work both schools - high school and middle school)... 

BD: And I do one thing at the elementary, too. 

MC: Right. Are you state certified, an uncertified art teacher, or a non-

charter classroom teacher who teaches the art program at...? 

BD: I'm state certified. 

MC: Are you fiill time or part time? 

BD: Fulltime. 

MC: For your art program, do you have a written art based mission 

statement, written art-based goals? 
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BD: I did 'till the state standards came out. Now, I use the standards as my 

goals, and work through them. It's not a separate... 

MC: It's not a separate thing. 

BD: Anymore. 

MC: So, everything's connected with the state standards. 

BD: I use those as the written equivalent of a mission statement, and then 

work the projects out so they fit those standards. The standards are so broad 

that anything will fit usually. All you have to do is try to meet all the 

different areas. 

MC: Do you use an existing curriculum that was developed by the school or 

you own curriculum, or no curriculum? 

BD: I use my own curriculum. 

MC: Something you developed yourself? 

BD: Yes. 

MC: That's for both schools? 

BD: Yes. And, it works in such away it builds so that students have some 

experience with a media or art movement, or whatever it is; and then its 

repeated at the high school in another way, but builds on information they 

already have. 
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MC: So, in a way, they're kind of sequential activities that at the middle 

school level, and now carry over into the high school as well. 

BD: Somewhat. But, they're also very broad experiential areas. So, if were 

talking about working in clay, for example, then at the middle school level, 

I'll hit several different techniques, and make sure the students understand 

the basics of working with clay. And, then, we take those same basics as a 

review type of thing at the high school level and then build on the skill they 

already have. 

MC: Ok. Do you do more of your sequential then.. .your activities are 

somewhat sequential, then, and you've adapted those to the standards. 

BD: They're sequential within a unit. So, I wouldn't just give kids and 

advanced painting assignment. I would build up to color mixing, and 

composition, and so forth. But, then it reaches the end of that unit, and we 

might be going on to something completely different. So, it's not year long 

sequential. It's within a unit. 

MC: Ok. Are some of your activities based more towards just various 

cultures, or do they follow an historic time line, or are they more just self-

expressive activities, or do you have activities that follow the Discipline 

Based Art Education model? 
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BD; I have one class at the middle school that is nothing but cultural. And, 

um, that's a nine-week class that's experiential crafts for T"* and 8'*' graders. 

And every week (usually it's a week long unit) that studies a specific 

culture. And does activities that are related to that culture. And we find the 

countries on the map. We look at other crafts and things that are made by 

that culture, and somewhat about their celebrations and dress, and so forth, 

that relate to, um, festival type things with each of those cultures. The other 

classes are less culturally based like that one; but whenever it's appropriate 

that becomes part of their units, too. 

I don't use much Discipline Based Art Education. 1 tried it years ago, and I 

like my own way of doing things. I think the kids get, um, really excited 

about getting to use new materials, and trying new ways of working. And, 

so, that is my base: is to get them excited about doing art, and, then, I'll 

work in the art history, the related cultural things, and things that work with 

it. But, the first key for keeping that enthusiasm going is to have them have 

fun doing art, not what it's on as far as art history. 

MC: So, new things that change every year? 

BD: Um, there are a few projects that are standby, that we use at least every 

other year. In every class situation. I can have students that I've had before 
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in the same class. That's very common. So, um, I try to vary their projects 

at least in two-year intervals. Actually, I have a time line that varies them 

every three years. I don't stick so closely to it. And, um, so, most kids like 

these "Castles on a Hillside" project. It's so...um, something they get so 

enthusiastic about that I so it every other year because I have kids that aren't 

making another one, than, two years in a row. 

MC: And, the "Castles on the Hillside" - that's for 7"^ and 8"^ grade. 

BD: Right. 

MC: Ok. During your activities, do you work with a couple of media, for 

example, just pencils and watercolors, or do they work with a multitude of 

media as students see fit, or do you have specific media that's directed at 

specific activities? 

BD: Usually there are specific media directed at specific activities, um, 

because I want them to learn the correct way to use those, and what's 

possible with that particular media. Sometimes, if the focus is not media 

oriented, like perspective drawings of city scenes, or when they get around 

to shading or coloring them, then they get their choice of media; and they 

can paint 'em, and they can use water, um, pencils, colored pencils, or they 

can shade them with charcoal, whatever it is that they like best. So, in those 
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are times when it's a free choice. Many times it's not. 

MC: Ok. Are your activities structured as personal, self-expressive 

activities, or art and culture activities, graphics or any commercial art 

influence? 

BD: There's a lot of variety. All of my classes are filled with experiential 

projects. We do not have enough facilities or budget to specialize too 

specifically. So, whether then having a whole ceramics class that would 

meet a whole semester or something, ceramics is, like, three week with 

them, three or for weeks with them a semester, for everybody. And, at the 

Advanced Art level, um, it changes a little bit. In Advanced Art at the high 

school, students get to choose a focus they want to do. So, we do a basic 

project in about six different areas: one of them is stained glass, one of them 

is architectural models; different things like that that might lead to careers. 

Then they choose a focus that they want, and - before I choose those six 

projects, I've already interviewed each kid to see where they want to go with 

their art. Some of them just want to paint; they just want to have the time to 

paint. Others don't have a clue as to what they want to do. They just Uke 

art. And, if there's a kid that just wants to do architecture, then that's a part 
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of it. And, if there's a kid that wants to be an interior decorator, then - for 

sure - that would become a part of it. So, they do those little basic projects 

that take less then a week to complete, and then they choose for several 

weeks at a time a focus that they help write up the goals for and complete at 

the end. So, that's the interior design student, for example, they will take a 

dollhouse and completely interior decorate the dollhouse. If stained glass is 

what their working in, then they would do a large piece that is very well 

done, and so forth by the end of that amount of time. Does that answer that 

question? 

MC: Yes. 

BD: Ok. 

MC: You mentioned Advanced Art at the high school. Would your art 

program, for example, be, like, two dimensional, then three dimensional, 

then fibers, ceramics, or would it be art, advanced art, independent study, or 

would it be two-dimensional only? 

BD: You're talking, like, the name of the course, sorta speak? 

MC: Right. 
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BD: It's Arts and Crafts and Advanced Art. And from time to time, I do 

independent study student, but that is rare, and they meet at the same time as 

whatever group they can fit their schedule with. 

MC : But you also said, like, within the confines of Advanced Art that they 

could specialize in more... 

BD: Right. 

MC: I mean, it they want to work in fibers, they could work in fibers, and 

they could do that for, like, the whole 18 weeks. 

BD: Well, for about all but the first three weeks they could. 

MC: Right. 

BD: Basically, I want them to have the experience of knowing how to do 

these different things, before they make up their mind as to what they are 

going to specialize in for the rest of the time. So, the first, maybe, four 

week... 

MC: Their exploring some of that try to figure out... 

BD: Ya. We have small projects. Like, for stained glass they make a little 

sun catcher. Everybody makes one, know matter whether their going to go 

on with stained glass or not, they not the basics they understand at that point. 

And, we do that with five or six different areas, specifically ones that relate. 
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after that. 

MC: Ok. So, by the first two or three weeks it's kinda just exploring the 

possibilities, then specializing after that. 

BD: Right. And sometimes their specialization are not for the full time 

that's left. So, I may have someone who really wants to do portraits better in 

charcoal, but they may not want to do that for more than 4-6 more weeks; 

they don't want to do that for another 15 weeks. So, they may choose 

several difiFerent focuses within that time. There have been times I've had a 

student in on such a big, elaborate project that it will take them that whole 

time to do it. 

MC: Are there any pre-requisites for your courses, for example, between 

Art and Advanced Art, per say; are there any pre-requisites involved? 

BD: They have to have at least a "C" in Art before their allowed to take 

Advanced Art, and I also have to give them permission for them, because if 

they are a kind of student that the only reason they're going to take art class 

is because it's easy tor them and they think they can get away anything, they 

have no dedication, they cause trouble. I occasionally have people like that 

who can earn a decent grade in art because their projects are pretty good; but 
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their behavior is such that it's very disruptive. And, I will not approve those 

kids, and they know that coming up front. But, that doesn't happen often, 

but occasionally. 

MC: Are the art classes - and this would be in the middle school, too - are 

the art classes required, or are they electives? 

BD: In this middle school, there are few true electives. Pretty much kids get 

put into what their schedule fits. They have to take certain classes, and 

whatever spaces are left with whatever classes are left that's where they 

pretty much get put. They did tell me this year that all the 8"^ graders that 

requested art got art. So, most of my classes are filled with 8"* graders. 

There's a lot more than 7"^ graders. At the high school level there are 

electives, and it's on a four period day which means that every kid has eight 

choices in a c\school year; um, but because the four periods meet for one 

semesters length and, at times, we have eight different ones. Within that 

eight ones, freshmen usually have two that are truly electives, whereas, the 

sophomores and juniors usually have three, and seniors usually have three or 

four, even, that they can place in there, depending on whether or not they're 

going to stay in high school or a work program. 
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MC: Well, are all those classes all those courses for credit; they all get 

credit or are they for a fiiil credit, or are some of them for 14 credit? 

BD: At the high school, they are all full credit. 

MC: Full credit. 

BD: They all meet for, um, extended period for a semester, so it's the same 

as a shorter period for a whole year, a yearlong course. 

MC: And, at the high school, your classes are 9-12. I mean, you have kids 

from... 

BD: From 9'*' through 12"* grades. 

MD: At the middle school, though, how's that? 

BD: I only have 7'*' and S'*' graders in middle school. And, then I have Art 

Club for K-5, which we haven't talked about. Is that a good point now, or... 

MC: Later. Well, lets... [interrupted by tones indicating the end of school 

for the day][laughter]. You say, at the middle school, for example, you have 

a crait class, which is for nine weeks, and they move on to another class. 

BD: At the middle school there's two types of classes: there's one that's 

called Experiential Crafts, and that's a nine week class for SO minutes each 

period. And, the students move through the year to three other 9-week 

courses. So, they are about 100 students enrolled in experiential: ones a 
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craft class, another one's a shop, another is CPR, a fourth one is General 

Music. So, they all get those. Similar to electives, but their forced into them 

[laughter]. And, then, the other class at the middle school, the 7th - 8th, 

meets for a full semester. So, it meets for 18 week, everyday, and includes 

ArtT'^-S^ 

MC: And, you see those kids everyday. 

BD: I see all of my students everyday. 

MC; And you mentioned you have an art club for...? 

BD: Elementary. 

MC: Elementary, K-5? 

BD: We don't have an elementary art teacher at all. And, I do not have time 

with my day to do elementary art as well; so, I came up with a program that 

has gotten quite a bit of acclaim, and I'm real proud of, and I call it "Art 

Club". And, each student.. .each teacher at the elementary school chooses 

two students out of their class to come to Art Club. 

And those two students criteria for choice is that they're creative, and enjoy 

art projects, that they could make up work missed easily if the were to do 

that, that they're not a discipline problem. And, there's approx. 25-30 

students who come to me on Wednesday's at noontime. And, we do all 
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types of projects. About Vi of that time are elementary projects that are just 

for them, that build skills, and that they enjoy. The other Vi of the time we 

do something called share art. And, with share art, I write up a lesson plan 

that is open ended, and that means it can be very successful for a 

kindergartener at a very basic level; and that a 5^ grader could take the same 

basic project and expand on it, and feel good about their project as well. 

And, I write up the lesson plan, the students come in, pick up the pre-written 

lesson plan, and they pick up their supplies. And, then, I go through 

teaching the same lesson to diem. I also point out things that they could ask 

their peers in their classroom, ways to go about somebody that doesn't 

understand to study it a different way, and so forth. So, we do some of that 

kind of teaching skills with it. Then, they go ahead and they do the project. 

Then, when they leave, they take back to their classroom teacher a lesson 

that uses simple supplies that are easily available, and two finished projects 

already done of that lesson. And, then, the teacher has already agreed that 

those kids will help teach that lesson to the whole rest of the class. So, it's a 

good way for me to take good art experiences, teach my little art clubbers 

how to do that, and then send them back and that spreads my influence quite 

a bit in another way. That program is up for a "Golden Apple" award right 
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now, and has already given me a couple of other awards. It's been very well 

accepted and I have other schools that are copying that style. It's very 

simple. 

MC: Ya. 

BD: But it works. 

MC; But it works. I want to go back to pre-requisites for a minute. 1 

wanted to touch on it again, that is - do you... what form of assessment do 

you use for your students. I mean, do you actually grade their projects, or is 

it portfolio presentations, or is it both? Is it grade and portfolio? How does 

that work? 

BD: Advanced art have portfolio presentations. So, they work their whole 

time in class for a portfolio they will turn in at the end and presented. They 

will also enter contests, and have other people look at their portfolio; 

businessmen that might be hiring an interest in them, and so forth, as much 

as I can pull in of that I do. Sometimes, it's the presenter school like the 

Arts Institute that will come in and look at their portfolios. All other 

students get just graded. But, I do it on a point basis, and I us a system of 

every project is worth 20 points a day, so if I present something that is just a 

one period project, that is going to be a 20 point grade. If its three days, it a 
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60 point grade, so forth like that. And, I grade them. I will listen to tiieir 

complaint. If they don't like it, but usually they find I'm pretty lenient with 

the grading. So, I don't have many who don't agree with my assessment. 

Often, they're harsher on themselves then I am. 

MC: Ya. Is that at middle school, too? 

BD: Everybody that I teach, except the advance art. 

MC: Ok. What do you hope your students will come away with from your 

art program? 

BD: Loving art. If they don't love it and have fim with it, they're never 

going to do it again one they get out of my class. So, above all, I want to 

make it really positive, flin atmosphere. I want them to learn, and feel good 

about their learning. But, I want them to enjoy it, and so I work hard to 

make that environment as pleasant as I can. That's what I want. 

MC: Thanks, [she laughs] 
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School Visit Six - Charter School: Flagstaff. AZ 

Classroom Observation: 

Observer: Michael C. Crane 

Teacher Observed; To maintain anonymity, the teachers name has been 

removed, and the actual name of the school has been removed. 

9-12 Art Teacher 

Charter School; Flagstaff, AZ 

Date of Observation: November 13, 2000 

Observations: 

Room Layout - Classroom is in a portable building (approx. 30' x 35') that 

is part of a group of portable building that comprises this charter school. 

Several tables are put together in a "U" shape near the center of the room. 

Storage cabinets of various sizes are along the two long walls. 's desk 

and filing cabinets are in one comer opposite the door. There are 

chalkboards along the short wall nearest her desk. Bulletin boards are on the 

other short wall. Waist high cabinets with one sink are under the bulletin 

boards. There is a roll-around paper-cutter cabinet (with large paper 

drawers), and a small table for supplies in the up against the tables. 
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Photo Lab Layout - the Darkroom (approx. 5' x 8') is in part of another 

portable building on the other side of the group of buildings. It consists of a 

long stainless steel sink along one long wall, and 3 enlargers on a cabinet 

along the other long wall. There are 2 red safety lights hanging from the 

ceiling, plus one large red/white light box hanging right above the sink. All 

film developing is done in the sink. 

The first class of the day was a basic art skills class taught by a teacher from 

NAU, who teaches part time at this school. 

's classes are 90 minutes each, except for 5"^ period which is 60 

minutes. 

9:30 am - 11:00 (grades 11-12): This is a Beginning Photography class of 8 

students, and it's a lesson in progress. The students will be entering a photo 

into a contest by Minolta for National Geographic called "Show me your 

World". 

In conjunction with the contest, the students must write a short paper on 

"Careers in Photography". I spent the class period in the darkroom with half 

the class and . 

11:30 am - 1:00 pm (grades 10-12): The class of 16 students is a Drawing 

and Painting class for which the art basics class is a pre-requisite. Their 
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assignment, from the week prior, was to complete four acrylic paintings by 

Friday. The paintings had to be one from each of four painting styles, such 

as "Surrealism", and "Pop Art". The subject matter for all four is from a still 

life they sketched the week prior. Objectives and assignment details are on a 

handout. Assessment (for this and other classes) will be by a teacher/self 

assessment worksheet that has put together. works with all 

students during the class period. 

1:05 pm - 2:35 pm (grades 9-12): This class of 15 students is an Art Basics 

class for beginning students. The lesson was linoleum etching from the 

week prior. The technique is to use a chalk transfer to transfer a drawing to 

a piece of linoleum the same size (sizes varied). The image is then carved 

into the linoleum, and^rints are pulled from the piece. The prints are to 

present an emotion that has expressionism possibilities. 

2:10 pm - 3:30 pm (grades 11-12): This is a Beginning Photo class of 12 

students. The lesson plan is the same for the advanced photo class. 

Transcription of Taped Conversation: 

Interviewer: Michael C. Crane (MC) 

Graduate Student, Art Education Dept., University of Arizona; Tucson, AZ 

Art Teacher, Tombstone Unified School District; Tombstone, AZ 
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Interviewee: JH 

9-12 Art Teacher 

Charter School; Flagstaff, AZ 

Date of Interview: November 13, 2000 

Transcription: 

MC: As an art teacher at this school, are you state certified, an uncertified 

art teacher, a non-charter classroom teacher who teaches the art program at 

this school? 

JH: State certified with my degree that is a Bachelor of Science Degree in 

Art Education. I'm endorsed to teach K through 12 - Art. 

MC: In Arizona. 

JH: In Arizona. Yep. 

MC: Full time or part time? 

JH: Fulltime 

MC: Do you have on hand a written [art] based mission statement, or a 

written [art] based goal [statement] for your ^ program? 

JH: No, but I'd like to. I like that a lot. I mean, they have a wonderful one 

for our school, but I feel, I guess, for my art class I would like to generate 
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that with kids. It's something that you bring up that I think is a really good 

thing that I should think about for the fiiture. 

MC: Curriculum. Do you use an existing curriculum that was developed by 

this school, or a curriculum you developed yourself, or no curriculum? 

JH: Well, we do have a curriculum. I'm quite pleased with the curriculum. 

There's some things I would like to change as fer as....The visual arts 

curriculum I'm very happy with. It's totally in alignment with Arizona 

standards in art. 

MC: But who produced that instrument? 

JH: Who produced it were, um, the previous art teacher. Her name is Meg 

Billner. She was here the first two years and I've been here the last two 

years going on third. And, I've used that and I've adapted. I mean, I'm not 

as strict to it per say, but I use it as a curriculum, absolutely. But, I would 

like to...well, what was here before was photography/videography, and I'm 

not qualified to teach videography. So, I'm trying to go more towards the 

photography/fine art route. And, I really need to take some time to rewrite 

the photography/communications arts curriculum, and I'd like to do that 

soon [laughter]. 

MC: When you get time. 
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JH: Exactly. In the summer, maybe. That would be good. 

MC: Ok. As you present your activities to your students, are they 

sequential activities adapted to standards, or are they activities more aimed 

at various cultures, or are they sequential activities that follow just an 

historic time line, or are they self-expressive activities, or are they activities 

that follow the Discipline Based Art Education model? 

JH: I would like to say it's kind of a mixture of all of that. I would 

definitely like to start in with historical context for the kids. I want to talk 

about a particular artist and focus, sorta speak, on that...what project were 

about to do, so I like to start in with, um, showing them either, ya know, 

posters or a video or a reading about a particular artist, a movement, and 

then move from that into sketching, demonstrating, and building the 

assignment from that. Um,... [she laughs] 

MC; Do the activities build on themselves, are they sequential in that 

fashion, or are they just separate different blocks of instruction? 

JH: You mean... 

MC: Overall. 

JH: Overall. I would like to do more sequential, but sometimes I 

just.. .things come in, and I'm, like, oh -1 just have to try this, and I.. .1 
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would like to eventually build it more sequential like you. I feel...I do do 

that a little bit because when you start on art basics, I definitely start with 

contour drawing, and kinda building up until they can get into a really 

modeled drawing. I mean, I don't start them out backwards teaching the 

opposite. I feel it's more in the foundations art class that I do more 

sequential. But, more of the advanced upper level classes its kind of, 

like...more about self- expression. The project is contained within itself, 

building off the other things that happened. 

MC: Right. 

JH: But, I'd definitely like to incorporate a cultural component, or a, you 

know, an art - an artist in focus - culture in focus that is safe for the class. 

MC: Ok. During activities do your students work with, maybe, just a 

couple of media, just pencils and watercolor, or do they work with a 

multitude of media as they see fit, or are there specific media directed at 

specific activities? 

JH: Pretty much specific media directed at specific activities. In the mixed 

media class that I teach, there are...I mean, it's really up to them; that's part 

of the problem solving that they have in the class is what media is more 

successful for this piece, this project they have to figure out. Usually, for 
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every project, everybody does a sketch. I mean, always in pencil; even if 

they are doing a clay sculpture, I'll have them do a pencil sketch. I really 

think that is the basis, foundation, for any project. You have to know...have 

a clear idea of what you want to draw. It may be very minor, simple sketch, 

but you still have to have that vision in that 2-D form. I think the pencil's 

really important. 

MC: Also, as ^ as your activities go, are they structured as self-expressive 

activities, art and culture activities, graphics, or commercial art, or 

Discipline Based type activities? 

JH: No, I think I like all of that. It depends on the project. I mean, I would 

love to do a semester of graphic design, but I can't. But, we'll incorporate it 

into a unit, into a certain...even into a basic art foundation course, and, of 

course a drawing and painting class. But, I don't, ya know, lump it as 

graphic design. And, I can't really do that. I would love to do fashion 

design, I'd like to do stained glass, but I just...I'd like to do individual units 

kinda specifying, like, either, you know, a certain type of art style or art 

movement, that kind of thing. So...and that's general. I mean, we always 

want the kids self-expression, but sometimes how much self-expression can 

you get when your doing a still life? But, they can still put it in, and they get 
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their own style, but, I mean, you need, sometimes, that structure of just...a 

figure drawing is a figure drawing, and a still life is a still life. You just 

need that and just say, "There will be time." Just like you have to know how 

to do those things first. So, I like to do it all [she laughs]. 

MC: Ok. Is there, um, for the courses that you have - is there a sequence to 

those courses; for example, is it set up to from two-dimensional, three-

dimensional, to fibers, to ceramics, or is it more art, advanced art, 

independent study. 

JH: Ya, it's more the second one. All the kids in, I think this is at state 

level, that everyone needs an art course in order to graduate from high 

school. So, the kids definitely need pretty much the foundations art basics 

class in order to take any other art class. You know, the need to have, um, 

art basics, mixed media, drawing and painting, or to take, um, art studio, or 

even photography - even though it's aimed at a higher or a higher kid. And, 

I really want to structure that kid who do take the independent, have taken 

the mixed media, have taken, you know, a year of drawing and painting. I 

think they need to go about it, or how else are they going to have their own 

independent thoughts about what they want to do if they haven't been 
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exposed to those classes. A drawing and painting and mixed media are 

different things, so... 

MC: Ok. You also said there's some pre-requisites built in. In other words, 

like, for example, your basic art class is a pre-requisite to take anything else. 

JH: Pretty much all the other classes. Yes. 

MC: And you have another class toward the end where it's a portfolio 

presentation, or they don't get in, correct? 

JH: Well, it's not that they don't... we're just in a transition this year, where 

all the clas ses, not just art, are going AP. And, I only had one student 

interested, 'cause she's a very tenacious, very hard working student that 

said, "Oh, I would like to go for AP studio. She wants the AP five point 

credit scale (four point, whatever it is). And, she did not have to submit a 

portfolio to be taking that class. But, we work on a close schedule, one on 

one. Like, we'll meet outside of class, or on the weekend to build the 

portfolio, to meet the requirements for the portfolio. 

MC: That's 'cause she really want to do this. 

JH: And she...I would have never said I would have...I wouldn't have let 

her take this class had she not, you know, proven to me.. .I've seen her art. I 

mean, I'm the only art teacher really here, so I know the kids pretty well. I 
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know their art. But, um, I would like to get...move that into an AP art 

studio class, and really have...kids have really want to go to college in art, to 

be in that class. 

I think its wonderful that kids, ya know, want to minor in it, even in high 

school; but, as far as this school's concerned, that we really need to focus on 

the kids who want to get in, and really have a portfolio based class for 

college. So, I'd like to do that [she laughs]. 

MC: Now, this is an arts and leadership academy, but, still, are your art 

classes...are they required to take your classes, or can they elect to take your 

classes? 

JH: Elect. Absolutely. Ya, there's still a good percentage of the kids here I 

haven't had. Either they take dance as an elective, or, you know, creative 

writing, or theater. 

MC: And you all of them. You have art, dance, music... 

JH: Choir. 

MC: Choir. 

JH: We have strings and band. We have Introduction to Theater, Advanced 

Theater, Creative Writing. We have, actually, a Pop Arts and Culture class 

as well, which is pretty interesting. It's just started this year. And we're 
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trying. And, we have Global Humanities. We have fantastic English 

classes. The English class is actually....Have you read the book, "How to 

think like Leonardo di Vinci"? You have to read it. It's fantastic. It's a 

great basis for the kids to read about a genius like Leonardo. It's a pretty 

cool book. I like to integrate it into my art classes for them to read it. 

MC: And it's called? 

JH: "How to think like Leonardo di Vinci" [she laughs]. You have to see it. 

It's really great; really great. 

MC: Do they get actual credit for the classes that they take? 

JH: That they take here? 

MC: Ya. 

JH: Oh, absolutely. Oh, ya. 

MC: And what would it be? Would it be a full credit, or '/2 credit that 

would apply to them? 

JH: Um, because we have the kids all year, that is a full credit. But, some 

kids will take...um, like, we have the museum apprentice class that only 

meets every other day, so they're first semester, or actually the fifth block.... 

If you take a fifth block class, which is only an hour class every other day, 
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then your only going to get Vz a credit. Like, student council's Vz a credit, 

yearbook, and the museum apprentice class. 

MC: Ok. And your classes are also set up in this AB format. And, you're a 

block school. I mean, you do 90-minute blocks. 

JH: Absolutely. Yes. 

MC: But, you have this AB structure. Explain. 

JH: Ok. The kids have a choice of taking.... If they really wanted ten 

classes, but, all in all, pretty much nine classes. The kids have four classes 

(ya know, one, two, three, four). Fifth hour...they can take five classes in 

one day. The fifth hour is the same every day, unless your taking yearbook 

or student council, which...it rotates AB, AB. 

MC: In 60 minutes. 

JH: In 60 minutes. But, the kids normally have a set of five classes on an 

"A" day, and a different set of classes on a "B" day. So, they get a nice 

variety. It's nice for math that you don't have to math everyday. But, you 

continue it throughout the whole year, which studies have shown (and that's 

why our school went to this) that the kids continue to retain a lot more by... 

MC: The AB structure. 
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JH: Exactly. Especially with foreign language or with math. And art, I just 

love it. I think its...and you have to have a 90 minute art class. I don't 

know how you can do it [she laughs]. It's crazy. I mean, when I taught at 

the middle school and it was a 43-minute class, I thought - we just got 

everything out, got started, and it's time to clean up. It's terrible. It's 

terrible. But, I like the AB, because then I also get two days to practice like 

the kids have two day to do homework, you know, for next time we meet. 

So, it's really nice. 

MC: And this is 9 through 12. 

JH: 9 through 12 grades. 

MC: But, you do have restrictions on, you know, some of you classes, you 

say they're only 10 through 12 or 11 through 12. Especially in you 

photography classes. Your more.. .you're restricting the numbers by... 

JH: Ya. We're trying to take juniors and seniors, and that is only because of 

space, because of our darkroom. And, last year we let sophomores take our 

photography, because no one...administration really wasn't saying that you 

couldn't have the kids in the darkroom without me, but now that that has 

happened this year, then they kept the classes really small. So, therefore, 

when.. .1 can have more kids in the darkroom with me - like, three kids, and 
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then have other kids do another task when I'm not with them. And, that 

way, we don't have to say no. We don't even have room for another art 

class. I mean, I only have the one classroom, and it's really frustrating. It's 

wonderful that Craig can teach another two classes, but we only have one 

more open class time in that room. One time, that's it. And, we can't offer 

any more. We don't have the space, unless we had another art room. 

MC: Craig being the other art teacher who did that first class this morning. 

JH: Yes. He did the art basics class this morning. 

MC; And your classes are small. On the average from 5 to... 

JH: Ya. Anywhere from....Ya, the smallest class I have...I mean the 

largest class I have is 22 and the smallest I have is 7 at this time. And, it's 

pretty much been there ever since I've been here for the past two years, 

going on three, which I really nice. 

MC: What is your budget like. 

JH: My art budget is.. .1 usually get $3000.00 for the year for art supplies, 

and $2000.00 for photography, and you have to figure that there are about 6 

or 7 art classes, and two photography classes. So, the photography's getting 

a pretty nice budget, I would say. And then the kids have to pay a $15.00, 

you know, fee for the class. 
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MC: Activity fee. 

JH: Activity fee for the class. $15.00 per semester forjust the visual art 

class, and $35.00 for photography class. 

MC: From every student. 

JH: From every student who's enrolled, yes. And the kids are required to 

buy minimal supplies for themselves, like pencils, and colored pencils, and 

smock aprons, stuff like that. 

MC: Ok. What do you hope that your art students get out of your art 

classes? 

JH: Good question. Not only basic skills to give them confidence, but to 

learn more about themselves. Visual expression is just as important as 

writing, to understand yourself and to understand the world that you live in, 

and that it can be a tool to, um, connect yourself to your environment, to 

your culture, to your history. I want kids to walk away and feel that when 

they were in the art room they felt like they were becoming a better person -

in everything - in just the world - just to be in lime with empathy, and other 

things like that. 

Math Teacher: If I may [she laughs] can I tell you what I think the kids get 

out of her class? 
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MC: Ya. 

Math Teacher: She just said it - her attitude [she laughs] that's what. 

JH: Ok. 

Math Teacher: What she just said, though. 

MC: Ya. 

JH: It's true. 
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